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Risks, benefits seen in 
Pension Funds IFRS adoption

N
igeria’s N6.5 tril-
lion Pension Funds 
Industry is set to 
a d o p t  I n t e r n a -
tional Financial 

Reporting Standards (IFRS), 
for preparing its financial state-
ments, a move fraught with risk 
and benefits.

Nigeria’s Pensions regulator 
PenCom and its Financial Re-
porting Council (FRC) has told 
Pension Fund Administrators 
(PFAs) that 2017 shall be the 
latest year of adoption of IFRS 
by all duly registered Pension 
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L-R: Ibe Kachikwu, minister of state for petroleum resources; Simbi Wabote, executive secretary, Nigeria Content 
Development & Monitoring Board, and Olukayode Pitan, managing director, Bank of Industry, at the MoU signing 
ceremony on the implementation of the $200 million Nigerian Content Intervention Fund in Abuja, yesterday.

With the recent approval 
of the initial public 
offering (IPO) of N1 

billion for the entertainment 
industry by the Securities and 
Exchange Commission, indus-
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The Pan African financial insti-
tution, United Bank for Africa 
(UBA) Plc has announced its 

audited half year financial results 
ended June 30, 2017, showing 
remarkable performance across 
major metrics.

UBA grew its gross earnings 
for the period by 34.5 percent to 
N222.7 billion, as against N165.6 
billion reported in June 2016. This 
impressive performance, which 
reflects the strong momentum of 
UBA’s business and its increasing 
share of customers’ wallet, was 
driven by the 44.3 per cent and 
16.0 per cent growth in interest 
income and non-funded income 
respectively. The Group’s operat-
ing income stood at N161.8 bil-
lion, compared to N116.2 billion 
recorded in the corresponding 
period of 2016, representing a 39.2 
percent growth.

Notwithstanding the impact of 
naira devaluation and double digit 
inflation in Nigeria and a number 
of other African countries where 
UBA operates, the Group managed 
through its cost lines to deliver 
a sterling Profit Before tax (PBT) 
of N57.5 billion, representing a 
significant growth of 65.5 percent 
over N34.8 billion recorded in the 
corresponding period of June 2016.

In same vein, the Group re-
corded an unprecedented Profit 
After Tax (PAT) of N42.3 billion, 
translating to a 56.2 percent growth 
over the N27.1 billion recorded in 
the half-year of 2016. This profit-
ability further reflects the earn-
ings capacity of the Group and its 
capability to progressively deliver 
superior returns to shareholders.

While the Group closed the 
half year with Total Assets of N3.69 

A
s Geometric Power/
Aba Power Limited 
gears up to fulfill its 
promises of providing 
enough power to light 

up Aba, the commercial hub of the 
South East region, in the next five 
months, real estate investment and 
development will be receiving a 
big boost in that region, experts 
have said.

It is expected that land prices and 
house rents will jump within Aba 
and also in the surrounding towns 
and villages, where traders, factory 
workers and sundry entrepreneurs 
will be needing housing for business 
and residencial purposes.

The experts explain that im-
proved power supply in a commu-
nity, town, or region, usually leads 
to increased economic activity, 
which requires both residential 
and commercial real estate, such 
as homes, offices and industrial 
spaces for factories, manufacturing 
plants, shops, etc.

Over all, demand is always up 
for quality spaces with modern 
infrastructure and access to the city 
centre. For space, parking and zon-
ing parameters, industrial space 
users are willing to go to the out-
skirts of major towns in search for 
this. Tenants usually go in search 
of quality spaces that offer more 
than the just cool and dry. Yemi 
Madamidola, an estate manager, 
notes that as e-commerce, ICT, 
manufacturing, agriculture and 
agro-allied industries progress in 
line with economic activities, var-
ied warehouse types may become 
the toast of real estate investment 
and development.

Expectation is that there will 
be so much pressure on existing 
infrastructure, such as residential 
houses, workplaces, roads, mar-
kets, among others, that there will 
be need for new developments, 
thus creating huge investment op-
portunity for property developers 

and real estate service providers.
Already, real estate operators 

in Aba are upbeat. Interest is also 
growing from investors who intend 
to take advantage of the anticipat-
ed improvement in power supply, 
to invest in real estate. Francis Eg-
buche, a partner at Ken and Franc 
Associates, real Estate consultants, 
says estate developers outside Aba 
are keen in investing in the city, in 
the hope that improved power sup-
ply would boost real estate.

Egbuche says, “I have received 
several calls from colleagues who 
own estates in Abuja, Lagos, Asaba, 
that are interested in investing in 
Aba, but the problem has been 
power. So, if there is constant 
power, investors will come in.

Ananso Nsiorie, a legal prac-
titioner, agrees,Nsiorie says im-
proved power supply would put 
pressure on existing infrastructure, 
such roads and housing. He ex-
plains that small scale industries 
would begin to do well, while 
those that were moribund, due to 
inadequate power supply, would 

be resuscitated.
New investments will be ex-

pected in the area, which he noted, 
would put pressure on available in-
frastructure and urged government 
to develop new layouts in Aba to 
absorb the expected pressure.

According to Nsiorie, real estate 
will boom, as firms would need 
space for their factories and ac-
commodation for their staff. De-
mand for land is already growing. 
In developing areas of Aba, land 
price currently ranges from N1 mil-
lion to N15 million, depending on 
location and the use of the property 
to be developed.

In other developing areas in 
Osisioma, a plot of land is going for a 
minimum of N1.2 million to N4 mil-
lion, while upspringing places like 
Okpulu Umuobo and Ogbor Hill 
areas, are within a minimum of N1.2 
million per plot. In the high brow 
areas like Ekenna (Government 
Reserved Area) and some parts of 
Okigwe Road, a plot of land goes for 
a minimum range of N15 million.

Aba, Nigeria’s emerging in-

Risks, benefits seen in Pension Funds IFRS...
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dustrial haven, will soon begin to 
enjoy constant power supply, as 
the dispute between Enugu Elec-
tricity Distribution Company 
(EEDC) and Geometric Power 
Limited, over which of the two 
companies would supply power 
to Aba and its environs has been 
resolved.

The Federal Government had 
before the commencement of the 
privatisation of the power sector, 
signed an agreement with Geo-
metric Power, for the exclusive 
right of supplying electricity to Aba 
and Ariaria, a development, which 
saw the construction of the Aba 
Power plant which is worth about 
$500 million.

However, the same ‘ring fenced’ 
area was included in the franchise 
sold to Interstate Electric, owned 
by Emeka Offor, during the privati-
sation. Both investors have been in 
a legal tussle over the matter, with 
industry watchers accusing the 
past government of dishonouring 
the contract signed with Geometric 
Power, owned by Nnaji.

Funds.
“Accordingly, all Pension Funds 

shall issue financial statements 
prepared in accordance with IFRS 
for the year ending 31 December 
2017,” PENCOM and FRC said in 
a letter to PFAs this month, signed 
by Daniel Asapokhai CEO of FRC 
and Aisha Dahir-Umar, Acting DG 
PenCom, and issued as a directive 
to PFAs for immediate compliance.

As part of industry reforms 
unveiled to prevent a repeat of the 
2008/2009 home grown financial 
crisis, International Financial Re-
porting Standards (IFRS) became 
Nigerian Generally Accepted Ac-
counting Principles (NGAAP) for 
all corporate entities in Nigeria 
since January 1, 2012.

The framework was to come 
into effect for Pension Funds in 
2013 as specified by the Roadmap 
for Adoption of IFRS in Nigeria.

However, various complexi-
ties and the need for regulatory 
clarifications have led to non-
compliance, with PenCom and 
FRC blaming the delayed adoption 
on the “practical expediency and…
peculiarities faced by Pension 
Funds in Nigeria.”

Abiola Rasaq, Head of Investor 
Relations at United Bank for Africa 
Plc, foresees no downside risk to 
this development, rather that PFAs 
adoption of IFRS will help improve 
their standard of financial report-
ing and information flow.

Rasaq said: “I think what we will 
see is more transparency and more 
information flow. PFAs do not have 
any major financial risks in their 
books that should be a source of 
concern. Pending when we all 
transit to IFRS-9, the current IFRS 
requires that you treat securities 
like bond at amortised rate.”

Data from the National Pension 

Commission, or PENCOM, shows 
that as at April 2017, the net asset 
value of total pension fund assets 
stood at N6.49 trillion, with 7.4 per-
cent invested in domestic ordinary 
shares or stock, 55.7 percent in FGN 
bonds, 15.66 percent in Treasury 
Bills, 6.26 percent in banks money 
market securities, 4.79 percent in 
corporate debt securities and 3.38 
percent in Real Estate properties.

Together, these asset classes 
make up 93 percent of pension 
fund investments.

The data shows that at least 
71.3 percent of Pension assets or 
N4.63 trillion, as at April, 2017 is 
invested in fixed income securities 
issued by the sovereign or Federal 
Government.

PenCom, in the new directive, 
advised PFAs to ensure that where 
a measurement basis, other than 
fair value is applied to fund hold-
ings of government securities, the 
underlying business model of such 
funds align with the conditions 
specified in IFRS as the relevant 

PenCom Guidelines.
Experts tell BusinessDay that 

under IFRS rules PFAs can apply 
hold to maturity (HTM) rules to 
assets they don’t have an intention 
of selling, but the rest have to be 
marked to market (MTM).

Fola Lawal, an expert within 
the insurance industry, said in 
adopting IFRS, Pension managers 
have the option of fair valuing the 
pension assets which will imme-
diately trigger substantial losses as 
much as 20-30% of book values, 
considering the current (high) 
market yields.

According to Lawal, those Pen-
sion Fund contributors who are 
retiring this year are at an advan-
tage, as losses that will be triggered 
from asset sales to meet their cash 
requests will be passed on to the 
remaining retirement savings ac-
counts (RSAs).

“If sales have to be made out of 
an HTM portfolio, then the remain-
ing assets may have to be MTM,” 
Lawal told BusinessDay.

Bond prices have tumbled in the 
past three years, as yields spike as a 
result of rising inflation and greater 
issuance by the Federal Govern-
ment, to fund its growing deficit.

The Debt Management Office 
(DMO) only managed to raise 
N56.05 billion ($178.50 million) 
at a bond auction held yesterday, 
less than half the N135 billion on 
offer as domestic pension funds 
and insurance firms cut demand 
due to low yields.

The DMO paid 16.80 percent for 
the 2021 and 2027 bonds and 16.90 
percent for the 2037 debt.

Investors demanded for yields 
as high as 17 percent, auction re-
sults showed.

There are 21 licensed PFAs 
operating in Nigeria, according to 
PenCom data.

The new guidelines for PFAs to 
adopt IFRS was issued following 
the stakeholders meeting of 18 
May 2017 that included the FRC, 
PenCom and External Auditors of 
Pension Funds.

Olusegun Obasanjo, former Nigerian President (r); Tony O. Elumelu, group chairman, UBA/founder, The Tony Elumelu 
Foundation (m), and President Ernest Koroma of Sierra Leone, during their visit to the survivors of the mudslides at the 
Connaught Hospital in Freetown and the donation of $500,000.00 by Elumelu, yesterday.

UBA delivers stellar 
performance in half-
year 2017, grows profit 
by 66%

IHEANYI NWACHUKWU

Geometric power seen boosting 
real estate investment in Aba

... Declares N0.20 Per Share 
Interim Dividend
... African Subsidiaries 
Contribute 32% of the 
Group’s Earnings

CHUKA UROKO & GODFERY OFURUM, Aba

…as experts urge government to create new satellite towns
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Mott MacDonald in ambitious flood-free 
infrastructure plan for Imperial City

M
o t t  M a c -
D o n a l d 
L i m i t e d 
o f  L o n -
d o n ,  t h e 

infrastructure consultant 
to Imperial International 
Business City (IIBC), Lekki, 
Lagos, says its infrastruc-
ture plan and design for the 
emerging city will ensure 
there is flood-free lifetime 
of 100 years for the city and 
its residents.

Imperial City is an emerg-
ing smart city in Lagos where 
the developers are reclaim-
ing land from the lagoon 
intent on building a smart, 
21st Century city that holds 
promise for living, working 
and leisure experience in 
a cozy and self-sustaining 
environment.

A joint venture project 
between Oba Saheed Ade-
mola Elegushi and Chan-
neldrill Resources Lim-
ited, IIBC, which is the first 
self-sustaining eco-friendly 
smart business city to be 
built in Africa, will be sit-
ting on an expansive land 
estimated at 200 hectares.

The Mott MacDonald 
team was on a four-day visit 

and inspection of Ikate Ele-
gushi Lagos, the project site 
of the city. Stuart Croucher, 
head of the team, says the 
infrastructure design of the 
city will ensure that the city 
is self-sustaining, must be 
smart and eco-friendly and 
must have steady traffic flow.

Croucher assures that the 
city would have general util-
ity efficiency and would be 
leveraging the best technol-
ogy to archive these design, 
adding that the developers 
had charged them to make 
sure the city was a zero-flood 
zone for the next 100 years.

“To be able to achieve this 
task, we are working with 
Royal Haskoning DHV Ned-
erland B.V. who are the recla-
mation/marine and marina 
consultants. They have done 
an extensive research on the 
lagoon and the future rise 
in water level of the whole 
lagoon and the report is 
what they are now working 
with to make sure that the 
zero-flood zones is archived.  
Because of the future rise in 
the water level, IIBC will be 
reclaimed at 3.5m above sea 
level,” he says.

According to Croucher, 
even though Mott Mac-
Donald has been involved 
in infrastructure design of 

most of the major smart 
eco-friendly cities in the 
world, they are excited to 
be involved in such a major 
project in Lagos and that 
the potential of Lagos is 
unbelievable.

The team leader also 
discloses that the city was 
being designed to have the 
best road network for effi-
cient transportation system 
and that was why they were 
taking the future devel-
opmental expansion and 
population growth of Lagos 
for the next 50 years into 
consideration.

“As much as we have 
projected the population 
data for the future city, it is 
important to get the same 
for the whole of Lekki area 
so as to develop a proper 
outside connectivity/access 
plan for the residents of the 
city”, he said, adding that 
they now have the Lagos 
2030 transport vision which 
would be very useful for 
their connectivity design.

 To him, officials of Lagos 
state civil service has been 
very helpful and welcom-
ing, pointing out that the 
developmental plan of the 
city fits into the administra-
tion’s goal of making Lagos 
a smart mega city.

Traditional rulers 
in Edo North and 
Edo Central sena-
torial districts on 

Wednesday called for the 
upward review of salary of 
junior workers in the public 
service, and review down-
ward those of the senior 
officials.

The traditional rulers 
made the appeal at a sum-
mit held at the palace of 
the Otaru of Auchi, the 
administrative headquar-
ters of Estako West Local 
Government Area.

The Otaru of Auchi, Ali-
ru Momoh, who addressed 
journalists after the summit, 
noted that the structures 
of wages and salaries were 
lopsided, and contended that 
there, should be a living wage 
for the low-income earners.

While noting that restruc-
turing was not the problem of 
the country, he opined that if 
there were good roads, water, 

Edo traditional rulers want upward 
review of salaries for junior workers

railways, good governance, 
among others, nobody would 
talk about restructuring.

He said good governance 
would ensure that the poor 
and the rich have an environ-
ment that provided for all and 
sundry, saying, “We felt that 
restructuring is nothing to 
do other than justice. Justice 
has no boundary. Every body 
has to be treated equally. We 
appeal that everybody has to 
restructure their heart to do 
the good thing.

“The call for restructur-
ing by former Vice President 
Atiku Abubakar, we resolved 
that Nigeria does not need 
restructuring but justice and 
restructuring of the heart. 
There should be clamour for 
restructuring if every Nige-
rian were treated equally.”

The traditional rulers 
however urged lawmakers 
in the Edo State House of As-
sembly to return to status quo 
by ensuring that a lawmaker 
from Edo Central Senatorial 
District was made speaker.

Managing direc-
tor of Bank of 
Industry (BoI), 
Olalekan Pitan, 

has assured the House of Rep-
resentatives of his resolve to 
recover over N8.4 billion owed 
by 53 delinquent debtors.

Pitan gave the assurance 
before the House Committee 
on Public Accounts while re-
sponding to queries issued by 
the office of the Auditor Gen-
eral of the Federation (oAGF) 
in its 2015 audit report.

While noting that the bank 
has commenced recovery 
drive, Pitan noted that some 
of the debtors, including those 
without a case, had taken the 
bank to court in the bid to stall 
the recovery process.

According to Pitan, the 
oAGF has directed the bank 
to either publish the names of 
the debtors in three national 
dailies or recover the debt.

In compliance with the di-
rectives, he said the recovery 
efforts began immediately 
with the publication of the 
names of the debtors in three 
national newspapers.

“In addition, we have re-
covered some money, some 
of the companies were re-
ported to the Economic and 
Financial Crimes Commis-

Nigeria raised N56.05 
billion ($179m) in 
a bond auction on 
Wednesday, less 

than half the amount on offer, 
as domestic pension funds 
and insurance firms cut or-
ders due to low yields, traders 
said on Thursday.

The Debt Management 
Office (DMO) offered N135 
billion worth of bonds matur-
ing in 2021, 2027 and 2037, but 
investors shunned the auction 
to take positions in the rela-
tive liquid secondary market. 
The DMO issues bonds every 
month.

At Wednesday’s auction, 
the debt office sold N9.18 
billion worth maturing in five 
years, N17.51 billion maturing 
in 10 years and N29.36 billion 
maturing in 20 years.

The DMO paid 16.80 per-
cent for the 2021 and 2027 
bonds and 16.90 percent for 
the 2037 debt. Investors de-
manded yields as high as 
17 percent, auction results 
showed, to help boost returns 
further above inflation, which 
was 16.1 percent in June.

“Pension funds and in-
surance firms cut back their 
demand ... because of expec-
tations of higher yields,” one 
dealer said, adding that those 
two sectors, which dominate 
the local bond market.”

BoI rolls out plans to recover 
N8.4bn from 53 delinquent debtors

Nigeria bond auction 
raises N56bn, less than 
half of amount on offer

sion (EFCC) for recovery.
“Also, some of them have 

subjected the recovery to 
litigation while the property of 
some of them are on the verge 
of being sold,” he informed 
the Committee chaired by 
Kingsley Chinda.

Pitan, who resumed duty 
recently as the BoI managing 
director, however, declined to 
provide details of the amount 
recovered so far, when mem-
bers of the Committee in-
quired.

While responding to the 
status of the N2.7 billion You-
Win fund domiciled with the 
bank for disbursement since 
2012, Pitan said the bank 
could only access N870 mil-
lion out of which N129 million 
was returned to the treasury 
through the Treasury Single 
Account in 2015.

In his remarks, Chinda, 
who expressed dismay over 
the high debt in the bank’s 
financial record, noted that 
the huge debt could truncate 
the objectives of the bank to 
revamp the economy.

In his response, Pitan, who 
allayed fear over the debt 
portfolio, argued, “the bank 
is not under duress, this does 
not in any way threaten our 
business. We are rated and in 
a healthy position.”

… as Reps demand details of N2.7bn YouWin fund
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‘Leaders who succeed are those 
concerned about their legacy’

T
o n y  E l u m e l u , 
chairman, Heirs 
H o l d i n g s  h a s 
called on lead-
ers in both pri-

vate and public sectors to 
consider their legacy and 
how they will be judged by 
history as leadership oppor-
tunities do not last forever.

While delivering a lec-
ture, titled “Leadership: 
Private Sector Perspective”  
at the Armed Forces Com-
mand and Staff College, 
Jaji, Kaduna, to an audience 
of over 200 senior officers 
from the rank of major and 
equivalent, of the Nigerian 
Army, Navy and Airforce, 
and their instructors, urged 
the leaders to consider how 
history will judge them.

“Leaders who succeed 
are those who think about 
legacy, who are concerned 
about how history would 
judge them. They under-
stand that leadership op-
portunities don’t last forev-
er. As a continent endowed 
with so much we must raise 
the standard of living of our 
people through conscien-

tious leadership.”
“Every opportunity to 

discuss and examine lead-
ership is a welcome oppor-
tunity to me. Like me, most 
people who want to see 
development are excited 
to discuss leadership. It 
is the reason one country 
is successful and another 
country is failing. It is the 
difference between poverty 
and prosperity.”

Elumelu went on to ask 
a series of critical ques-
tions of the attentive au-
dience: “Do you wonder 
why a country that is not 
endowed enjoys prosperity, 
while the one that is greatly 
endowed lives in poverty? 
The reason is leadership.”

Addressing the common 
question about whether 
leaders are born or made, 
Elumelu opined: “Leaders 
are made and not born. 
Although certain factors 
shape whether a leader 
succeeds, these factors are 
not necessarily destiny-
driven factors. Those who 
succeed are driven by a 
mission, they prepare for 
leadership.” 

Elumelu’s commitment 

Central Bank of Nige-
ria (CBN) has intro-
duced two new fi-
nancial instruments 

in Non-Interest Financial In-
stitutions (NIFI) to aid liquid-
ity management and deepen 
the financial system in the 
country.

The two instruments the 
regulator is offering at its win-
dow for access by NIFI are 
“Funding for Liquidity Facility 
(FfLF) and Intra-Day Facility 
(IDF). For the FfLF, the CBN 
said it would provide a liquid-
ity facility on overnight basis 
only and to be terminated 
on next business day, while 
authorised NIFI is expected 
to provide eligible securities 
to the CBN as collateral for 
the facility.

In a circular signed by Al-
van Ikoku, director, financial 

Governor of Edo 
S t a t e  G o d w i n 
Obaseki has prof-
fered transnational 

partnerships between state 
and non-state actors as the 
only way to end slavery in all 
its forms.

Obaseki made the prop-
osition on the occasion of 
the commemoration of the 
International Day for the Re-
membrance of Slave Trade 
and its Abolition on August 
23, 2017, a day set aside by 
the United Nations Educa-
tional, Scientific and Cultural 
Organisation, to memorialise 
the transatlantic slave trade.

Obaseki said that while 
“the transatlantic trade in 

CBN introduces instruments to boost liquidity in Islamic banking

Obaseki proffers Transnational Coalition to end all forms of slavery

markets department, CBN, 
the value of collateral is to be 
a minimum of 110 percent of 
the value of the facility.

According to the circular, at 
maturity the transaction un-
winds and the CBN receives 
back its funding and returns 
the collateral to the NIFI.

However, failure to pro-
vide adequate funding in the 
account for the un-winding 
of transaction at maturity, 
the CBN shall rediscount the 
pledged securities at par and 
recover the facility amount 
and return the net value to 
the NIFI.

On the IDF, the CBN will 
provide an intra-day facility 
for settlement on same day 
business while authorised 
NIFI shall provide eligible se-
curities as collateral for the fa-
cility. Sani Dutsinma, manag-
ing director, Islamic Banking 
and Finance Institute Nigeria, 

human beings ended over 200 
years ago, slavery has refused 
to go away as it still thrives in 
several other forms, with mil-
lions of children, teenagers 
and even adults, sold daily 
across the world by human 
traffickers to greedy masters 
and mistresses who use them 
for slave labour and turn them 
into sex slaves.”

He decried the negative 
backlash of human traffick-
ing on the society which in-
cludes the erosion of age-old 
progressive values such as 
hard work, integrity, and self-
worth and emphasized that 
international coalition and 
partnership is needed to put 
an end to the dehumanizing 

to leadership is perfectly il-
lustrated in his own profes-
sional accomplishments. 
In 1997, aged 34, he as-
sembled a group of other 
young professionals to take 
over a distressed bank. 

Within 8 -10 years, they 
grew the bank to a position 
to merge with the third 
largest bank in Nigeria at 
the time. Going beyond 
Nigeria to Africa, United 
Bank for Africa (UBA) has 
now become a pan-African 
bank in 19 African coun-
tries and global footprint 
in key financial centers of 
the world – Paris, New York 
and London.

Through the Tony Elu-
melu Foundation, Elumelu 
has endowed US $100mil-
lion to fund, train and men-
tor 10,000 African entre-
preneurs from across all 54 
countries of the continent.

Ascribing his success to 
clarity of purpose, Elumelu 
explained: “Great leaders 
set the purpose and de-
fine it clearly. They break 
it down so that everyone 
in the chain of command 
not only understands this 
purpose, but buys into it.”

on Thursday, called on policy 
makers to recognise Islamic 
finance as an option that could 
contribute positively to eco-
nomic development.

Dutsinma made the call 
in Lagos while delivering an 
address at the sensitisation 
workshop on Islamic banking 
and finance for journalists.

Islamic banking helps in 
promoting financial sector 
development and broadens 
financial inclusion through 
expansion of the range and 
reach of financial access, and 
fosters the inclusion of those 
deprived of financial service, 
he said.

“If equity-base tools of 
Islamic finance are used to 
bring foreign capital into Ni-
geria, technically the new 
injection of foreign capital into 
the country will not lead to an 
increase in national debt, “ 
Dutsinma said.

practice.
 “In Edo State, our admin-

istration is committed to the 
fight against human traffick-
ing as many Edo youths have 
lost their lives to the illicit 
trade. We have set up an Anti-
human Trafficking Task-force, 
to go after human traffickers 
in the state,” Obaseki said.

He further said that his 
administration had thrown 
its weight behind the federal 
government’s plan to extend 
the whistle-blowing policy to 
human trafficking.

The International Day for 
the Remembrance of the Slave 
Trade and its Abolition had its 
maiden celebration in Haiti 
on August 23, 1998.
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principles to them and urged 
them to form Servicom clubs in 
their schools. After an afternoon 
well spent we closed the day 
with a debate on what children 
do not like which their parents 
do and parents who were part of 
the four-man panel of children 
and parents also told the kids 
what they do to irritate them. 
This part of the workshop is 
often the highlight of my week. 
One seven-year panelist was 
concerned with how parents 
claim to love each other and yet 
are always quarrelling. I don’t 
like it she said in a near whisper. 
Another panelist was concerned 
about been scolded for some-
thing they did not do. Parents on 
the panel, Mrs Angela Ajala and 
Uncle Victor Anoliefo explained 
that parents were doing their 
best at parenting as they had no 
manual but would also appreci-
ate if children took time to show 
concern when things seem to 
be a bit tough for the parents. 
They urged participants to study 
hard, help around the house and 
speak up if they were unhappy.

The following day we all 
trooped out to visit a bookshop 
where each child had a book 
voucher which was used to 
purchase books of their choice. 
Picture books were not allowed. 
The children were taught how to 
buy books and how to manage 
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funds while shopping for books 
to get the most out of their fund 
allocation.

Eventually it was Friday and 
it was time to vote the Treas-
ured Writers TTW Ambassa-
dor for 2017. This is usually 
the culmination of a three-day 
campaign by the kids on why 
they should wear the crown. 
Each contestant would usually 
have a campaign manager who 
would go round campaigning 
for their candidates. At the end 
of the day votes are counted 
and announcements are made 
at the party. Talks are given 
about winning graciously and 
losing gallantly. This year’s TTW 
Ambassador was won by Ms 
Chiamaka Ekeanyanwu

In the end it  has been a 
worthwhile experience as al-
ways rolling with the kids, chat-
ting with them and learning 
from them in an unforgettable 
one week as Lead facilitator. 
Many of them did not want it to 
end. I thank the project officer 
for 2017, Abojonyene Akpa who 
was excellent at her assignment 
and all our facilitators who were 
awesome.

We reboot and work towards 
making the 2018 edition even 
better!

When the kids came out to play

done and Creative Artist Jamil 
Yesufu spent three hours before 
lunch teaching the children how 
to make face masks. Moments of 
art and creativity almost always 
never ends but we all had to go 
to lunch and there were many re-
luctant participants who wanted 
mask making to go on all day. 
After this it was time to go over 
to silver bird and watch a movie. 
This year with a drink and pop-
corn in hand as we all watched.

The newly appointed National 
coordinator of Servicom, Mrs 
Nkem Akajemeli not only visited 
with us, she also gave a profound 
talk on mentoring and ambition 
goal for the children. This was 
where children came out with 
their professional interests - doc-
tors, lawyers, artists, writers and 
presidents. The Servicom boss 
reminded them of the importance 
of hard work and focus towards 
achieving any life ambition. She 
also explained service delivery 
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Picture books were not al-
lowed. The children were 
taught how to buy books 

and how to manage funds 
while shopping for books 

to get the most out of their 
fund allocation
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T
his year’s summer 
wr i t ing  w orkshop 
came to a glorious 
end with the kids 
having a blast of a 

party. There were tears and 
laughs and musical chairs. Then 
there was the piñata where chil-
dren blindfolded tried their best 
to hit out a paper made figurine. 
This year it was a train in order to 
beat out a handful of chocolates 
and candies. It was fun, it was 
great, and it was hilarious! This 
is all part of the closing ceremo-
ny for the one-week workshop 
where all participants are made 
to learn from play. There was 
more than enough to eat and 
drink and parents, aunties, sib-
lings and friends were invited.

Before now, the participants 
spent all of five days doing the 
most interesting things which 
are hardly put on the table in 
regular schools these days. So 
we got Aunty Christy Adejo to 
come and have a chat with us 
on the benefits of travel seeing 
she is a world traveler and top 

level entrepreneur. The chat 
which gave the benefit of her 
travel experience saw the kids 
engaging and discussing their 
own many travels. In the end 
all agreed that travel was a 
truly memorable and impor-
tant experience for everyone. 
In between resource person 
chats there were story telling 
moments and the kids let us 
into their favorite, string along 
a story. This is where a story 
is built from the scratch with 
everyone contributing a sen-
tence or two. The imagination 
of children never ceases to 
amaze at this time. On the day 
participants also got a chance 
to learn how to prepare simple 
snacks and salads.

After the first day, we re-
ceived, Denja Abdullahi Presi-
dent of Association of Nigeria 
Authors, cultural ambassador 
and Poet. As our special guest 
author this year, he spent an 
hour with the children on the 
making of a poem. Verses were 
not in short supply. There were 
also lots of questions here. He 
also donated his poetry books 
to the children. The children 
often ask if books are written 
by ghosts. A real author bearing 
his gifts and talking about his 
craft is always an icing on the 
cake. Mask making took centre 
stage after Denja Abdullahi was 

Osinbajo vs the Senate: the fight for PenCom
door neigbhours in Lagos.

Unfortunately, for Osinbajo, 
the appointment of Doherty has 
attracted a lot of opprobrium. 
There are several law suits on this 
matter and the presidency has not 
been able to send Doherty’s name 
and those of his team to the Senate 
for clearance, as stipulated in the 
2014 Pension Reform Act. There 
is also a swell of public opinion 
against these appointments. As 
such, PenCom has been without 
a substantive DG for over four 
months now. It has been mainly 
run by an Acting DG from within.

Buhari returned to the country 
on August 19. But before then, 
Osinbajo gave a directive on Au-
gust 18 – his last day as the Act-
ing President – for Doherty and 
his team to resume at PenCom 
on acting capacity until they are 
cleared by the Senate. If this is not 
a classic case of desperation, then 
nothing is.

It does not only fly in the face of 
commonsense, it makes a grand 
mockery of the role of the Senate 
in such appointments. It is like 
asking one to start acting and an-
swering a professor before one is 
cleared by the University Senate. 
It is unheard of and a clear insult 
to the Senate as an institution. 
Does the Vice President mean to 
suggest, as he has already done in 
the case of Magu, that the role of 
the Senate in such appointments 
is not necessary and merely cer-
emonial? Why appoint an Acting 
DG for PenCom when the institu-
tion already as an Acting DG? Why 

the haste?
It will be foolhardy to assume 

that a Professor of Constitutional 
Law lacks the intellect to appre-
ciate the full consequences and 
implications of his actions. The 
other way to interpret his action, 
apart from his desperation, is to 
read it as despotism; and it is 
exactly this that irks the Senate 
the most. As such, the Senate 
on August 19 issued a counter 
directive strongly warning Do-
herty and his team not to resume 
at PenCom. But let’s see what 
happens. It is very clear that the 
battle line has now been drawn. It 
is unfortunate that Mr. Osinbajo 
and others have chosen Pen-
Com – an institution regulating 
a N7trn industry – as the football 
pitch and battleground. And this 
is not good for the sustainability 
of PenCom.

While it is expected that Osi-
nbajo, being a Professor of Law 
would lead in the fight for the 
adherence to the rule of law es-
pecially the Pensions Reform Act, 
2014 with regards to the appoint-
ment and removal of the Director 
General of PenCom, which is 
currently the subject matter of 
various lawsuits at our courts, 
he is doing exactly the opposite 
because of selfish reasons at-
tenuated by his narrow interests. 
This contradicts the desire of the 
government to attract foreign 
direct investment as no investor 
would be comfortable to invest 
in a country where the rule of law 
isn’t adhered to.

The vice president appears to 
be a rather complex character 
who wallows in pretence. Thus 
far, it has been working for him 
especially as he navigates the 
slippery political environment at 
the villa. But beneath his gentle 
mien is a smooth and desperate 
political operator trying to plant 
his cronies in key positions of in-
fluence probably in readiness for 
the 2019 elections. 

Thankfully, President Buhari is 
back in the driver’s seat and one 
expects that he shall, in line with 
his adherence to the rule of law, 
equity and constitutionality, revis-
it the PenCom debacle and reverse 
the unlawful removal of the Com-
mission’s management. Mr. Presi-
dent had previously taken the side 
of the law when the Governing 
Councils of Federal Universities 
were dissolved in clear violation 
of extant laws. The affected offi-
cials were not only reinstated, but 
were also paid all the benefits for 
the period they were out of office. 
The travesty in PenCom should be 
reviewed by Mr. President so as to 
guarantee investor confidence in 
the multi trillion retirement ben-
efits industry.

May PenCom be saved from 
Osinbajo’s desperate schemes to 
prevent the collapse of a bur-
geoning system that has been a 
model to emerging economies 
across the globe.

Over the weekend, the 
Senate and Osinbajo, 
in his Acting Presi-
dent capacity, had a 

running battle over the National 
Pension Commission (PenCom). 
A bystander would reasonably 
wonder what the issue was. The 
truth is that in the last six months 
or so, PenCom has become a 
fierce battleground for the Vice 
President. PenCom has become 
a near obsession for him to the 
point that one wonders why a 
seemingly decent man would be 
that desperate about PenCom. 
Allegedly, Osinbajo has always 
wanted his friend and kinsman, 
Funso Doherty, as the DG of Pen-
Com, but for some reasons, his 
interest here runs against some 
other interests in the Villa.

When the presidency uncer-
emoniously and illegally ousted 
the former DG – Chinelo Anohu-
Amazu – in April 2017, the idea 
was for Doherty to become the 
DG of PenCom. However, this 
wasn’t the case, as Aliyu Dikko 
was appointed the DG and Do-
herty the Chairman of the Board. 
This was shortly before Buhari 

travelled out to London for an 
extended period on medical 
grounds. This was seen as a 
terrible miscalculation for the 
other party interested in Pen-
Com because Dikko didn’t meet 
the requirements of the 2014 
Pension Reform Act. Although 
the interest group behind him 
was hard at work, Osinbajo, 
a subtle but dexterous politi-
cal player wasn’t asleep. He 
largely appeared quiet about 
things in public but never kept 
quiet within. He lived with it 
and waited for the opportunity 
to take advantage. And the op-
portunity did come.

Buhari returned from the 
first trip to London and needed 
to travel again in May 2017. 
This time, the Acting President, 
thought it wise to go for his 
pound of flesh. He reversed 
the appointment of Dikko, as 
the DG of PenCom, and moved 
him to the Bank of Industry as 
Chairman of the Board. Dikko 
must be the only Nigerian ca-
pable of such roles or he must 
be a politically relevant actor! 
But that’s just by the way! When 
he moved Dikko out of the way, 
he had the chance to install his 
person, Doherty. It is pertinent 
to state that both Doherty and 
Osinbajo served on the Board 
of ARM, an institution that owns 
one of the largest Pension Fund 
Administrators in Nigeria. While 
Doherty was the CEO, Osinbajo 
was a member of the Board. Not 
surprisingly, both men are next 
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adequate management systems and 
processes, which could be scrutinised 
like those for financial reports. This 
will make it easier for businesses to 
embrace sustainability as a holistic and 
integral activity. It will also help them 
see how sustainability risks and oppor-
tunities directly and indirectly impact 
on their financial performance. In this 
regard, the general saying ‘what gets 
measured gets managed’ becomes 
very relevant.

Globally, measuring sustainability 
performance is done through two ma-
jor reporting frameworks – the Global 
Reporting Initiative (GRI) and the US 
Sustainability Accounting Standard. 
The GRI is reputed to be the most 
widely used framework. Reporting 
is at either ‘core’ or ‘comprehensive’ 
level options. 

The core option contains the essen-
tial elements of a sustainability report 
and provides the background against 
which an organization communicates 
the impacts of its economic, envi-
ronmental, social, and governance 
performance. The comprehensive 
option builds on the core option by 
requiring additional standard disclo-
sures of the organization’s strategy 
and analysis, governance, as well as 
ethics and integrity. In addition, the 
organization is required to communi-
cate its performance more extensively 
by reporting all indicators related to 
identified material aspects. 

Following the launch of the G4 
Guidelines in May 2013, GRI now 
has sector specific indicators located 
under sector specific aspect. Organi-
zations are expected to report on, at 
least, one indicator related to the sector 
specific aspects identified as material 
in the case of ‘core’ level option. For the 
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Can sustainability reporting make things 
easier for financial regulators?

avoid pointing to him or her how the 
choices made will dis-empower their 
organization and end up empowering 
their competitors . But one might ask: 
are they people that had the meeting 
with the CEO to be blamed? In fair-
ness you might not blame them if that 
has been the culture of the organiza-
tion and the CEO sees truth telling 
to mean questioning his authority or 
intelligence. But whether the truth is 
told or not, something wrong is still 
going on with the organization. 

Now, and sadly, the analogy of 
the Emperor without a cloth exists in 
both the public and private sectors. 
The key lesson for CEOs is that if as 
a result of fear or whatever reason, 
their people inside did not tell them 
their “vulnerability or nakedness”, the 
people outside (competitors) will see 
it clearly and will use it to work against 
your organization. One trait I would 
eagerly encourage CEOs and business 
owners to have is the ability to accept 
what is not working, what needs to 
be changed, what is detrimental to 
the organizational growth – and that 
comes when they encourage people 
to tell them the truth in a respectful 
way. Remember, the number one 
person in the organization to model 
this culture of truth telling and ac-
ceptance is the CEO. This is because 
whatever he does becomes the cul-
ture. And like I always tell CEOs in 
our strategic culture transformation 
programs that the CEO themselves 
have the most important role to play 
in setting the culture of the organiza-

tion. When the leader is eager to 
seek and accept feedback, it sends 
a signal to others to start doing the 
same.  

Not telling the CEO or executives 
or line managers the truth when 
things are going wrong or when 
he or she needs it the most  is akin 
to seeing him putting his or her 
hands on fire and telling him/her 
to push it more inside because it 
is cooler inside. Those that tell the 
leaders or CEOs what they want to 
hear, the hangers-on, the fawners, 
the sycophants are not your real 
followers – and do not care if the 
business survives or not. If it does 
not survive they will walk away and 
walk into another job, unlike a CEO 
of let say a bank, if the business dies, 
where will he or she walk into? Then 
when it happens, all of a sudden, all 
the apple shining and egg sucking 
sycophants will abandon the leader 
to his or her perils. 

Much to the chagrin of some 
CEOs and business leaders, some 
consultants in a bid to be officially 
engaged have resulted to playing the 
role of sycophants. The danger here 
is that when the leader seriously 
needs an outside voice to play the 
“devil’s advocate” and refine his or 
her point of views, the consultants 
may not be bold enough to point to 
the CEOs the part of their “Johari 
Window” they are unaware of – this 
is the blind area that everyone has. 
But, really, the CEO needs someone 
that will constantly help dig out his 

or her blind area – remember this 
area is always unknown to CEOs but 
known to the people working with 
them.  So, do all you can to identify 
those areas or traits you don’t know 
about yourself – that others know 
and that can impede your perfor-
mance delivery. 

Final notes:
Remember the words of Spencer 

Johnson, “honesty is telling the truth 
to other people”. As a CEO, busi-
ness leader or even the president 
of a country, it is the honest men 
or women that won’t want your 
downfall, and the only avenue they 
have is by telling you the truth. So let 
your new mantra when seeking for 
a feedback be “tell me your candid 
view, and don’t pull your punches” 
and when the punches come; accept 
it and build on it, and you will be an 
exceptional leader or CEO.

Remember the words of Spencer 
Johnson, “honesty is telling the truth 
to other people”. As a CEO, Business 
Leader or an aspiring leader of a na-
tion, it is the honest men or women 
that won’t want your downfall, and 
the only avenue they have is by tell-
ing you the truth. So let your new 
mantra when seeking for a feedback 
be “tell me your candid view, and 
don’t pull your punches” and when 
the punches come; accept it and 
build on it, and you will be an excep-
tional leader or CEO.

I look forward to receiving your 
views, comments or questions.

To your success.

‘comprehensive’ level option, they are 
expected to report on all the indicators 
related to the sector specific aspects 
identified as material.

Whereas the GRI expects organisa-
tions to determine what they consider 
material, the US SASB determines ma-
teriality threshold and designs specific 
sector metrics aimed at investors’ infor-
mation needs. US SASB appears to be 
dominated by accountants and their 
overall methodology for selecting indi-
cators is driven largely by the financial 
implications of sustainability issues. 
This is understandable given their 
orientation towards providing an in-
vestment decision useful information.

In the light of the foregoing, one 
can argue that there may not be any 
need for regulators in Nigeria to re-
invent the wheel in relation to this sug-
gested information-disclosure-based 
approach to governing sustainability. 
They should rather consider adopt-
ing some of the global sustainability 
standards and frameworks – e.g. the 
GRI or the US SASB, amongst others. 

However, it is not enough to expect 
sustainability reporting without get-
ting parties that can facilitate this on 
board. To this end, the cooperation 
of the Financial Reporting Council 
(FRC) is key. Given that the Act set-
ting up Financial Reporting Council 
empowers it to regulate corporate 
reporting in Nigeria, mandating 
sustainability reporting through the 
FRC becomes a potent force through 
which regulators can promote sus-
tainability in Nigeria. 

Another aspect is getting other 
stakeholders involved in the reporting 
value chain on board. This will require 
the involvement of professional ac-
countants, for instance. 
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S
ome regulators in Nigeria are 
beginning to embrace the 
sustainability agenda in their 
different industries. They see 
the importance of balancing 

economic, social and environmental 
considerations in policy and business 
decisions. 

Financial regulators are ahead 
of the pack and seem to rely heav-
ily on sustainability principles as a 
way of promoting and embedding 
sustainability in the industries they 
regulate. Examples of these include 
the Central Bank of Nigeria’s Sustain-
able Banking Principles issued in 2012 
and the Financial Regulatory Services 
Coordinating Committee (FRSCC)’s 
Sustainable Finance Principles initi-
ated in 2016.

While principles-based approach 
to promoting sustainability in Ni-

geria is a good start, it can be overly 
prescriptive in its articulation of 
sustainability and what it covers. As 
such, it runs the risk of making busi-
nesses think of sustainability as a 
narrow practice rather than a holistic 
endeavour that should permeate an 
organisation’s culture and inform 
business decisions. 

A clear example of this inadvert-
ent outcome is, again, the Nigerian 
Sustainable Banking Principles, which 
focus narrowly on three sectors – i.e. 
Agriculture, Power, and Oil/Gas – for 
a start. Most banks now restrict their 
thinking on sustainability to these 
sectors in their lending operations, 
whilst it is obvious that sustainability 
opportunities and risks exist in other 
sectors not covered by the principles. 

This is a drawback and an un-
intended consequence. Only very 
innovative banks, who do not see the 
Nigerian Sustainable Banking Prin-
ciples as a tick box exercise to satisfy 
the Central Bank of Nigeria, are able to 
extend and explore sustainability risks 
and opportunities beyond the sectors 
articulated by the regulator. 

There is also a tendency for a 
principles-based approach to position 
sustainability as a fringe and periph-
eral activity, which could be dropped 
at will when not needed. A principles-
based approach can also be difficult 
to coordinate, monitor, and enforce. 
It can as well lead to duplications and 
redundancies across sectors. 

Imagine a bank or an insurance 
company quoted on the Nigerian 
Stock Exchange, and that different 
regulators in the financial services 
sector have different sustainability 
principles for the industries they regu-
late. Whose principles would the bank 

where people will only tell them 
what they want to hear regardless of 
the negative impacts to the organi-
zation, there is a big problem. There 
is no one that is perfect including 
the leaders or CEOs.  More so there 
is no leader that does not require 
help and as such, when people are 
not telling them the truth – espe-
cially when things are not going on 
well; when the performance indices 
are going down, they are not help-
ing them – they are setting them up 
for failures.

In the true sense of it, every CEO 
will want to make a decision that 
will help in growing the organiza-
tion.  A key question to ask is: would 
there be a time a leader will make a 
decision or take some positions that 
will not work in the best interest of 
the organization? The answer is yes. 
What then happened to the execu-
tive management team or the man-
agers that were part of the meeting 
or brainstorming session? They all 
played along the line of the CEO and 
did all they could to avoid telling 
him the truth, to avoid telling him 
the dark side of his decisions – to 

or insurance companyadhere to and 
what would it do when these principles 
are conflicted?

To minimise, and in some cases 
avoid, the challenges of a principles-
based approach, we suggest an infor-
mation-disclosure approach, which 
will simply ask firms to report on the 
sustainability implications of their 
value creation process/activities. This 
approach is based on the view that 
markets, irrespective of sectors, require 
information to function efficiently and 
effectively. 

Apart from the requirements of 
the market, sustainability information 
disclosure helps other actors – e.g. civil 
society, governments, regulators, com-
munities, et cetera – who are interested 
in the activities of businesses to hold 
them accountable. In other words, 
sustainability reports are in them-
selves governance and accountability 
artefacts.

So, instead of expending energy 
developing sustainability principles 
for different industries, the regula-
tors can simply ask firms to produce 
sustainability reports. It is also a much 
straightforward way.

In order to produce these reports, 
businesses would need to put in place 
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The lessons of the old fable 
of the “Emperor without a 
cloth” may not have been 
learnt by many organiza-

tions. Here goes the story. A tailor 
appealed to the Emperor’s vanity 
enough to convince him that he was 
wearing a new suit made of such 
priceless fabric that mere mortals 
could not see it, when in fact he was 
wearing no clothes. All the people in 
the kingdom were so intimidated by 
the possible result of contradicting 
the Emperor in his belief that they 
convinced themselves that he was 
wearing a fine new suit – they just 
couldn’t see it. Out of the entire 
kingdom, only one small child was 
brave enough to state the obvious, 
thus exposing the tailor’s fraudulent 
claim- and sending the emperor 
dashing for cover.

This situation happens in or-
ganizations on daily basis, and it 
won’t be an overstatement to say 
that many organizations have gone 
under because no one is telling 
the leader the truth. When leaders, 
CEOs, and managers have posi-
tioned themselves in a situation 

 …sustainability reporting 
offers a more robust and 
easier way of promoting 
sustainability in Nigeria 

than the currently 
pursued principles-based 

approach



EDITORIAL

There is now unanim-
ity among economists 
that Foreign Direct 
Investment (FDI) is a 
key part of private sec-

tor investment which is needed 
to drive economic growth in 
developing countries. FDI is par-
ticularly needed to complement 
the level of domestic investment, 
as well as “securing economic-
wide efficiency gains through the 
transfer of appropriate technol-
ogy, management knowledge, 
and business culture, access 
to foreign markets, increasing 
employment opportunities and 
improving living standards.” 
For instance, Singapore, a poor, 
inconsequential former British 
crown colony with a meagre 
population of 1.6 million in 1960 
and with no natural resources, 
was able to transform itself to 
one of the richest countries in 
the world with the third highest 
GDP per capita partly through at-
tracting foreign investment. Con-
sequently, developing countries 
are competing to attract FDIs 
into their countries to aid their 
growth and development drive. 

Central to a country’s ability 
to attract FDI is its ease of do-
ing business. Besides the more 
technical requirements, which 
consist of infrastructure and ac-

cess to raw materials, communica-
tion and transport links, and skills 
and wage costs of labour, there are 
much more central requirements 
of political predictability, social 
cohesion and upholding the rule 
of law, part of which must consist 
of a strong and independent judici-
ary that will adjudicate promptly 
and impartially on trade disputes. 
Besides being prerequisites for 
attracting FDIs, these are actually 
preconditions for sustainable de-
velopment in any society.

Sadly, Nigeria is doing badly 
in many, if not all, of these scores. 
Besides its macroeconomic in-
stability, dilapidated or absent 
infrastructure and lack of social 
cohesion, it has a much more 
debilitating problem of political 
unpredictability and a culture of 
trampling on the rule of law. 

Of course, Nigeria naturally 
has the potentials to attract lots of 
FDIs because of its size, population, 
natural and human resources; and 
investors are willing to overlook 
its unstable macroeconomic en-
vironment, the underdeveloped 
infrastructure and social tension 
and still invest in the economy. 
Sadly however, what most investors 
are unwilling to accept is political 
unpredictability and a culture of 
impunity. Sadly, it is these two 
instances that Nigeria is most no-

torious.
The history of FDIs in Nigeria is 

a history of government reckless-
ness, unilateral and illegal termi-
nation of agreements, contracts 
and projects, often without any 
compensation. That has not ended 
even with the return to democratic 
governance and has continued 
to this day. Take for instance, the 
current attempt by the National As-
sembly to illegally, unilaterally and 
surreptitiously amend the Nigerian 
Liquefied Natural Gas (NLNG) Act 
to force the company to remit 3 
percent of its annual budget as 
funding to the Niger Delta Develop-
ment Commission (NDDC). This 
is expressly against the contract 
willingly entered into by Nigeria 
and the other stakeholders of the 
NLNG covered by Bilateral Invest-
ment Treaties (“BITs”) with France, 
The Netherlands and the United 
Kingdom to retain agreed fiscal and 
security regimes of the investment 
and not to levy any tax inapplicable 
to companies nationwide. Nigeria 
also agreed not to amend the NLNG 
Act without the express agreement 
of the other stakeholders. 

The NDDC traversed the courts 
right up to the right to the top (Su-
preme Court) seeking to compel 
the NLNG to pay the levy but in 
all instances, the courts affirmed 
the right of the NLNG not to pay 

the levy. But like in all cases Ni-
gerian, politicians, in cohort with 
special interests, are attempting 
to thwart the judgements of the 
courts by rushing an amendment 
to the NLNG Act and endanger-
ing the continued survival of the 
NLNG and future investments in 
the process.  

Regrettably, it is always the case 
in Nigeria that once investors come 
in and their investments begin to 
flourish, Nigerian regulatory agen-
cies or even governments begin to 
heckle these businesses seeking 
to extort money or subject them 
to hitherto unknown, un-agreed, 
hurriedly enacted and ultimately 
unjust laws and regulations in the 
name of protecting national inter-
ests. This is giving us a bad name, 
making the country unpredictable 
and thus, unattractive for invest-
ments. Yet the song on the lips of 
every government – and they are 
known to travel to the ends of the 
earth soliciting for it – is that of 
seeking for foreign investments.

In days past, Nigeria can afford 
to call the bluff of investors be-
cause it could rely on oil revenues. 
In these days of low oil prices, that 
is no longer possible. The govern-
ment must work to remove all 
impediments to attracting the re-
quired FDI to aid Nigeria’s growth 
and development.

Why Nigeria fails to attract FDIs
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Access Bank continues winning 
streak as earnings spike

A
ccess Bank Plc has 
delivered second-
quarter results 
that topped ana-
lysts’ expectations. 

On a measure of earnings per 
share, the Nigerian lender has 
improved its respective streaks 
of beating or meeting analysts’ 
estimates.

For the first six months 
through June 2017, Access 
Bank’s net income spiked by 
17.30 percent to N39.46 bil-
lion from N33.63 billion as at 
June 2016.

Earnings per share closed 
at 138k to top analysts’ average 
estimate of 131k, according to 
7 of the 10 analysts surveyed 
by BusinessDay.  

The growth in profit was 
underpinned by N59.0 bil-
lion unrealized net foreign 
exchange gains. This compares 
with a deficit figure of N11.15 
billion recorded the previous 
year. Gross earnings surged 
by 34.73 percent to N249.95 
billion as interest income and 
non-interest income rose to 

fell by 3.24 percent to 1.79 
trillion as at December 2016 
as the bank pursued cautious 
assets growth amid uncertain-
ties in the macro environ-
ment.

 The Nigerian lender’s cus-
tomer deposits base declined 
by 5.72 percent to N2.12 tril-
lion during the period. 

The bank declared an in-
terim dividend of 25k, with a 
larger dividend expected at 
the end of the year. It has a 
dividend yield of 6.50 percent 
and price-to-earnings (P/E) 
ratio of 3.60, based on data 
gathered from Bloomberg.

Access Bank has total as-
sets of N3.45 trillion in the 
period under review; share-
holders’ fund was N480.48 bil-
lion as at the end of the period.

The Nigerian lender has a 
total of 8 million customers 
spread across the country and 
1064 Automated Teller Ma-
chine (ATM) as at June 2017.

Access  Bank ’s  shares 
ga i n e d  3 . 9 6  p e rc e nt  o n 
Wednesday to close at N10.24 
on the Nigerian Stock Ex-
change, valuing it at N286.38 
billion.  

the period.
 Access Bank has a stable 

asset quality on the back of 
proactive risk management 
practices as its Non-per-
forming Loans (NPLs) of 2.50 
percent in the period under 
review is lower than the 5 
percent regulatory threshold.

A robust capital adequacy 
ratio of 21.60 percent suffi-
ciently positions the Bank to 
explore growth opportunities.

 The new ‘Investors’ and 
Exporters Window’ intro-
duced by the central bank has 
been a boon to Access Bank 
and other lenders as  there has 
been significant improvement 
in the flow of foreign currency, 
the scarcity of which had un-
dermined business activities.

The Nigerian Stock Ex-
change Banking Index has 
gained 41.52 percent since 
the start of the year. Access 
Bank’s shares have gained 
74.45 percent since the start 
of the year, outperforming the 
NSE ASI Index of 39.65 percent 
according to data compiled by 
Bloomberg.

 Access Bnk’s total loans 
and advances to customers 

MRS 2016 profit surges as proposed dividend hits N439mn

MRS Oil Nigeria Plc 
(MRS) has an-
nounced a profit 
after tax (PAT) 

of N1.5 billion for the finan-
cial year-ended December 31 
2016, 60.23 per cent increase 
from N935.6 million recorded 
in 2015.

The petroleum marketing 
giant recorded a pre-tax profit 
growth of 32.3 per cent to 
N90.6 billion from N68.4 bil-
lion recorded a year ago.

Accordingly, MRS share-
holders have approved a 
dividend of N439.8 million 
proposed by the company 
for the financial year ended 
December 31 2016.

 The shareholders gave the 
approval at the company’s 
48th Annual General Meeting 
(AGM) held in Lagos. 

The dividend translates 
to 173 kobo per share, 57.27 

per cent increase compared 
to 110 kobo per share paid 
in the comparative period 
of 2015. 

The company’s revenue 
for the period jumped 25.9 
per cent to N109.6 billion as 
against N87.1 billion recorded 
in 2015. 

While profit before tax grew 
to N2.28 billion from N1.46 
billion recorded for the corre-
sponding period of 2015. 

Sayyu Dantata, outgoing 
chairman of MRS oil said in his 
speech at the company’s AGM 
that MRS has made so much 
progress since the manage-
ment change in 2009. 

Dantata acknowledged 
that the activities of the Com-
pany over the years have 
been both challenging and 
rewarding. 

He said: “As I leave the of-
fice of Chairman, I am certain 
that the Company would go 
on to achieve greater success, 

because of its human and 
material capital”.  

Patrice Alberti, the new 
chairman observed that MRS. 
Oil Nigeria Plc has great pas-
sion and commitment to 
Africa and its people. 

He opined that as an Afri-
can Company with an eye to 
put Africa on the global Listing 
of world class companies, not-
ing that the company is sad-
dled with the responsibility 
of marketing and distributing 

N161.52 billion and N88.05 
billion during the period.

 Interest income from in-

vestment securities surged 
by 307.69 percent to N13.25 
billion, from N3.25 billion the 

previous year. This was driven 
by growth in investment secu-
rities and higher yields during 

refined petroleum products as 
well as blending of lubricants 
and manufacturing of greases.

He further expressed the 
company’s gratitude to all 
those who made it possible to 
achieve the excellent results; 

including shareholders for 
their confidence, customers 
for their unalloyed patronage, 
and staff for their dedication 
and hard work. 

Alberti assured its stake-
holders of bigger and better 
business prepositions with an 
eye on the future to continue 
to deliver excellent results.

Stakeholders on their part 
commended the business 
strategy, as well as the man-
agement and board of the 
company for the impressive 
performance it recorded in 
2016. 

They also commended 
the prudent and efficient ex-
ecution of projects and plans, 
strong commitment to the 
culture of financial discipline, 
while also ensuring maximum 
value for shareholders.

MRS shares closed trad-
ing at N34.55 at the NSE  on 
Wednesday, valuing the com-
pany at N9 billion. 

. . . Dividend rises 57.27%, revenue grows 25.9%
KELECHI EWUZIE 
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StarTimes deepens professionalism 
with new staff training policy

I
n its bid to foster pro-
fessionalism and posi-
tion its people to bet-
ter compete with their 
counterparts across the 

globe, StarTimes Nigeria has 
introduced a new policy to 
encourage all staff to seek pro-
fessional development locally 
or internationally.

Tunde Aina, chief operat-
ing officer, StarTimes Nigeria, 
who announced this in a 
statement, explained that un-
der the new policy, the pay TV 
company will bear 75 percent 
of the cost of training while 
the staff will pay the balance 
of 25 percent. 

“Capacity building for staff 
must be top priority for any 
responsible organisation. We 
pride ourselves as one, with 
the interest of our entire work-
force at heart, hence the need 
to continually roll out friendly 
policies that seek to develop 
our people,” Aina said.

“We currently live in a fast-
paced world and to ensure that 
our people are up to date with 
international developments 
and practices, constant training 
and re-training is necessary. 
This new policy will ensure 
that any staff who wishes to 
study for personal or profes-
sional development gets to do 
so without hindrance by the 
expenses. StarTimes will bear 
75 percent of the total cost of 
training, leaving just 25 percent 
to be covered by the staff,” he 
said. 

Aina added that the policy, 
the first introduced when the 
new CEO Justin Zhang took 
office earlier this year, is open 
to all staff irrespective of grade, 
level or contract type.

StarTimes currently pro-
vides direct employment to 
more than 1,300 staff and indi-
rect jobs to over 3,000 Nigerians 
through dealer partners across 
34 states in the country, making 
the company a major employer 
of labour in Nigeria in its over 
seven years of operations.

Chuks oLuigbo

L-R: Adamu Sifawa, acting director general, National Lottery Regulatory Commission; Gbenga Daniel, former governor, Ogun State, and 
Kayode Amusan, president/CEO, Kamson Holdings Ltd, at the launch of LottoPlus scratch &win promo in Lagos. Pic by Olawale Amoo

Balmoral Group looks to boost over N6billion 
Nigerian beverage industry with drinks festival

Balmoral Group, an 
integrated agency 
working across the 
spectrum of l ive 

events, design, planning and 
execution as a 360-degree 
events solution company, 
said it looks to leverage on 
the International Drinks Fes-
tival (IDF) to boost the over 
N6 billion Nigerian beverage 
industry. The IDF it said will 
bring the beverage indus-
try’s top-notch professionals 
and consumers together for 
a groundbreaking experience 
geared towards moving the 
drinks business in Nigeria to 
gain international traction at 
a press conference recently 
in Lagos.

 The Balmoral group’s ser-
vice offering covers industries 
in the event management and 
promotion, exhibitions and 
marketing communication.

Ezekiel Adamu, CEO Bal-
moral Group, in his open ad-
dress said the International 
Drinks Festival is dedicated to 
showcase the best brands in 
the drinks and beverages sec-
tion of the Nigerian economy. 
It will also offer participants 
networking opportunity with 
an estimated 10,000 consum-
ers, 5,000 professionals getting 
the chance to meet with over 
200 exhibitors. 

According to him, the fes-

tival will provide insight on 
current trends in beverage 
production, marketing, gov-
ernment policies and distribu-
tion in the industry. “Bever-
ages from different cultures 
and natural organic mixes will 
be represented at the experi-
ence Nigeria section of the 
festival,” he said.

Speaking further on the 
festival’s traction for the Nige-
rian economy, Ezekiel opined 
that, “What this does is that 
it put the Nigerian drinks 
market on the global stage 
because there are platforms 
like this in other places in the 
world. This festival puts the 
Nigerian drinks industry on 
the worldwide market and 
boost revenue for the coun-
try,” he stated.

Akin Eso, COO, Balmoral 
Group in his remarks said 
the festival will expose con-
sumers to newer brands and 
gives them options on avail-
able brands in the beverage 
industry.

According to Akin, apart 
from the options it offers to 
the consumers, the festival will 
open up the beverage market 
in Nigeria. “Drinks festival 
will create opportunities for 
more employment with more 
entries coming into the drinks 
market and also offers the ex-
isting brands the opportunity 
to expand,” he said.  

 Speaking further on the 

industry, he said the Nige-
rian drinks market is an over 
N6billion market, however, 
there are not much players 
in the market as it obtains 
in other countries.  “How-
ever, we have that consuming 
population, in a country of 
over 170 million people, it 
just shows that the N6billion 
market can go up with events 
like this”.

“We are sure of the project-
ed 15000 participants because 
we have over N100 million 
worth of budget for marketing 
communication campaign. 
This event will attract a lot peo-
ple base on the fact that there 
is a personal traction for drinks 
in Nigeria,” he concludes.

The center stage of the In-
ternational Drinks Festival will 
host the competition grand 
finale, the bar war with live 
performance by artistes and 
demos. Exhibitors and spon-
sors will have the chance to 
network at the festival, while 
stakeholders will be given a 
platform to share ideas and 
proffer creative solutions to 
industry challenge.

However, consumers at the 
festival would not be left out of 
the goody bags. By visiting the 
drinks market, consumers at 
the festival will have an oppor-
tunity to buy favorite drinks 
at discounted rate to stock up 
for the festival season later in 
the month.

SAP trains teachers, unemployed 
graduates for Africa Code Week

SAP, global software 
solutions provider is 
collaborating with the 
Ondo State Govern-

ment to train over 200 teachers, 
unemployed graduates and 
volunteers on coding skills and 
web development in prepara-
tion for the Africa Code Week 
(ACW) 2017 edition.

Africa Code Week is a con-
tinent- wide initiative by SAP, 
as a social investment to drive 
sustainable growth in Africa 
and the Ondo State Govern-
ment has embraced the am-
bitious goals of this initiative 
and has agreed to become 
actively involved in an attempt 
to secure effective youth em-
ployment interventions in the 
State, as well as the country in 
general.

The training which takes 
place today, August 22 and 
tomorrow August 23, 2017 
in Ilara-Mokin via Akure, is 
preparatory to the 18 to 25, 
October 2017 live events where 
in Ondo State, Nigeria and 
other towns and cities in 35 
countries across Africa, youth 
from three different age groups 
(8-11; 12-17; 18-24) will par-
ticipate in free coding activi-
ties, organised by SAP and its 
partners.

Speaking on the initiative, 
Olumbe Akinkugbe, Ondo 
State’s Senior Special Adviser 
on ICT, emphasised the need 
for ICT empowerment in 

Ondo State. He described “ICT 
is an enabler and a must-have 
skill for students aspiring to 
compete favourably within the 
global knowledge economy.” 

Olumbe also explained 
that Rotimi Akeredolu, the 
Governor of Ondo State, is 
committed to ensuring that 
the youth within the state 
gain skills that would enable 
them to innovate and make 
impactful changes in their 
communities.

Olumbe applauded SAP’s 
dedication “to spread digital 
literacy across the continent 
and start shaping tomorrow’s 
skilled workforce for sustain-
able growth in Africa.”

Claire Gillissen-Duval, Di-
rector of EMEA Corporate 
Social Responsibility at SAP 
and Africa Code Week Global 
Lead says: “SAP has embraced 
the view that training work-
ers for a digital economy is 
our corporate responsibil-
ity. Furthermore, we believe 
that leading companies have 
a moral obligation to initi-
ate people into the modern 
economy, regardless of where 
they come from.”

SAP already invests in Skills 
for Africa, which provides ad-
ditional business and IT skills 
to recent university graduates 
and secures employment for 
these graduates via their part-
ner and customer ecosystem.

Commenting on the level 
of preparations for the 2017 
edition, in Nigeria, Olajide 

Ademola Ajayi, Nigeria’s Coor-
dinator for Africa Code Week, 
said that Ondo State Govern-
ment’s interest to partner with 
SAP on the initiative is a wel-
come development, adding 
that participants should expect 
gain knowledge of creative 
computing through hands-on, 
playful learning, that typify 
Africa Code Week- the cod-
ing enablement program for 
Africa’s teeming young gen-
eration.

 He further stated, “We are 
grateful to Ondo State Govern-
ment for taking this initiative 
seriously. In Nigeria, people 
think that IT, computing and 
the likes are synonymous with 
major cities like Lagos, Abuja 
and Port Harcourt. Truly, these 
States and the FCT are doing 
very well; however, there is a 
pressing need to spread this far 
and wide, from Lagos to Cairo, 
from Timbuktu to Cape Town. 
Collectively, SAP along with 
public and private enterprises 
need to ensure that no child 
is left behind irrespective of 
geographical location.

Pedro Guereiro, Manag-
ing Director, SAP West Africa, 
said that; “When it comes to 
accessing higher skills devel-
opment, training thousands of 
teachers, parents and educa-
tors across 35 African coun-
tries and providing access to 
them online courses, beyond 
the actual live event in Octo-
ber, allows to multiply efforts 
and impact.”

seyi John sALAu 
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Munzali Jibril, president and chairman of council, Nigerian Institute of Management (NIM)(Chartered), 
(l) presents trophy to the Winner of 2017 NIM Young Managers’ Competition (The channel leader team) 
Oluwatobi Amisu, Isioma Agbadiba and Omaka Faith Ndubuisi, at the   2017 grand finale of NIM Young 
Managers’ Competition in Lagos.

Eddie Efekoha, managing director/CEO, Consolidated Hallmark Insurance (m); Oluremi Ayeni, director, 
Standard Organisation of Nigeria (SON) (r) and Olugbenga Awobote, auditor, SON (l), at the formal 
unveiling of the ISO 9001:2015 Standards Organisation of Nigeria (SON) Management Systems 
Certification in Lagos.

L-R: Ogundeji Kayode, deputy director, Techno Entrepreneurship and Techno  Economics Division, Federal 
Institute of Industrial Research, Oshodi (FIIRO); Segun Adeleye, president/CEO, World Stage Limited; 
Sunny Oduntan, executive director, Association of Nigerian Electricity Distributors; Abimbola Adegboye, 
deputy director/technical assistant to DG, NAFDAC, and Soji Adeleye, chairman of the occasion, during 
the WorldStage Economic Summit in Lagos.

R-L: Rear Admiral TC Udofia, Nigerian Naval War College Commandant; Stanley Uzochukwu, chairman, 
Stanel Group, and Commodore Zakare Hassan, when the Naval War College Commandant and his 
entourage visited Stanel World in Awka, Anambra State.

Collaboration by industries advocated in 
achieving responsible waste recycling

A
u t h o r i t i e s  o f 
Hubmart Stores 
Limited, a new en-
trant into Nigerian 
retail market, have 

assured that they are committed 
to empowering Nigerians, creat-
ing employment and adding 
value to the lives of their custom-
ers through fresh products and 
quality service.

The retailer, which opened 
for business recently on Isaac 
John Street in Ikeja GRA Lagos, 
is out with the vision to be the 
leader in the Nigerian retail 
industry. “We have a popula-
tion of over 180 million people 
who want the good things of life 
and we are here to make that 
possible,’’ Chris Ogbeche, the 
company’s chairman assured.

 “Hubmart’s penchant for 
always delivering fresh prod-
ucts to its customers is a mark 
of distinction that sets it apart 
from other retail stores; we are 

the leader in fresh products 
ranging from vegetables to fruits, 
seafood, and dairy food, all at 
attractive prices. We have been 
able to maintain this standard 
because over 50 percent of our 
business is not reliant on foreign 
exchange”, he assured further. 

According to him, 40 percent 
of their products is dependent 
on Nigerian businesses that 
produce here while only 5-10 
percent depends on imports. He 
stated that Hubmart’s expansion 
plan was guaranteed to ensure 
that its footprint would be seen 
in every state in Nigeria.

Murat Bektaslar, the com-
pany’s CEO, described the open-
ing of the retail outlet as a joyous 
occasion, adding that the store is 
a customer’s delight. “The store 
will serve as one-stop-shop for 
all customer grocery, cleaning, 
fresh and household needs.

 “We have created an envi-
ronment where customers can 
find everything they want under 
one roof,     get the best quality of 

ultra-fresh produce, and have a 
delightful, fulfilling and exciting 
shopping trip. Even children are 
not left out as very innovative 
children-focused shopping carts 
and baby trucks have been de-
ployed to delight them as well”, 
he disclosed.

Hubmart Stores officially 
opened the doors of its ultra-
modern shopping mall to the 
public in an elaborate ceremony 
held recently at its premises. 
The event which witnessed a 
large turnout of firms that came 
to showcase their brands, also 
saw a huge number of custom-
ers that thronged into the mall 
to experience, firsthand, the 
quality items the new outlet has 
on offer.

Most of the customers ad-
mitted that they were there to 
take advantage of the exciting 
opening day special on offer 
at the store.  Ogbeche, in his 
opening address, stated that the 
vision of Hubmart was to be the 
leader in the retail industry. 

Kobo, a Nigerian tech-
nology driven start-up 
in the logistics industry 
has said it will lever-

age on deploying technology to 
change the face of the logistics 
industry in Nigeria with focus on 
haulage side of the business to 
grow the industry as it launches 
KoboApp recently in Lagos. 

The application software, 
KoboApp is design to schedule 
haulage trips to include reverse 
logistics, thereby reducing the 
cost of a trip by 30 percent for 
both demand and supply.

Obi Ozor, co-founder/CEO 
Kobo in his remarks at the 2017 
Logistics Professionals Confer-
ence held recently in Lagos said 
Kobo is like a logistics operating 

system that will help players in 
the industry maximize profit 
and manage fleet effectively.  

“The haulage sector in Africa 
generates $80b annually, and 
with KoboApp, you can invest in 
the sector and earn returns close 
to 500 percent, without the stress 
of finding clients and scheduling 
trips,” he stated. 

The haulage business and 
logistics as a whole is said to 
be a growing market in Nigeria 
with disparity in mode of pay-
ment, which technology like 
the KoboApp looks to eliminate. 
Haulage business transacted 
on the application is insured 
through a partnership between 
Kobo and Guarantee Trust Bank 
over a 30 days period, and a 2.5 
percent loan for haulage owners.

However, the panel session 
on leveraging technology to in-

crease profits in logistics, mod-
erated by Rufai Oseni urges play-
ers in the industry to collaborate 
in leveraging on technology. 
According to the panelists, the 
logistics industry is broad and 
can be better explored through 
deployment of technology. 

Another panelists on logis-
tics and e-commerce, which 
includes Iyeyinka Olayanju, VP, 
Supply Chain and Franchise 
Management, Konga, Ujama 
Kalando-Akpata, Kikelomo 
Fola-Ogunniya, Co-Founders, 
Jand2Gidi, and Adetayo Bami-
duro, Co-Founder, Max.ng, 
opined that government inter-
vention in funding on infra-
structure in rail lines will cut the 
current challenge on the roads, 
thereby enabling haulage com-
panies the opportunity to render 
effective services to clients.  

Kobo to leverage technology and grow 
logistics business in Nigeria

The success of the Ex-
tended Producer Re-
sponsibility (EPR) policy 
of the Federal Govern-

ment, which aims to tackle the 
problem of environmental pol-
lution and wastes in Nigeria 
has been predicated on the 
cooperation of various sectors 
of the economy in rising to the 
challenge of setting up sector 
specific platforms to drive the 
recovery and recycling of waste 
items in their respective packag-
ing streams.

This was made known at 
2nd National Waste Manage-
ment Conference held recently 
in Lagos by the Food & Bever-
age Recycling Alliance (FBRA), 
where a presented case study 
showed how responsible and 
forward-looking industries in 
a given sector can work collec-
tively and in collaboration with 
other stakeholders to develop 

solutions for mitigating the 
environmental impact of their 
packaging waste.

Speaking on behalf of the 
FBRA, Clem Ugorji, Public Af-
fairs & Communication Director 
of Coca Cola West Africa, said 
the organization’s mission is to 
recover and recycle food and 
beverage packaging waste and 
thereby create a sustainable 
recycling economy that will 
stimulate employment, innova-
tion and wealth creation.

Ugorji said the FBRA evolved 
from a self-regulatory initiative 
that Coca-Cola began in 2005 
when it worked with a private 
investor, Alkem Nigeria Limited, 
to set up a large scale recovery 
and buyback scheme for PET 
bottles which were recycled into 
synthetic fibre.

 “One of the great elements 
of the EPR policy is the require-
ment for sectoral collective 
action under the platform of 
a PRO. This will ensure that 

companies do not struggle in 
silos to recycle their packaging 
waste, as that would be over-
whelming; rather, they can pool 
resources together as a sector to 
develop and fund a robust buy-
back scheme, attract investors 
in recycling infrastructure and 
invest in research and develop-
ment of eco-friendly packaging 
as well as alternative uses for 
their packaging waste” Ugorji 
said, adding “The FBRA demon-
strates the fact that companies 
can compete for market share 
and still cooperate effectively for 
social good”.

Lawrence Anukam, Director 
General of the National Environ-
mental Standards and Regu-
lations Enforcement Agency 
(NESREA), said in a goodwill 
message presented on his behalf 
by Nosa Aigbedion, the Lagos 
State Co-ordinator of NESREA, 
that the EPR programme is a key 
element of the national strategy 
on waste management.

Hubmart Stores committed to 
empowering Nigerians, creating jobs 
ChuKA uRoKo

CAleB oJeWAle



How Gatorade invented new products by revisiting old ones

c 2017  Harvard Business School Publishing Corp. Distributed by The New York Times Syndicate

W
h e n  i t  c o m e s 
to innovation, 
businesses have 
a strong bias for 
the new. The idea 

of creating a fresh new product, 
the prospect of increasing market 
share with brand-new offerings or 
the vision of disrupting some slow-
moving incumbent with a radical 
new technology — these have an 
inherently strong appeal for com-
panies keen for growth. What’s 
more, legacy products seem to be at 
a natural disadvantage. Company 
leaders and product managers 
worry that these core products have 
been around for years and may not 
be able to deliver much more.

So, should you explore new 
technologies that will disrupt cur-
rent products? My advice is to resist 
that urge. Too often the preoccupa-
tion with finding or creating shiny 
new products can cause you to 
take your eye off your most profit-
able and lowest-risk opportunity: 
reviving your current product by 
innovating around it.

Consider the example of Gato-
rade in 2008.

When Sarah Robb O’Hagan 
agreed to take over Gatorade in 
2008, she thought she was as-
suming leadership of an iconic 
brand that had grown a little tired. 
What she found was something 
worse — a product in clear decline. 
Gatorade was facing increasing 
competition, particularly by the 
lower-cost Powerade, a Coca-Cola 
product. Gatorade had seen a sales 
drop of 10%, while Powerade’s sales 
had grown 13%.

In response, Gatorade had tried 
to maintain growth by spinning out 
new flavors and expanding into 
new channels. It had leveraged the 
distribution networks of PepsiCo, 
its parent company, and developed 
a wide range of new flavors and 
low- and no-calorie versions of 
the drink. But adding new product 
variants quickly hits a point of di-
minishing returns. For Gatorade, 
2007 was the year it hit those limits.

What were the Gatorade team’s 
options? Truly disruptive innova-
tions weren’t an option, at least 

in the short term. The research 
and development lab had come 
up with a new ingredient that 
helped athletes process oxygen 
more effectively. But, there were a 
few problems: It was hard to get, it 
changed the drink color to a very 
toxic-looking yellow and it was ef-
fective only when ingested in large 
quantities. Reinventing the future 
of athletic hydration might have 
been theoretically possible, but it 
wasn’t going to happen quickly.

To find a solution, Robb 
O’Hagan and her team recon-
nected with Gatorade’s core cus-
tomer, the serious athlete. What 
they found was that these athletes 
did much more than just hydrate 
during athletic events. They would 
load up with carbohydrates before 
and drink protein shakes after 
to recover. The team saw an op-
portunity to expand beyond the 
hydration niche and introduced 
the G-Series family of products. 
The G-Series family included three 
complementary products to help 
athletes: energy chews and carbo-
hydrate drinks to “prime” before an 
athletic event; the core hydration 
drink to help the customer “per-
form”; and protein shakes and bars 

to “recover” after an event.

Growth restarted almost im-
mediately. Sales of the drink rose 
dramatically. From a low of less 
than $4.5 billion in 2009, Gatorade 
hit $5.6 billion in sales in 2015 and 
owned 78% of the U.S. market. Pow-
erade’s growth stopped. In 2015 it 
had $1.3 billion in sales, about 19% 
of the U.S. market.

What Robb O’Hagan did was to 
apply what we call the “third way” 
to innovate. Neither incremental 
improvement of current products, 
nor radical rethinking of the busi-
ness, the “third way” focuses on 
innovating around the current 
product to make it more valuable. 
Robb O’Hagan turned around the 
product not by changing it but by 
complementing it with sports bars, 
energy chews and protein shakes. 
What her team did wasn’t an ex-
pansion or revision of the current 
product; in fact the team reduced 
the range and number of variants. 
It wasn’t a radical rethinking of the 
product, but a different approach 
to innovation. 

What is different about the 
“third way” model? First, it’s not a 
“clean sheet” approach. It focuses 

on innovating around an existing 
product for an existing customer 
segment in a way that makes that 
product more appealing and valu-
able. Second, it’s not just a diver-
sification approach — it’s not a 
search for random products that 
will appeal to the same customer 
segment. Instead, it focuses on de-
veloping a family of diverse innova-
tions that are all aimed at delivering 
a single business promise; in the 
case of Gatorade that promise was 
to help the serious athlete perform 
better in competitions. Finally, 
this family of diverse innovations 
is not an “ecosystem” — it’s not 
an uncoordinated set of compet-
ing and collaborating entities in a 
single industry. Rather, this family 
of innovations is centrally managed 
and carefully controlled to deliver 
on a single business promise. 

This approach isn’t easy to do 
or quick to implement. But when 
it’s done well, it can be incredibly 
powerful. Companies as diverse 
as Gatorade, LEGO, Novo Nordisk 
and Victoria’s Secret have used 
this approach to successfully turn 
around or boost existing products. 

Too often, we’re told that we 
need to disrupt our current busi-
ness, to leave our preconceptions 
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and old ways of thinking behind. 
While we agree that every com-
pany should keep an eye out for 
competitors that could change the 
game in the core business, we be-
lieve that these types of revolutions 
are relatively rare, easy to see com-
ing and often can be responded to 
through a strategic partnership or 
acquisition. 

How do you get started with the 
“third way” approach to innova-
tion? Here are three simple steps: 

— First, reconnect with your 
core customers and understand 
what gets in the way of them getting 
value from your product. Follow 
them through their acquisition, 
preparation, use and disposal of 
your product, and watch for frus-
trations, challenges or other barri-
ers they face. 

— Then, challenge your team to 
innovate around your customer’s 
value chain, not yours. What can 
you do to remove the barriers 
that prevent your customers from 
getting value from your products? 
These represent opportunities for 
complementary products. 

— And finally, be humble about 
your ability to deliver those prod-
ucts. No matter how big or how 
capable your company is, there 
will almost certainly be another 
company who is better positioned 
to deliver at least some of the com-
plementary products that you’d like 
to provide. 

The calls to leave behind old, 
tired products can be strong, and 
forging a new path can be tremen-
dously exciting. But in a volatile 
and uncertain global business 
economy, it makes powerful sense 
to explore the growth opportunities 
hidden in your current products — 
as Gatorade and others have found, 
there can be untapped potential in 
those existing markets. 

(David Robertson is a senior lec-
turer at the Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology Sloan School 
of Management.) 
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Analysts: Frank Eleanya, Stephen Onyekwelu  & Caleb Ojewale

T
he recent review of 
the Pioneer Status In-
centive (PSI) list with 
inclusion of some ag-
ricultural industries 

could be a game changer in 
boosting Nigeria’s agro process-
ing capabilities, resulting in the 
creation of more jobs, revenue, 
as well as reduction in some post 
harvest losses.

The pioneer status incentive 
is a tax holiday given to com-
panies to enable them hit the 
ground running (or expand) so 
that they can thrive and be profit-
able. The tax holiday is given for 
an initial three year period and 
renewable for another two years 
as a way of stimulating growth 
and development of Nigeria’s 
economy. This privilege may 
also be a seven-year tax holiday 
in respect of industries located 
in economically disadvantaged 
local government areas of the 
country.

The list of 27 industries in 
the recent PSI list has in it, ag-
riculture based industries such 
as; Processing and preservation 
of meat/poultry and produc-
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tion of meat/poultry products; 
Manufacture of starches and 
starch products; Processing of 
cocoa; and Manufacture of ani-
mal feeds.

In the manufacturing of 
starch products for instance, the 
Nigeria Cassava Growers Asso-
ciation (NCGA) has opined that 
Nigeria imports over 95 percent 
of the Industrial starch used in 
the country, and 97 percent of 
Ethanol.

NCGA had previously made 
exclusive to BusinessDay, value 
chain plans which suggested that 
there could be potential for N10 
trillion if cultivation of cassava is 
not only increased but matched 
with requisite processing to 
substitute for importation. The 
announcement by the FG to now 
include manufacture of starch 
products under the PSI list is 
expected to stimulate interest in 
the sector.

“Industrial Starch is another 
major product from Cassava. 
Industrial Starch is used in the 
Gum/adhesives, Textiles, Phar-
maceuticals, Book binding, 
Paper and packaging, Confec-
tionery, Chemical and house-
hold products manufacturing, 

5-years tax exemption gives Agripreneurs a chance to expand
...95 percent starch importation, industrial needs could be met locally
... Struggling poultry businesses to get new lease of life

Batteries, Drinks, beverages, 
Baby foods, and Wood finishers 
etc.,” read a portion of the letter 
earlier made available by Segun 
Adewumi, National president, 
NCGA.

Another industry which is to 
benefit from the revised Pioneer 
status list is Poultry, with produc-
tion, processing of poultry and 
manufacturing of animal feed 
separately captured. The Agri-
culture Promotion Policy (2016 
– 2020) shows the country has 
60 million poultry birds deficit, 
which is filled by illegal imports 
that enter market at lower price 
point than domestic producers, 

CALEB OJEWALE

and this gap is also a moving 
target based on fast food/QSR 
demand.

An agitated Onalo Akpa, di-
rector general, Poultry Associa-
tion of Nigeria (PAN), told Busi-
nessDay earlier this year, that 
“A lot of farms are being closed 
down because so many people 
cannot afford to feed their birds.”

“If you have a (poultry) farm 
and you cannot feed your birds 
then you better shut it down!” 
Akpa said.

The incentives to be offered 
through inclusion of poultry 
in the pioneer status list, is ex-
pected to assuage some of the 

difficulties in the industry, and 
stimulate increased productivity. 
With manufacturing of animal 
feeds also getting included, the 
challenges of poultry feed which 
have made many businesses 
shut down could offer a new 
lease of life.

“If you want to attract de-
velopment in certain areas, you 
incentivise operations, and one 
way of achieving this is by giv-
ing tax breaks (as the govern-
ment has now announced),” said 
Ibrahim Kabiru, President, All 
Farmers Association of Nigeria 
(AFAN).

Similarly, Emmanuel Ijewere, 
Vice President, Nigeria AgriBusi-
ness Group (NABG) described 
the selected agricultural indus-
tries as a good development 
in addressing the myriads of 
challenges confronting the sec-
tor, and the need for increased 
processing.

According to Ijewere, “Those 
of us in the sector have often 
said that apart from improving 
the yield of our produce, value 
should be added at every stage. 
The addition of value creates 
wealth for the nation, and giving 
pioneer status encourages the 

sacrifice that is made for such 
value adding. The agricultural 
industry has been underdevel-
oped for so long, so it is only 
right and appropriate that at this 
time of agricultural rejuvenation, 
government should be seen 
supporting and encouraging 
agriculture, especially in the area 
of value adding.”

Okechukwu Enelamah, the 
Minister of Industry Trade and 
Investment, while announcing 
the revised PSI list, had said it was 
part of measures to reduce the 
cost of doing business in Nigeria 
by providing corporate income 
tax relief to qualifying companies 
making investments in industries 
designated as “Pioneer”.

The review of the list of pio-
neer industries and products 
was done to bring it in line with 
the economic realities of Nigeria 
and the Economic Recovery and 
Growth Plan (ERGP).

He further pointed out that, 
“The Federal Government is 
committed to encouraging and 
attracting investments into criti-
cal sectors of the economy which 
will significantly impact develop-
ment and deliver key benefits to 
the country.

I
f Yaba plans to become the 
Silicon Valley of Nigeria, tech-
hubs will need to create and 
foster an entrepreneurial eco-
system that encourages found-

ers to see their ideas through to the 
end rather than selling early.

A Toyota Corolla stops in front 
of a withered bookshop on Pearse 
Lane. Two men in blazers, sitting 
around a tiny wooden table, look at 
the car. One of themquickly checks 
his smartphone and asks for the 
driver’s identity. Satisfied, he steps 
into the Taxifi vehicle, followed by 
his peer, who carelessly plays with 
his Apple watch. After almost getting 
hit three times by one of the typical 
yellow vans that storm Lagos roads, 
they manage to leave the street and 
get swallowed by one of the most 
trafficked cities in the world.

 This scene might still look rare to 
the eyes of the average Nigerian, butit 
is becoming routine in Yaba. Filled 
with inconsistencies, this northern-
neighborhood of Nigeria’s largest 
city perfectly encloses the skirmish 
between new and old, stagnation 
and progress. It is here that the most 
tech-driven minds of the country 

gather to forge ideas that, one day, 
will foster the country’s develop-
ment. Their love for technology is 
not just witnessed by their constant 
use of apps or sophisticated devices, 
but also by their desire to innovate 
and streamline businesses across 
all sectors.

 Today, Yaba counts a growing 
number of business clusters where 
companies like HutBay, SureGifts 
and Andela share common infra-
structures and networks to increase 
their levels of productivity. The 
inspirational model is clear, just 
as the goal. With an eye on Silicon 
Valley, “YabaCon Valley,” as they 

call it, proposes itself as the leading 
hub for high-tech innovation and 
development. Despite their dif-
ferences in size, scope and capital 
availability, all start-ups share the 
same entrepreneurial spirit based 
on a valuable mixture of competi-
tiveness and cooperation confined 
in major tech-hubs such as CcHub, 
iDEA Hub, Focus Hub.

 The vibrant energy of the whole 
ecosystem has grabbed the atten-
tion of various seed capital funds 
willing to bet on these companies 
providing them with short-, me-
dium-, and long-term funding. 
One of them, Leadpath, is based 15 

minutes away from Pearse Lane. Its 
goal consists in “bridging the gap be-
tween start-up and market leader” 
through investments that span from 
USD25,000 to several million. This 
accelerator also offers guidance 
and capacity building, providing 
technology entrepreneurs with the 
necessary skills, mentorship, and fa-
cilities that allow them to transform 
their businesses. Among the major 
start-ups in Leadpath’s portfolio, 
URegista, Afriqbuy, and Simer are 
probably the most promising.

 Hedging risks in a diversified 
portfolio is the founding principle 
of any investor’s guide. Nonetheless, 
most actors, in particular on the 
institutional side, prefer not risking 
at all. This is particularly the case for 
other tech-hubs spread all over the 
country, far from the flows of cash 
and people that Lagos offers. In the 
best-case scenario, businesses react 
by “redirecting their focus towards 
customers, rather than investors,” 
said Jason Nkoju, founder of iROKO, 
a web platform that provides paid-
for Nigerian films on-demand.

 Unfortunately, a grimmer sce-
nario is steadily taking over.While 
tech-hubs offer a wide array of ben-
efits, they recently started increasing 
equity requirements, driving down 

their attractiveness to the eyes of 
young, motivated folks who are 
reconsidering a work-from-home 
strategy rather thanenjoying the 
benefits hubs offer. And, any entre-
preneur knows saving constitutes 
the core of its business plan in the 
early stages. After all, there are 
numerous examples of successful 
companies that managed to emerge 
without the advent of incubators and 
accelerators. Konga and Paga, in this 
sense, are the brightest examples, 
based on a solid combination of 
resoluteness and long-term vision.

 Those who seek to emulate 
Konga and Paga need to stick to 
their own ideas and value patience 
when making decisions, even if that 
comes with a higher degree of risk. 
But risk must be seen as the numera-
tor of a fraction that has ambition 
underneath. The bigger the scope of 
your project, the easier it is to factor 
risk in your success equation. If the 
ultimate goal goes beyond profit 
and looks into eventually affecting 
the lives of millions of Nigerians, 
investors chip in.

 Still, the recent wave of acquisi-
tions of tech start-ups seems to cast 
doubts on the firmness of leadership 
within these hubs. Many young 
entrepreneurs may have excellent 

ideas, but the surrounding ecosys-
tem still presents too many hurdles 
to jump. Thus, giving in to a buyer’s 
offer represents an easy, and lucra-
tive, way out of a long, windy path. 
While comprehensible, such a 
choice highlights the weak confi-
dencein Nigerian’s entrepreneurial 
environment.Start-ups that sell 
their companies lose not only the 
intellectual property, but also the 
enthusiasm behind them.

 Incubators are supposed to pro-
vide all start-ups with the necessary 
tools to grow their ideas, develop 
them, improve them and one day 
watch them become major innova-
tive players for Nigerians. But if most 
of these companies end up being 
acquired, the question should not 
be “are tech-hubs worth it?” but 
“how can tech-hubs be improved?” 
Fancy blazers, stylish smartphones 
and techy-watches are not enough 
to push the country toward the 
progress it has long yearned for. 
Without ambition, passion, and self-
confidence, all the brightest ideas 
will get absorbed just like any Toyota 
Corolla in Lagos traffic.

Gabriele de Leva, Assistant 
Country Editor for the Business-
Year in Nigeria

Tech Hubs shouldn’t sell ideas, but grow them
GABRIELE DE LEVA 
(Guest writer)
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Ambode’s wife tasks lawyers 
on women, children’s rights

Wife of the Lagos State governor 
Bolanle Ambode has challenged 
lawyers to do more in the area of 

promoting gender equality and defending 
the rights of children, noting that no rapid 
development can be attained in a society 
where children and women are relegated.

Ambode spoke at the African Women 
Lawyers Association’s parley which held 
in Lagos, as part of activities to mark the 
annual general conference of the Nigerian 
Bar Association (NBA). She said it was im-
portant for members of the legal profes-
sion, especially the women among them 
to be at the vanguard of championing the 
welfare and development of women and 
children.

Ambode, who was decorated as Ma-
tron and Mother of the African Child at 
the parley, however, lauded the contribu-
tions of women lawyers in the improve-
ment recorded in child and women rights 
in Lagos. 

She said children and women in Ni-
geria and Africa faced a brighter future 
because of steady progress in the area of 
their rights, noting that it was gratifying 
that Lagos State was the first to pass the 
Child Rights Law after the Federal Gov-
ernment had done same.

Also speaking, Olufunmilayo Atilade, 
Lagos State Chief Judge, represented by 
Abiola Soladoye, praised the contribu-
tions of women lawyers to the growth of 
legal practice, just as she urged them to 
reinvent themselves and translate their 
numerical strength to positive actions.

Mandy Demechi-Asagba, president of 
the association, said that the group stood 
for the protection and promotion of the 
rights and interest of women and children 
in Nigeria and Africa.

One person was reportedly killed 
on Wednesday when suspected 
armed robbers snatched an un-

disclosed sum of money from a bank cus-
tomer in Uyo, the Akwa Ibom State capital.

The robbers were said to have trailed 
their victim in Toyota Camry car with Akwa 
Ibom State Government registration num-
ber whose occupants were suspected to 
have made some withdrawal from a bank 
along Barrack road.

It was further gathered that, several oth-
ers passers-by sustained bullet wounds as 
the robbers opened fire and caused panic 
in the area.

The driver and the lady occupant of the 
car alleged to be one of the officials of the 
state government were said to have gone 
to the bank to withdraw some amount 
for urgent transaction in the Government 
House but was trailed a few meters to 
Government House where the robbers 
confronted the vehicle.

Residents of the adjourning Paul Bassey 
Street by Brooks Street picking some of the 
money that fell from the robbers’ vehicle.  
Eyewitnesses said the robbers were mak-
ing frantic efforts to remove the money into 
another vehicle as the tyres of their vehicle 
had been shot by the police.

One of the robbers was said to have 
wielded two AK47 guns shooting at every 
direction to scare road users.

The Chief Operating Officer of Shi-
roro Hydroelectric Power Station 
(SHPS), Ugochukwu Chioke has 
disclosed that 30 communities 

downstream of the dam face the risk of 
heavy flooding.

Chioke told newsmen in Shiroro that 
the company has however commenced 
awareness campaign on dangers of flood-
ing to the affected communities.

“We have sent out flood warning letters 
to communities’ downstream and also to 
concerned agencies and follow up with 
jingles in English and natives languages. 
We did not stop at that, we also followed 
it up with 25 kilometre radius siren to 
inform those at river banks to give way 

and stay away from river banks to avoid 
being affected.

“We have enlightened the communi-
ties on our ways (along the path of water 
flowing from the dam) especially on our 
reservoir so that if at all there has to be 
spillage, we manage it in such a way that 
the effect on the phase downstream are 
highly minimised,” he said.

But Garba Bala, district head of Kuta 
Garbas (a host community of the dam), 
has charged the company on its corporate 
social responsibility to host community.

Bala called on the company to reha-
bilitate feeder roads, build hospitals, 
schools and empower the youths in the 
area to be self-reliance.

30 communities at risk of flooding in Shiroro
He also made case for provision of 

transformers for host communities and 
connection of some of the communities 
to the national grid.

“We have lost most fertile portion of 
our lands to the dam and most of our ac-
tivities in the area is farming and fishing 
and we can no longer do any of these due 
to the activities from the dam.

“Our youths are jobless. We want the 
company to include our youths in terms 
of employment and give them scholar-
ship to study engineering courses so 
that they can gain employment with the 
company,” Bala said, just as he also ap-
pealed to the host communities to remain 
law abiding.

E
dem Eniang, a leading expert 
in the study of amphibians and 
reptiles at the University of Uyo 
(UNIUYO) has given reasons 
why the Federal Government 

handed over 600 snakes, reptiles and 
spiders to the institution.

Eniang who heads the Wildlife and 
Ecology Unit of the Department of 
Forestry and Natural Environmental 
Management at the university said the 
institution was chosen because it has an 
expert in wildlife management.

“I was chosen to keep the animals be-
cause I specialise in reptiles and did my 
PhD on snakes. I am a global authority 
on snakes,” he said, adding that he was 

given the task of analysing the true state 
and conditions of the animals before 
making recommendations to the Federal 
Government.

Eniang, a former employee of the Na-
tional Park in Cross River State, explained 
that the seized snakes were taken from 
South West Cameroon which shares the 
same contiguous zone with Southeast Ni-
geria. Ten reptile specialists led by Eniang 
examined the animals at the institution. 

The three boxes containing the animals 
were first opened last weekend under 
the supervision of the minister of envi-
ronment in Calabar, and Eniang said a 
number of them may have died owing to 
offensive odour oozing out of the boxes.

UNIUYO, he said was blessed to be 
recognised to custody the animals, which 

Why FG handed over 600 snakes, 
reptiles to UNIUYO - Eniang

according to him, would be extremely 
useful for education, research, science 
and other academic exercises.

A number of institutions, according 
to him, have been agitating to take some 
samples from UNIUYO for research and 
other academic programmes since the 
institution took the delivery of the ani-
mals last week.

The consignments of reptiles stored in 
three boxes were seized by the Nigerian 
Customs Service (NCS) at the Nigerian 
Inland Waterways Jetty, Calabar, on July 
24, 2017.

The consignments were believed to 
have been ferried into Nigeria from the 
Republic of Cameroun for onward deliv-
ery to Luxembourg, their final destination 
in Europe.

ANIEFIOK UDONQUAK, Uyo

Fidelity Bank Staff Yola branch with children at the Fofure IDP camp when the bank donated ‘Back To School’ Items to IDPs In Fofure 
Camp, Yola, Adamawa State.

ANIEFIOK UDONQUAK, Uyo

One killed in armed robbery 
operation in Uyo
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T
he growing incidence of 
corruption and financial 
crimes constitute a major 
threat to banks’ reputa-
tional risk and the nation’s 

economic growth and development.
The phenomenon is widespread 

and affects all sectors of the economy.
In fact, most frauds are perpe-

trated in banks and/or the loots laun-
dered through the banking system.

Although the primary responsibil-
ity for preventing frauds in the system 
is that of the banks, the government 
supervisory agencies including the 
Nigeria Deposit Insurance Corpo-
ration (NDIC) whose mandate is 
to protect bank depositors have to 
intervene because banks mobilise 
deposits largely from the uninformed 
public.

As a component of the financial 
safety-net, the NDIC plays a sig-
nificant role in mitigating corruption 
through public awareness and peri-
odic supervision of the banking sector.

This function is achieved through 
the Corporation’s strategic opera-
tional readiness of regular off-site 
surveillance and on-site examination 
of the banks.

According to the NDIC various 
forms of financial crimes committed 
through the banking system include 
but not limited to: Account Opening 
Fraud; ATM/Card Related Fraud, 
Internet Banking Fraud; Fraudulent 
Transfers, Stealing, Unauthorised 
Credits, Excess Charges; Money 
Laundering; Insider Loans and Waiv-
ers and Identity Theft.

Sections 35 and 36 of the NDIC 
Act 2006 requires all banks to render 
monthly returns on their financial 
activities as well as reports on frauds, 
forgeries or outright theft involv-
ing their staff as well as notify the 
NDIC of any staff involvement and 
disciplinary action(s) meted out on 
grounds of frauds, forgeries or any 
other financial malpractices.

Latest data from the NDIC show 
that the banking industry recorded a 
decline in the rate of successful fraud 
incidences and extent of amount in 
losses in 2016, compared to 2015.

Though the reported fraud cases 
rose by 36.42 percent from 12,279 
cases in 2015 to 16,750 in 2016, the 
amount involved and loss suffered 
had been on the decline.

Drilling down into the data the 
reported cases of frauds, forgeries 
and outright theft involving bank 
staff recorded a huge decline of 48.12 
percent from N18.02 billion in 2015 
to N8.68 billion in 2016, while the 
actual losses to the nation’s banking 
industry dropped by 24.29 percent 
from N3.17 billion in 2015 to N2.40 
billion in 2016.

Also, Nigeria’s Banking Sector 
has largely rebounded as at the 
First Quarter of 2017 period as most 
banks that released results showed 
resilience in spite of the tough macro-
economic landscape of the past two 

NDIC move to ban Insider loans will 
strengthen corporate governance in Banks
The recent NDIC recommendation to the CBN to consider issuing fresh regulations prohibiting Directors of licensed banks, 
including microfinance banks (MFBs) and primary mortgage banks (PMBs) from obtaining credit facilities (whether secured 
or not) from their own banks is a welcome development, writes PATRICK ATUANYA...
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years.
The few banks that have released 

half year 2017 results such as Dia-
mond, Zenith, FCMB, FBNH, and 
Union Bank and have all seen growth 
in revenues.

Notwithstanding those improve-
ments, the regulatory authorities 
are worried by the rising incidences 
of fraud and forgeries reported by 
banks.

One way to completely stamp out 
fraud in the system is by tightening 
Corporate Governance rules in the 
banking industry, which would also 
help to contain the rising incidence of 
non-performing loans (NPLs) which 
poses serious threat to the safety and 
soundness of the nation’s banking 
system.

To this end the NDIC has recom-
mended to the CBN to consider issu-
ing new or fresh regulations/circulars 
prohibiting Directors of licensed 
banks, including microfinance banks 
(MFBs) and primary mortgage banks 
(PMBs) from obtaining credit fa-
cilities (whether secured or not) from 
their own banks, while pursuing the 
need to check the burden imposed 
by single obligor limit.

“The NDIC had also advocated for 
strict compliance with the existing 
code of ethics for bank Directors and 
a review of the existing laws and regu-
lations to proffer stiffer sanctions for 
Directors who exploit their positions 
and default in the payment of their 
credit facilities while still occupying 
Directorship position in the banks,” 

said the NDIC Managing Director/
Chief Executive, Umaru Ibrahim, 
FCIB, mni, while delivering a lecture: 
“The Role of NDIC in Mitigating Cor-
ruption in the Nigerian Banks” at the 
general meeting of the Abuja Chapter 
of the Alumni Association of the na-
tional Institute (AANI).

According to Ibrahim who was 
represented by a Deputy Director, 
Research, Policy and International 
Relations Department, Hashim I. 
Ahmad, the Corporation in its effort 
at mitigating financial corruption, 
monitors the management of banks 
continuously on their adherence 
to standard corporate governance 
practices.

These includes their compliance 
to prudential regulations on board 
composition, risk management and 
their establishment of proper inter-
nal control systems.

He attributed the factors breed-
ing corruption in Nigerian banks to 
poor corporate governance, infrac-
tions in foreign exchange operations, 
cumbersome legal process and lack 
of effective sanctions of offenders, 
amongst others.

The NDIC has also collaborated 
with other stakeholders such as the 
Economic and Financial Crimes 
Commission (EFCC), Police Special 
Fraud Unit (PSFU) and the Finan-
cial Malpractices Investigation Unit 
(FMIU) to conduct investigations 
into banking malpractices. 

The NDIC has provided capacity build-
ing programmes for the agencies in addi-
tion to seconding some NDIC Staff to the 
institutions to assist them in investigating 
financial crimes.

As at July 2017, the Maximum Deposit 
Insurance Coverage (MDIC) for depositors 
stood at ₦500,000 per depositor per PMB 
and DMB (including non-interest banks), 
and ₦200,000 per depositor per MFB.

This is to protect poor savers and boost 
confidence of depositors in the banking 
system as NDIC study showed that about 
90-95% of the total depositors are covered 
in that regard.

It is also important to note that, NDIC 
provides protection to subscribers of 
Mobile Money Operators to the tune of 
₦500,000.

Despite these guarantees the level of fi-
nancial inclusion in Nigeria is still very low. 

A major challenge in getting deposi-
tors to have more faith in the banking 
system is the issue of corporate governance 
which remains a recurrent decimal in the 
industry.

Corporate governance encompasses 
every aspect of management, from action 
plans and internal controls to performance 
measurement. Poor corporate governance 
practice led to granting of loans to self, low-
ering credit approval standards, granting 
of unsustainable interest rate waivers on 
non-performing credits,  collecting bribes 
from customers in return for granting loans 
at lower interest rates, conversion of bank’s 
properties (money and cash) into personal 
use, poor risk management system, weak 
internal controls, over invoicing, etc.

Also among factors enriching corrup-
tion in the banking system is the lack of 
effective deterrent and punishment and 
cumbersome the legal process.

The Corporation being one of the pil-
lars of the financial services industry in 
Nigeria, strives to curb corrupt practices 
in the banking sector through its off-site 
surveillance and on-site examination of the 
books and affairs of the insured banks with a 
view to continuously monitor their financial 
condition and curb fraudulent practices.

The supervision is conducted using a 
number of Risk Based Assessment tools to 
ascertain their adherence to prudential reg-
ulations as well as their financial conditions.

As part of its consumer protection effort, 
the NDIC receives and investigates several 
petitions/complaints from bank customers 
and other stakeholders. The complaints 
include conversion of cheques, excessive 
charges, suppression of deposits and ATM 
frauds, amongst others. Remedies are pro-
vided to customers where necessary.

The NDIC proposal to ban insider loans 
by Nigerian banks to key management per-
sonnel is a welcome development which 
should boost corporate governance and 
improve financial inclusion.

Key Management Personnel is defined 
as members of the Board of Directors of 
the bank, including their close members 
of family and any entity over which they 
exercise control.

Close member of family are those who 
may be expected to influence or be influ-
enced by that individual in dealings with 
the bank. 

Alh Umaru Ibrahim, Managing Director/CEO, NDIC

The NDIC had also advocated for 
strict compliance with the existing 

code of ethics for bank Directors and a 
review of the existing laws and regula-
tions to proffer stiffer sanctions for Di-
rectors who exploit their positions and 
default in the payment of their credit 

facilities while still occupying Director-
ship position in the banks



FINTECH
Key trends shaping the future 
of lending in fintech

L
ending to finan-
cial technology 
firms (Fintechs) 
has been evolving 
as competition in 

the space grows. Researchers 
at World Economic Forum 
recently examined trends in 
lending for fintech organ-
isations over the years and 
how the landscape is likely 
to shape up.

The first half of the decade 
has seen rapid develop-
ments in lending, with the 
entry of several new forces 
that threatened to change 
the lending landscape and 
the future centres of power.

The major forces that 
drove lending in 2015 in-
clude person-to-person 
(P2P) which grew quickly 
reaching a significant num-
ber of customers across the 
globe. In Nigeria, the rise of 
angel investors can attest to 
this fact. Lenders relied on 
the new ways of measuring 
and tracking credit worthi-
ness which more than ever 
ensured return on invest-
ment (ROI).

New lenders in the space 
may be increasing and en-
forcing disruption in the 
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3 Nigerian start-ups secure $450,000 funding from 500 Startups

Products ReviewNews

Technology 

Paylater vs QuickCheck

S
ilicon-Valley based 
venture capital 
s e e d fund,  500 
Start-ups have ac-
cepted three Ni-

gerian tech start-ups and 
33 other companies for the 
batch 22 of its Seed Program. 
They also received the sum 
of $150,000 (over N54 mil-
lion) each in seed funding.

A total of $37,500 pro-
gramming fee was deducted 
from the fund.

The Nigerian tech start-
ups which include Mail-
Haven, Mobile Forms and 
Fyodor Biotechnologies will 
be part of 36 companies 
drawn from across the world 
that will get the opportunity 
to meet with and interact 
with a network of founder 
and gain mentorship. 

In a blog post, 500 Start-
ups explained that the Batch 
22 (B22) program which has 
kicked off in San Francisco 
has 36 innovative start-ups 

Stories by FRANK ELEANYA

Online lending has 
become a segment 
where players with 

the most imaginative 
products only succeed. In 
Nigeria, it is less popular 
compared to segments of 
fintech like payment and 
transfers but it is no less 
disruptive and significant 
gaining market share in 
financial services. Paylater, 
powered by One Finance 
and QuickCheck backed 
by Seedstars are two of the 
major players in e-lending 
service that have acquired 
a good number of custom-
ers.  
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ple with verifiable bank ac-
counts and income. In fact, 
Paylater makes it clear that 
it does not lend to non-
salary earners. A first time 
borrower has a limit of N10, 
000 for 30 days. The loan is 
increased if the person is 
able to pay on time.

QuickCheck also has a 
maximum of N10, 000 for 
a period of 30 days for first 
time. The chance of getting 
higher amounts increases 
as well, only when loan is 
repaid.

For users of Paylater, 
the process of filling the 
mobile form may be a little 
tedious but it should take 
about 30 minutes if you 
have all the requirements 
electronically and a good 
mobile network. There are 
requirements like a photo, 
employment letter (Yes, 

these challenges, incum-
bents are investing heavily 
in data transformation, au-
tomation and new analytics.

“Improving processes 
and building middleware 
have both proven to be rela-
tively expensive. Incumbents 
have thus looked at partner-
ships with marketplace lend-
ers, allowing them to access 
fintech-driven technological 
solutions without fully over-
hauling their infrastructure,” 
WEF notes.  

Paylater which prides 
itself as Nigeria’s first mo-
bile lending application is 
a simple, entirely online 
loan platform that pro-
vides short-term loans to 
help cover unexpected 
expenses or urgent cash 
needs. It was co-founded 
in 2012 by Chijioke Dozie 
who is currently the chief 
executive officer of the 
company.

QuickCheck however 
is an online and mobile 
company that builds finan-
cial profiles for the finan-
cial underserved, through 
micro-lending and hence 
ensuring financial inclu-
sion. It was co-founded by 
current CEO, Bola Martins-
Kuye in July. It gets +5 for 
amassing over half the size 
of Paylater’s customer base 
within one year.

On the Google Play 
Store, the QuickCheck app 
has over fifty thousand 
downloads with 90,000 
loan applicants while Pay-
later has over one hundred 
thousand downloads with 
over 90,000 loan applica-
tions. Both apps are only 
available on Android. Pay-
later said it has plans to 
roll out on more platforms 
very soon.

FEATURES
In terms of unique fea-

tures, both applications 
pack several punches. Both 
apps provide loans to peo-

this is a requirement), valid 
ID card, Bank Verification 
Number (BVN), bank ac-
count details and 3 months 
bank statements. Once 
these documents which 
can be sent electronically 
are reviewed and verified, 
the loan is disbursed. The 
entire approval and money 
lodgment process is sup-
posed to take about 72 
hours (+3).

Quick Check application 
is equally as demanding as 
that of Paylater however, 
approval process happens 
within 24 hours (5+).

Paylater Plus (+5) is ma-
jor differentiator for the 
two lending apps. Paylater 
Plus which is also for sal-
ary earners provides from 
N100, 000 to N1 million in 
loans for a more flexible 
payment period to individ-
uals. Loan repayment can 
be spread from 3 months 
up to 6 months.

Each of the apps lay 
much emphasis on timely 
loan repayment which 
helps an individual’s credit 
loan and ensures they are 
able to get larger amount 
if ever they so desire.

QuickCheck has a 4.3 
rating on Google Play Store 
while Paylater has a 4.0 
rating on the same plat-
form. However in terms of 
social media activity and 
customer engagement, 
Paylater has a solid +5.

from 14 countries. 9 com-
panies are in the financial 
technology (Fintech) space; 
7 are data companies; 4 
digital health companies; 
other start-ups range from 
facial recognition to supply 
chain management to the 
largest global community of 
motorcycle riders.  

“42 percent of the compa-
nies are based outside of the 
United States, with found-

ers representing Argentina, 
Brazil, Canada, Hong Kong, 
Israel, Italy, Nigeria, Portu-
gal, Russia, Singapore, South 
Africa, the United Arab Emir-
ates and the United King-
dom,” 500 Startups stated. 

MailHaven is an elec-
tronic mailbox that helps 
suburban homeowners se-
cure and monitor their de-
liveries without the need for 
wired power or home Wi-Fi. 

Deliveries are protected 
from “thieves” and “nature’s 
elements” ensuring that 
packages gets to the desti-
nation safe. The startup was 
founded by Kela Ivonye.

Mobile Forms lets users 
build forms using an easy 
drag-and-drop functional-
ity, and share these forms 
with other team members 
with the click of a button. 
It was co-founded by Tomi 
Ayorinde in 2015. It has also 
received a $20,000 seed fund 
from DraperDarkFlow.

Fyodor Biotechnologies 
is a startup that develops 
a non-invasive technology 
that helps people with fe-
verdiagnoses malaria in 25 
minutes using a few drops 
of urine instead of blood. 
The Urine Malaria Test is the 
first ever non-blood rapid 
test in Nigeria developed in 
response to the high inci-
dences of malaria. The firm 
was founded by Eddy Agbo.   

lending market but WEF 
notes that their appetite for 
scaling innovation may not 
be robust enough. To be 
sure, individual and small-
business borrowers expect 
their lender to deliver the 
seamless digital origination 
and rapid adjudication pio-
neered by leading fintechs.

In credit terms, adjudica-
tion refers to the action of a 
judge making a decision to 
bankrupt someone, based 
on the facts presented to him 

or her, and coming to the 
conclusion that the person 
cannot continue to pay their 
debts as they fall due.

WEF researchers state that 
traditional lenders like banks 
or microfinance institutions 
are looking to their exist-
ing stores of data to bolster 
their underwriting models 
especially for underbanked 
customers. However, that 
data is often unstructured 
and siloed, making it difficult 
to be put to use. To address 
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Top BusinessDay Partner Hotels

Four Point Hotels 
(Oniru Chiefatancy 
Estate,Lekki)

Transcorp Hilton Abuja
1 Aguiyi Ironsi Street Maitama, 
Abuja
Tel: +234-708-060-3000

The Wheatbaker
#4 Onitolo(Lawrence Road),
Ikoyi, Lagos.

InterContinental Lagos
Plot 52, Kofo Abayomi St, 
Lagos
Tel: 01 236 6666

Renaissance Lagos Ikeja 
Hotel
#38/40 Isaac John St, Ikeja 
GRA100271, Ikeja
Tel: +234-908-780 5555
 

Best Western Hotel 
Hotels 12, Allen Avenue 
C/O Funmi (Front Office Man-
ager)

Protea Hotel (GRA Ikeja) 
GRA Ikeja

Protea Hotel (V/Island) 
Off Ajose Adeogun Street, V/
Island

Radisson Blu Anchorage 
Hotel 
1A,Ozumba Mbadiwe,Victoria 
Island. 

Hawthorn Suites by 
Wyndham Abuja
1 Uke St, Garki, Abuja.
Tel: +234 9 4603900, +234 
805 7522500
 

OBINNA EMELIKE

It’s time to travel on budget

W
ith the in-
c r e a s i n g 
c o s t  o f 
travel, espe-
cially amid 

the financial gloom, it is im-
perative to prioritising your 
travel plans according to your 
budget. For guests who are 
mindful of saving on their ac-
commodation, it is no longer 
five-star hotels, world-class 
restaurants and spa as usual, 
except if you have the means.

Of course, you can travel 
on purpose and have a com-
fortable stay without breaking 
the bank, even with the weak 
naira. How? You may ask.

Globally, hotel rates are 
notoriously blurry. The rack 
rate quoted on a website is 
not necessarily the lowest rate 
available, so it is always worth 
contacting a hotel directly 
to ask what their best price 
is, and then asking whether 
that really is their best offer. 
In other words, you should 
bargain. In doing so, you will 
save some money at least for 
chocolate or souvenir.

But the ultimate way to 
save money on hotel accom-
modation is to book far ahead 
of your travel. Then, the hotel 
may not have many guests 
engaging its booking ma-
chines. You are sure of good 
rates when you are booking 
months ahead to your trip.  
Planning one’s trip during 
the low seasons also saves 
money. Most hotels in Nigeria 
hardly sustain good occupan-
cy during low seasons usually 
from middle of December to 
early February. At this period, 
guests can get the best price 

for the room.
By becoming a member of 

a hotel reward club, you can 
save lots of money on accom-
modation. For instance, by 
becoming a member of Star-
wood Preferred Guest (SPG), 
Hilton Honours among oth-
ers one is constantly remind-
ed of the hotel’s deals and 
best prices at all times. At 
every stay in hotels you are 
a member of their reward 
system, you gain points that 
translate into cheaper accom-
modation or even discounted 
flight tickets.

But if you are not a mem-
ber of a hotel reward system, 
always look out for special 
promotions and take advan-
tage of them. Most hotels sell 
the rooms half the price dur-
ing promotions.

 While room charges rep-
resent substantial percent-
age of hotel expenses during 
travel, there are other charges. 
Cutting down on your ex-
penses at the restaurants, spa, 
business centre, and espe-
cially bars, helps in keeping 

you on budget while on trips.
In the face of the down-

turn, especially if you do not 
have the means, there is no 
need for expensive cham-
pagnes, staying longer in 
luxury spa, ordering room 
services, making internation-
al calls with the hotel phone, 
or watch x-rated movies with-
out incurring additional bills.

If the restaurant is very ex-
pensive, ask the locals work-
ing in the hotel where they 
eat when not at work. You will 
be surprise to explore a good 
place with good price, and 
same for bars.

It is normal for hotels to 
fill the room bar and mini 
refrigerator with drinks, leav-
ing the price list on the table. 
Though the prices are very 
expensive, you should either 
avoid the temptation of tak-
ing drinks from the fridge if 
you do not budget for it, or 
drinking and replacing with 
cheap ones you bought from 
nearby shopping mall. But it 
is risky as most hotels do not 
allow guests to bring food and 

drinks to the hotel, apart from 
the ones they serve. There 
could be food poisoning, 
and they would claim it was 
from the food or drinks you 
brought from outside.

If you are traveling outside 
the country, choosing apart-
ments over hotels will save 
you money because apart-
ments are cheaper abroad 
and offers you opportunity 
to buy food condiments and 
cook the way you want it; 
if you can cook.  If you are 
loyal to a brand, sometimes 
you have to try something 
new to enable you review 
services and also take better 
decisions. It is not always a 
five-star fiesta; you can go for 
middle level offerings in your 
cherished hotel brand chain, 
after all, nobody knows where 
you sleep on your trip except 
you tell them.

If you try some of these 
tips, you will definitely make 
the most of your stay, and 
most importantly save money 
with the impending eco-
nomic crunch.

Hotels

Satguru Travel signs on as partner for World Travel Awards Africa

Wo r l d  T r a v e l 
Aw a r d s  h a s 
a n n o u n c e d 
Satguru Travel 

as a supporting sponsor 
for this year’s Africa Gala 
Ceremony.

Graham Cooke, World 
Travel Awards founder and 
president, embraced the 
news in the run up to the 
glittering event – which will 
take place at the five-star 
Radisson Blu Hotel & Con-
vention Centre in Rwanda’s 
thriving capital, Kigali, on 
October 10, 2017.

He said: “We look for-
ward to Satguru Travel help-
ing us to tell WTA’s story all 
over the world, particularly 
in their home market in Af-
rica where they are such an 
established and recognised 
presence.”

Founded in Rwanda in 
1989, Satguru Travel – the 
first travel service provider 
in Ivory Coast Togo, Bu-
rundi and Niger – now has 
branches in more than 60 
countries worldwide.

Nilesh Thakkar, chief 
commercial officer, Sat-
guru Travel & Tourism, said: 
“With a network extending 
to 82 branches in 61 coun-
tries, all over Africa, Asia, 
America, South America, 
Europe, UK and Middle 
East, we work with a mis-
sion to provide total travel 

management.
“We are committed to 

promoting local African 
Tourism to the world, being 
present in 98 per cent of the 
African geography for last 
27 years.

“It is a privilege to be as-
sociated with World Travel 
Awards and we look forward 

to a lasting partnership with 
this platform.”

World Travel Awards 
was established in 1993 to 
acknowledge, reward and 
celebrate excellence across 
all sectors of the tourism 
industry.

Today, the World Travel 
Awards brand is recog-
nised globally as the ulti-
mate hallmark of quality 
with winners setting the 
benchmark to which all 
others aspire.

Each year World Travel 
Awards covers the globe 
with a series of regional 
gala ceremonies staged to 
recognise and celebrate 
individual and collective 
success within each key 
geographical region.

World Travel Awards 
Gala Ceremonies are widely 
regarded as the best net-
working opportunities in 
the travel industry, attended 
by government and industry 
leaders, luminaries and in-
ternational print and broad-
cast media.Nilesh Thakkar, chief commercial officer, Satguru Travel & Tourism



What is universal 
health cover-
age and how 
do we achieve 
it in Nigeria?

Universal health coverage, 
(UHC), is an aspiration by a 
country, like Nigeria, to provide 
her people with affordable quality 
healthcare.

In Nigeria, this will entail en-
suring everyone has access to 
healthcare, (this could be via 
public or private health services). 
Practically speaking, it would 
mean that no one is denied access 
to healthcare because of financial 
reasons, gender reasons, issues 
related to geographical barriers 
or any other issues which might 
create a barrier to healthcare 
access.

Financial barriers to health-
care access resonates clearly 
and widely across the country 
because as you know, we have 
over 100 million people living 
below the poverty line and out 
of pocket payments, (i.e. cash 
payments), account for over 
70% of healthcare financing in 
the country. This creates afford-
ability challenges for the aver-
age Nigerian when it comes to 
healthcare. However, even if we 
solve the issues around financial 
barriers, there are still challenges 
around human resources, infra-
structure, clinical governance, 
quality of care, transparency etc. 
You can therefore see that finan-
cial barriers to healthcare access 
often mask several other issues.

 
How do we approach these 

issues?
At the end of the day, univer-

sal healthcare is about elaborat-
ing equitable and affordable 
healthcare.

In order to create a catalytic 
process within the system we 
need to focus on tackling one, 
two or three key issues and not 
more with measurable goals and 
targets. Once these are done, we 
recalibrate and move on to the 
next set of challenges. One clear 
example of improving transpar-
ency in disbursements could 
be tying budget disbursements 
to specific healthcare results or 
outputs from a hospital or health 
facility with clear repercussions 
if they are not met, i.e. perfor-
mance based disbursements.

HealthBusiness & Living
‘Impact of interventions, activities in 
healthcare sector needs to be measured’

HBL TEAM

Kemi@businessdayonline.com

KEMI AJUMOBI
Head, HBL

ANTHONIA OBOKOH

Reporter

Circling back to the issue of 
financial access to healthcare, 
the first thing to note is there is 
no free healthcare in the world. 
Someone always foots the bill. 
Secondly, there are two aspects 
to financing healthcare, the de-
mand and supply side. Supply 
has to do with the provision of 
healthcare services in hospitals, 
health workers, drugs, supplies 
and so on, while demand has 
to do with patients and people 
consuming care. With the de-
mand side, you want to have 
mechanisms that ensure that at 
the point of care, there are no 
financial barriers to receiving 
care. This can be either through 
health insurance, provider based 
schemes, voucher schemes, co-
payments that do not plunge the 
patient into any form of cata-
strophic medical expenditure or 
poverty and so on.

Tackling the supply side in 
Nigeria means increasing and 
improving the quantum and 
scope of healthcare services. 

Quality is very important on so 
many levels simply because once 
quality is improved, it has one of 
those long lasting and catalytic 
effects on a system leading to 
cheaper and more effective care 
in the long term.

Another crucial point to ef-
fect system change is holding 
individuals and entities account-
able and measuring the impact 
of interventions and activities in 
the healthcare sector. For far too 
long we have been concerned 
with just how much money and 
inputs go into the healthcare sec-
tor, (i.e. how much in salaries, or 
what items are being procured, 
etc.), with too little attention paid 
to measuring outputs and out-
comes of the system. Decision 
makers and healthcare providers 
need to be held accountable for 
health outcomes. There should 
be an agreement and a commit-
ment between citizens and deci-
sion makers on where we place 
universal healthcare among the 
1000 priorities that are important 

and urgent as a country. Once 
that is done, and internalised 
within our civic and political pro-
cesses, leaders should begin to 
be held accountable for health-
care, that way policies which are 
tied to impact, outcomes and 
outputs will naturally evolve 
from the system.

Governance and transpar-
ency are quite crucial. They 
will serve to manage our lean 
resources effectively in addi-
tion to attracting the necessary 
private sector funding to plug 
the gaps in the fiscal space for 
healthcare. Currently over 60% 
of health sector funding is pri-
vate but it is fragmented and 
often reactive. These private 
sector resources can be better 
streamlined and leveraged once 
processes, policies and people 
are put in place around a clear 
governance framework.

Thirdly, as with most sectors, 
infrastructure challenges are 
still a key issue; most hospitals 
scrimp on necessary supplies 

to pay for power, water, etc. It 
is the same reasons hotels and 
schools have issues, however, 
hospitals are one place you don’t 
really want them economising 
on supplies.

On a final note, there is a need 
to sensitize and make people 
aware of the inherent advantages 
in a healthy population, espe-
cially now that we are still a young 
aged country. You want people to 
grow up healthy as this reduces 
the eventual healthcare expendi-
ture bill when the mean age of the 
population shifts to 60 years or 70 
years old. Right now the mean age 
is somewhere between 20 and 30 
years old and as such the outlook 
is still quite a young one. 7 out of 
10 people in Nigeria are below 
35 years old, therefore when you 
speak to them about healthcare 
when they are not sick, it sounds 
very far removed from their real-
ity but the truth is that unless we 
all contribute resources when we 
are well in addition to investing 
in disease prevention, then there 
will be no resources for us when 
we are sick.

 
What can the government 

do right now that doesn’t 
require so much resources?

With regards to some things 
that can be done right now, with-
out expending extra resources, 
there are a few. They include 
things like making healthcare 
decision making more inclusive 
across all tiers of government 
and giving local governments 
more resources, skills and tools 
to do more at the rural area levels 
in addition to creating incentives 
for health workers to go spend 
some of their work time in the 
rural areas.
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Chibuzo Opara, Co CEO at DrugStoc, Co-Founder at Integra Health, a health systems expert with international experience in 
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about tackling the issues around financial barriers, challenges around human resources, infrastructure, clinical governance, 
quality of care, transparency to achieve Universal Health Care in Nigeria.
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Stem cell therapy: Proffering 
hope for special needs patients

H
ope is surely on the 
way for children 
with special needs 
as Alok Sharma, a 
world renowned 

neurosurgeon, Neuroscientist 
and professor, a director of Neu-
roGen Brain and Spine Institute 
India visited Nigeria recently to 
shed light on the efficacy of stem 
cells in treating children with 
special needs.

With over 5000 patients treat-
ed from 50 countries, 68 scientific 
papers and 14 published books, 
and an overall 91% success rate, 
Alok was determined to enlighten 
participants who attended the 
one day seminar on stem cell 
awareness and its importance.

According to Asok, “We are the 
pioneers of introduction to Stem 
Cell Therapy for neurological dis-
orders. We make use of holistic, 
comprehensive approach to treat 
our patients with a combination 
of stem cell therapy and neuro-
rehabilitation. We use adult stem 
cells derived from the patient’s 
own bone marrow, as they are 
the safest and most feasible type 
of cells. Since every patient is 
different, our treatment protocol 
is customised according to the 
patient’s requirements.

“We now have a treatment 
that is very effective and a large 
number of people can benefit 
from this. The old thinking was 
that when the central nervous 
system is damaged then it is 
beyond repairs but the new 
thinking is that some degree of 
repair is possible. Stem cells have 
three capabilities. They repair, 
regenerate or replaced. It took 
us between seven to eight years 
to prove that stem cells can con-
vert to nerve cells and when we 
became very sure, we went on to 
use on humans and the results 
have been outstanding” He said.

Asked who can be treated 
with the stem cell procedure and 
Asok says “for paediatric, we treat 
children with autism, cerebral 
palsy, intellectual disability and 
muscular dystrophy. For adults, 
we treat spinal cord injury, stroke, 
traumatic brain injury/head 
injury, motor neuro disease/
amyotrophic lateral scierosis and 
other neurological disorders.”

Asok explains that there are 
many types of stem cells used, 
but broadly they can be classified 
into 3 types:-

Embryonic stem cells: Em-
bryonic stem cells, as their name 
suggests, are derived from 3-4 
day embryos. These are obtained 
from spare embryos from IVF 
clinics with the consent of the 
donor. During this early develop-
mental period, the cells that will 
ultimately give rise to the devel-
oping fetus can be encouraged to 
develop into tissues of different 

origins (totipotency) contribut-
ing greatly to stem cell therapy. 
However, there are many ethical 
and medical issues regarding its 
use. These are therefore, not be-
ing used presently.

Umbilical cord stem cells: These 
cells are derived from the umbili-
cal cord which connects the baby 
and the mother at birth. Stem cells 
derived from the umbilical cord 
are stored by various cord blood 
banking companies. These stem 
cells do not have any major ethical 
issues surrounding their usage, but 
availability can be a problem.

Adult stem cells: They can be 
derived from the same patient, 
from either the hip bone or the 
adipose/fat tissue. Currently, 
they are the most popularly used 
stem cells. The benefits that adult 
stem cells offer are:

1, They are available in abun-
dance and can be isolated easily.

2, They are isolated from pa-
tients, which overcomes the 
problem of immunological re-
jection.

3, Adult stem cells have the 
potential to replenish many 
specialized cells from just a few 
unspecialized ones.

4, They do not have any ethi-
cal issues as they do not involve 
destruction of embryos.

5, The risk of tumor formation 
is greatly reduced as compared to 
the use of embryonic stem cells.

There are fears about stem 
cell therapy but Asok cleared the 
air when he said “this isn’t the 
truth as the one feared is the em-
bryonic stem cells (ESCs) which 
are stem cells derived from the 
undifferentiated inner mass cells 
of a human embryo. ESCs are just 

one of the types of stem cells but 
we do not make use of that in 
our hospital as explained earlier, 
we use Adult Stem Cells. We do 
not use the embryotic stem cells 

seminar, Marvis Isokpehi, whose 
child is autistic, had this to say “I 
am glad I came for this seminar. 
Initially, we were told anything 
that has to do with brain damage 
cannot be cured or improved 
only managed but we see that 
God helping the scientist, things 
are getting better.  My child was 
diagnosed by 2. She walked at 
17 months, sat at 8 months and 
she only babbled. She could use 
her hands and able to put things 
in her mouth herself but later, 
the growth began to drop and 
along the line, I took up the chal-
lenge and went back to school 
to learn about taking care of her 
and also to help others. I went 
to Federal College of Education 
(special) Oyo and specialised in 
‘Education for the intellectually 
disabled.” Said Marvis.

For Akhere Akran, the Man-
ager of Agatha Obiageli Aghedo 
Memorial Foundation and par-
ticipant, “one of the arms of  our 
foundation aimed at helping 
to lessen the burden of the less 
privileged in the community is 
the St Agatha Children Centre, 
where we advocate for children 
with special needs. I am glad I will 
be going back to let the parents 
of these children know there is 
hope and I am trusting God for 
funds because that is truly the 
core of everything. I appeal to 
the government to fund this and 
encourage private organisations 
to help reduce the cost of this 
treatment to the barest minimum. 
It’s high time we stop stigmatisa-
tion or thinking it’s a result of the 
mother’s past life of the father’s 
mistakes. It is a medical situation 
that needs medical attention.” 

Akran expressed.
Andelene Thysse is a direc-

tor at Stem Cell Africa and she 
helped facilitate the seminar and 
for her, it is high time Nigeria gets 
involved “We are currently look-
ing at establishing a stem centre 
at Mozambique. I would have 
loved that we establish in Nigeria 
because Nigeria is closer to every-
thing but since we aren’t getting 
the audience required, we are 
going to other African countries 
interested. Going to NeuroGen 
Institute for treatment per patient 
costs about $11,000 imagine if 
Nigeria has the facility, the price 
can slash down to $6,000 or even 
below” Andelene stated.

Shedding more light on cost-
ing, Asok says “If we are to set 
up such a facility in an existing 
hospital, the cost of setting it up 
is $US500, 000 and I am assum-
ing all facilities are functioning 
already. If we have to set up as 
a whole which includes getting 
land and building, it will be 
more expensive. This may sound 
expensive but it is worth it be-
cause it will save you the stress 
for the future. More important 
than the money is the permis-
sion from the government of the 
country. The government has to 
give us the permission because 
it is what is happening in other 
African countries. We have had 
good response and cooperation 
from government in Kenya, South 
Africa and Zimbabwe. We have 
quite a number of Nigerians who 
come to us in India for this treat-
ment. We treat 50 patients from 
around the world per week about 
5-10 are from Africa and Nigeria 
is among this percentage. 
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Once the stem 
cells have been 

purified, the patient 
is taken back to the 
operation theatre 
and the stem cells 

are injected into the 
spinal space

because they have the tendency 
to become tumours in the body.” 
He explained.

On how the procedure works, 
he says a thin needle is inserted 
into the hip bone to pull the mar-
row out. The procedure takes be-
tween 15 to 30 minutes. The pa-
tient is then sent back to the room 
for about 3 to 4 hours to rest for 
the next procedure...on same day, 
within the 2 to 4 hours, the stem 
cells are separated and purified in 
their stem cell laboratory by using 
density gradient centrifugation. 
Once the stem cells have been 
purified, the patient is taken back 
to the operation theatre and the 
stem cells are injected into the 
spinal space. In some patients, 
for instance, patients with mus-
cular dystrophy, the stem cells 
are diluted and injected into the 
muscles using a very thin needle.

One of the participants at the 



Bethlehem Tilahun Alemu, using local craftsmanship, 
competing excellently in the global marketplace

retail stores around the globe 
including in Asia and the EU. 
soleRebels is on track to be the 
first global branded retail chain 
from a developing nation to 
open 100 stores and achieve 
over $100 million USD in rev-
enues in 2017.

“We like to say that soleReb-
els is handcrafted love for your 
feet. After all love is how we 
got started. We wanted to find 
a way to share our love for the 
amazing artisan heritages of 
Ethiopia with the world. So we 
embarked on a quest to hand-
craft stunningly creative foot-
wear by fusing Ethiopian artisan 
heritages with fantastic design. 
And the love flowed from there. 
We are really proud to have cre-
ated passionate fans around the 
planet, empowering them and 
allowing them express their cre-
ativity, uniqueness and positiv-
ity through their footwear!

At soleRebels we love, em-
brace and encourage creativ-
ity. In fact we consider it our 
lifeblood - both as a company 
and for those who enjoy what 
we make. That is why soleRebels 
is so proud to have been able to 
channel the immense creative 
talents of our community in a 
way that allows the world be 
enriched by our products, while 
letting the folks who work at 
soleRebels enjoy world class 
jobs and prosperity.” She said.

SoleRebels began to bring 
jobs to their community, a place 
where there literally were none. 
This hurt them because where 
they work and are based is the 
community where they grew 
up, where their father grew and 
where their grandma settled 

Leading Woman

B
ethlehem Tilahun 
Alemu is founder 
and Managing Di-
rector of soleReb-
els, the world’s fast-

est-growing African footwear 
brand and the only Fair Trade-
certified footwear company in 
the world. Growing up in a poor 
suburb of Addis Ababa, Beth-
lehem decided that there was 
only one way to defeat poverty – 
use local craftsmanship to make 
products that can compete in 
the global marketplace. She 
decided on footwear and today 
70,000 pairs of shoes leave her 
factory every year.  

soleRebels has been expand-
ing rapidly and has 18 stores 
around the world, including 
in Silicon Valley (USA), Japan, 
Singapore, Austria, Greece, 
Spain and Switzerland, along 
with an aggressive e-commerce 
marketing strategy. It expects to 
open another 50 to 60 stores in 
next 18 to 36 months. In 2015, 
Bethlehem launched an new 
venture, Republic of Leather, 
offering bespoke, hand crafted 
Leather wear and accessories.

Bethlehem was the first fe-
male African entrepreneur to 
address the Clinton Global Ini-
tiative; was named Outstanding 
African Business Woman by Af-
rican Business Awards in 2011; 
and was named one of the top 
12 women entrepreneurs of the 
last century by CNN. Bethlehem 
is a UN Goodwill Ambassador 
for Entrepreneurship also sits 
on the board of United Nations 
Industrial Development Organ-
isation (UNIDO).

Bethlehem’s Startup Story 
From the humblest of begin-

nings, Bethlehem has built sole-
Rebels into the planet’s fastest 
growing African footwear brand 
and the very first global foot-
wear brand to ever emerge from 
a developing nation. She has 
created world class jobs, and 
empowered her community 
and country, whilst presenting 
a galvanized, dynamic face of 
African creativity to the global 
market.

Bethlehem was born and 
raised in the Zenabwork/Total 
area of Addis Ababa, one of the 
most impoverished and mar-
ginalized communities of Ethio-
pia. Growing up Bethlehem 
saw that Ethiopia had plenty of 
charity “brands” but not a single 
global brand of its own, so she 
set out to change all that. 

In early 2005, fresh out of 
college in Addis Ababa, Beth-
lehem founded the trailblazing 
footwear company soleRebels 
to provide solid community-
based jobs. Tapping into her 
community’s and the nation’s 
rich artisan wealth and heri-
tages, Bethlehem started re-
imagining what footwear could 
be.

Seven years, many shoes and 
hundreds of creative, digni-
fied and well paying jobs later, 
soleRebels is the planet’s fastest 
growing African footwear brand 
and the world’s first and only 
World Fair Trade Federation 
[WFTO] Fair Trade certified 
footwear company. 

Constantly elevating the idea 
of what her brand can achieve, 
Bethlehem has led soleRebels 
to become the first ever brand 
from a developing nation to 
open branded, stand-alone 

when she migrated from the 
countryside in Gojjam to Addis 
Ababa in Ethiopia in search of 
“a better life”.  By the time they 
were growing up it was clear 
that a better life was nonex-
istent for this community. So 
they committed themselves to 
not only creating jobs for their 
fellow citizens but excellent 
paying ones, ones that were far 
and above what other local em-
ployers were paying for similar 
work! With wages that provided 
a decent standard of living for 
workers and their families and 
most importantly jobs that were 
right there in the middle of 
where they all lived “our wages 
on average are over 233% higher 
than the industry average. What 
that means is that our average 
workers earn a full 4-5 times the 
legal minimum wage and over 
3 times the industry average 
many workers earn much more! 
That’s what we mean by a proud 
wage!” says Bethlehem.

On medical coverage, she 
says “Sadly, ours is a country 
with one of the lowest doc-
tor: patient ratios on earth!!! 
Just getting to a doctor can be 
tough. Not to mention a com-
petent doctor, not to mention 
getting one self transported to 
see the doctor, which for most 
government run hospitals can 
mean hours of commuting. 
All the doctors who do our 
site checks are board certified 
practitioners, and we have a 
no-hassle 100% medical cover-
age program covering workers 
and their families. And why do 
we do this? Because let’s face 
it: no one should be an illness 
away from destitution or have 

to choose between fighting an 
illness and feeding their kids! 
Right.”

Her view on cultural pres-
ervation says it all. “Everything 
we do is aimed at applying the 
unique cultural arts we have 
practiced here in Ethiopia for 
millennia. We do so in fresh, 
dynamic new fashions thereby 
both preserving important 
cultural assets and giving our 
customers (that’s you) incred-
ibly cool and stylish things to 
wear! Combining the expertise 
of several traditional Ethiopian 
artisan areas - from hand spin-
ning organic cotton to artisan 
looming fabrics and on to foot-
wear hand crafting - we fuse 
these arts with unique and 
innovative design sensibili-
ties, always delivering exciting 
creations.

The result is something we 
like to call FUSIONFASHION - 
the ultimate marriage between 
traditional cultural crafts and 
contemporary design. In do-
ing this over the last few years, 
something deeply exciting has 
happened, something many 
thought impossible: we have 
leveraged our unique heritages 
and nurtured soleRebels into a 
market leading global eco-ethi-
cal brand , an important first for 
a developing world country like 
Ethiopia, and a feat which holds 
the seeds of greater shared 
prosperity here. The right to or-
ganise and bargain collectively 
- proudly our constitution here 
in Ethiopia protects the right of 
collective bargaining for most 
workers, and all our workers 
exercise this right freely.” Says 
Bethlehem.
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Training the trainers
Let me give a brief 

introduction about 
myself. I’m a per-
son of order and I 

absolutely cannot operate 
in chaos. It is therefore of 
utmost importance to me 
that things are in order. 
It’s quite instructive that 
when God made man, he 
put him in the Garden of 
Eden. In essence, the first 
place man ever lived was 
a place of order. There was 
no chaos; everything was 
placed as it should. Man 
was created to live in order.

Another example of 
things working in order 
is the story of Abraham in 
the Bible. When Abraham 
had to rescue his cousin, 
Lot from the armies that 
had taken him hostage, 
he went with 318 servants 
who were trained in his 
house. That completely 
blew my mind. This meant 
that Abraham’s house-
hold was well run. He had 
trained his servants up to a 
level where they could take 
on the best armies in the 
world at that time.

Now, why am I going 
into all this? Well, this 
brings to the core the im-
portance of order required 
in our households. I decid-

they’ve been exposed to. 
They were mostly shouted 
at, they had to do every-
thing under duress and 
their opinions didn’t mat-
ter much. That is usually 
what their parents/guard-
ians understood as home 
training. You would agree 
with me however that we 
are raising a different gen-
eration of children. These 
children are bold, asser-
tive and are not easily in-
timidated. There is there-
fore a different philosophy 
needed to raise these new 
breed of children.

My husband on many 
occasions got upset when 
he saw our  chi ldren’s 
nanny behave in a man-
ner that was inconsistent 
with his philosophy of 
raising children. I usually 
play the pacifier because 
I know that the intention 
was to correct a flaw, but 
there is a vast difference in 
philosophies. My husband 
then came up with the idea 
of training the nannies. As 
a parent, he had a goal he 
wanted to achieve with his 
children. Unfortunately, 
he can’t be with his chil-

dren 24hours a day. The 
nannies probably spend 
considerable time with 
them. Therefore, it was im-
perative that these nannies 
also be trained in the way 
we wanted our children to 
be brought up.

This training has proved 
useful because I’ve seen 
subtle changes. From the 
nanny’s point, the love for 
the children was never in 
question; it was just the 
method that needed to 
be revamped. The truth is 
that one cannot give what 
he doesn’t have. Therefore 
it is unfair to expect from 
nannies what they have 
not been taught. There-
fore, parents, let’s model 
the behaviors we want to 
see our nannies/helps/
stewards to emulate. Then 
let’s take it a step further 
and invest in communi-
cating our philosophies 
through regular sessions. 
You’ll be better for it; your 
children will be better for it 
and your helps will be bet-
ter for it. Even the society 
at large will benefit. Truly 
a win: win scenario. Makes 
sense right?

Parenting in the 21st century
with 

Sola Oguche – Agudah
Website: www.solaagudah.org; Email: sola@

solaagudah.org Facebook: solaogucheagudah; 
Instagram: solaogucheagudah

The challenge of raising children 
with sickle cell disorder

G
rowing up for 
Juliet was full 
of dreams and 
aspirations of 
having a love-

ly family, blessed with three 
lovely children, preferable 
two boys and a girl. And so, 
she did all she did with this 
thought in her mind and 
prayed earnestly for it. Of 
course, Juliet was not ready 
to settle for anything less.

On finished secondary 
school, she felt the time 
was ripe, and had mul-
tiple of suitors to pick from. 
Juliet finally settles with 
one of them; a motor spare 
part dealer in Lagos, who 
was apparently doing well. 
However, as both man and 
wife were inexperienced 
and ignorant about their 
genotype before marriage, 
they were eventually got in 
the web of living with the 
consequence of the costly 
ignorance.

Their dreams were shat-
tered once they discovered 
that two of their three chil-
dren had the Sickle Cell 
Anemia.

After suffering in silence 
for years, Juliet and her 
husband could no longer 

genetic (inherited) blood 
disorder in which the red 
blood cells, which carry 
oxygen around the body, 
develop abnormally.

Medical researches has 
it that sickle cell anemia is 
the most prevalent genetic 
disease in Nigeria with 3.4 
million people currently 
suffering from sickle cell 
anemia while 40 million 
Nigerians carry the gene 
of reproducing sickle cell 
patients.

How e ve r  s o m e  way 
forward had earlier been 
suggested by medical prac-
titioners and these should 
be helpful to parents bur-
dened with this challenge.

According to Eniola Eri-
nosho, director, Disease 
Control, Lagos State Min-
istry of Health, “The way 
forward for every person 
living with sickle cell dis-
order is to be informed of 
various life saving mea-
sures that are available in 
Nigeria.”

“Information on access-
ing them as at when due to 
live a healthy life optimally 
is also critical,” he added.

Ayo Otaigbe, a genetic 
counselor, encouraged in-
tending couple to go for 
genotype test at reputable 
laboratories.

She urged people with 
the deficiency to go through 
genetic counseling as well 
as report any form of injury 
or laceration to the nearest 
health facility or sickle cell 
centre.

bear the agony of this chal-
lenge on their marriage as 
the disorder has continued 
to ravage the family and 
depleted their income. They 
eventually opened up on 
their plight for everyone to 
learn from and get some 
help, which they desper-
ately need.

The first son, Peter had 
just died, and the last son, 
Chucks is at the verge of 
dying. With no one or place 

me, see things the way I 
see them, understand why 
I do things and then do 
things the way I wanted 
them done. Guess what? 
It worked. My home works 
like a clock whether I’m 
there or not. What gives 

environments. Everything 
they got was through hard 
work. Fun was not part of 
their vocabulary. There-
fore, most of them have 
a totally different view 
of raising children than 
we do, because that’s all 

less journey, while others 
decide that adoption will 
be the option for them 
when they eventually de-
cide to raise children.

However, the truth in 
all these is not far fetch 
and should be told to all 
young men and women 
who intend to raise a fam-
ily without the challenge of 
battling with the sickle cell 
anemia.

Sickle cell anemia is a 

trated. It occurred to me, 
however, that these helps 
hadn’t been trained in the 
way that I wanted things 
done. In order for them to 
operate like me, they had 
to be trained to think like 

me joy is that these ladies 
are not just being trained 
for me, but for their future.

Another area of frustra-
tion for me was in raising 
children. Most of our helps 
were raised in unfriendly 

ed to take this cue from this 
great man and instill some 
order in my own home too. 
However, to effectively do 
that, some training is re-
quired. We live in Nigeria, 
where we are privileged 

to have house helps when 
we need them. These peo-
ple come from different 
backgrounds and various 
spheres of life. Oftentimes, 
I expect things to be done 
in a specific way and if they 
aren’t, I’d get angry or frus-

to run to, this horrible situ-
ation stares both man and 
wife to their faces, leaving 
them with no option but 
weep and hoping a miracle 
will happen, as they look 
up to God who happens 
to be the last resort at the 
moment.

The situation of Juliet 
and her husband is not 
alien to many families 
today, who had to suf-
fer similar fate because of 

ignorance on their paths. 
More so, some intending 
couples who are aware of 
their genotypes not being 
compatible, still neglect 
the consequence and go on 
with the marriage because 
they claim to be ‘in love.’

While some believe a 
miracle waits them in mar-
riage since some couples 
surmounted theirs by pray-
ing and seeking spiritual 
help, they go into the end-

IFEOMA OKEKE
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At home with the jazz 
percussionist extraordinaire

A
t age six, Lekan Babalola 
had already started toe-
ing the lines of his choir-
master father. Then, he 
played the conga drum 

in his father’s Aladura Church for 
the fun of it or just to imitate his 
gifted father.

Beyond the confines of the 
church, he furthered his drumming 
skills playing on tins and plastics 
alongside his peers with whom he 
later formed a patchwork band.

Even through his teen years, 
Lekan kept nurturing his passion 
for music, as well as, maintaining 
an excellent academic record. With 
good grades in sciences, he went 
on to pursue an engineering career 
at Chelsea College of Automobile 
and Aeronautical Engineering, 
London. But no sooner than later, 
he dropped out of the engineering 
school to follow his passion for the 
arts, particularly music.

With a degree in Film making 
from the Central Saint Martin’s Col-
lege of Art & Design, and Masters 
Degree from Northern Film School 
also in the UK, Lekan equipped 
himself ahead for a choice career 
path cum passion.

Now 57 years, the UK-based 
Nigerian jazz percussionist and 
musician, looks back at a reward-
ing career, as he recalls his foray 
into professional music career with 
pride. From Samba Samba Band, 
Art Blakey’s Jazz Messengers band, 
a New York City-based band, and to 
others, Lekan made great impacts.

His creative ingenuity resulted in 
seven albums to his credit, besides 
collaborations with notable music 
acts including; Prince, Ernest Ran-
glin, Branford Marsalis, African Jazz 
All Stars, Roy Ayers, David Byrne, 
Damon Albarn, Tony Allen, among 
others.

While some Nigerian musicians 
particularly, Femi Kuti and King 
Sunny Ade have had several nomi-
nations at Grammy Awards, Lekan 
has actually won two Grammies for 
his works.

The Nigerian-born jazz percus-

sionist won his first Grammy Award 
in 2006 for his work on the album In 
the heart of the moon by Ali Farka 
Toure, a legendary Malian guitarist. 
While his fans were still celebrating 
him, Lekan added another feather 
to his hat with his second Grammy 
Award in 2009; three years after 
which rewarded his collaborative 
efforts on Loverly album by Cas-
sandra Wilson.

Yet, the jazz percussionist insists 
that the Grammy Awards, (though 
good) were by the side, as his pas-
sion for music is to entertain, en-

hance leisure, promote his cultural 
heritage and not necessarily to win 
awards.

Since then, Lekan has won many 
more awards, recognitions and has 
featured in many music collabora-
tions with more internationally 
acclaimed acts.

 The intriguing thing about Lekan 
is that he is an ardent believer in the 
Yoruba cultural heritage, and has 
even gone ahead to be ordained as 
an Ifa priest; a custodian of the Ifa 
oracle.  As well, he captures his reli-
gious beliefs in some of his albums.

Though he lives in Birmingham, 
UK, Lekan is always home in Nige-
ria. He always participates in the 
Lagos Jazz Festival to encourage jazz 
music genre in Nigeria, and recently, 
he signed an artiste management 
deal with Temple Management 
Company, a Lagos-based wave-
making talent agency.

“I became sold when I stumbled 
on the impressive way that TMC 
executed the King Sunny Ade Sunny 
On Sunday Concert and I believe 
that TMC’s involvement is a pre-
requisite for the success of my ar-
tistic career in Nigeria and Africa,” 
Lekan says on rationale behind 
signing on with Temple Manage-
ment Company.

However, the vastly travelled 
Lekan Babalola obviously is one 
of Nigeria’s biggest music exports, 
especially in the United Kingdom 
where he lives with Kate Luxmoore, 
his wife who is also a jazz musician, 
and three children.

The jazz artiste and Ifa priest 
recently toured the world with the 
Atomic Bomb-The Music of William 
Onyeabor, which featured the likes 
of David Byrne (Talking Heads), 
Money Mark (Beastie Boys), Alexis 
Taylor (Hot Chips) among others.

For those who missed his just 
concluded tours last July in the UK, 
Lekan is setting out in September 
for another set of exciting tours. His 
upcoming tour schedules include: 
Colchester Arts Centre, Essex on 
Sunday, September 24, 2017, Vortex 
Jazz Club, London on Thursday, 
September 28, 2017 and The Can-
teen, Bristol on September 30, 2017.

Some Like It Hot takes first place in BBC Culture’s Top 100 Comedies poll

Following last year’s poll 
of the 21st Century’s 
100 greatest films, today 
BBC Culture reveals 

the 100 greatest comedies ever 
made following an extensive 
poll of more than 250 film critics 
in over 50 countries. Each critic 
ranked their top 10 favourite 
comedies, with films from Hol-
lywood, Bollywood, Nollywood 
and throughout the world being 
nominated.

Taking the top spot is Billy 
Wilder’s 1959 hit film, Some 
Like It Hot, pipping Stanley 
Kubrick’s Dr Strangelove (1964) 
to the post. Annie Hall (1977), 
Groundhog Day (1993) and 
Duck Soup (1933) came in third, 
fourth and fifth respectively.

BBC Culture film critic, Nich-
olas Barber, on the winning film: 
“As well as being a romantic 
comedy, a buddy movie, a crime 
caper, and a musical, Some Like 
It Hot is an anthem in praise of 
tolerance, acceptance, and the 
possibility of transformation. It’s 
an anthem that we need to hear 

about greatest scenes, favourite 
jokes and best one-liners – but 
also about the importance of 
humour and the very human 
need to laugh.”

 The top 25 comedy films 
in the poll include: Some Like 
It Hot (Billy Wilder, 1959), Dr 
Strangelove or: How I Learned 
to Stop Worrying and Love the 
Bomb (Stanley Kubrick, 1964), 
Annie Hall (Woody Allen, 1977), 
Groundhog Day (Harold Ramis, 
1993), Duck Soup (Leo McCa-
rey, 1933), Life of Brian (Terry 
Jones, 1979), Airplane! (Jim 
Abrahams, David Zucker and 
Jerry Zucker, 1980), Playtime 
(Jacques Tati, 1967) among 
others.

Following the100 greatest 
comedies poll, BBC Culture 
will feature more analysis and 
stories on the results including 
Why Some Like It Hot is the 
funniest film of all time; Why 
comedy isn’t universal;Do men 
and women find different films 
funny?andThe people who vot-
ed for the 100 greatest comedies

now more than ever.”
Also in the top 10 are: Terry 

Jones’s Life of Brian (1979), Air-
plane! (1980), Playtime (1967), 
This is Spinal Tap (1984) and The 
General (1926). 

Charlie Chaplin appears 
four times in the top 100 with 

Modern Times (1936) at number 
12; The Great Dictator (1940) at 
number 16; City Lights (1931) 
at 21 and The Gold Rush (1925) 
at 25.

BBC Culture acting editor 
Rebecca Laurence says: “BBC 
Culture’s films of the 21st Cen-

tury poll was a huge success 
– but few comedy films made 
the top 100. This year, we asked 
film critics and experts to nom-
inate their favourite comedies 
of all time. We hope that this 
list will encourage lively de-
bate and discussion – not just 

Lekan Babalola performing at Freedom Park Lagos
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Yemi Alade, Phyno, Kiss Daniel, others 
storm Kubwa for Glo music concert

I
ntegrated telecom-
munications com-
pany, Globacom, 
last Saturday treated 
residents of Kubwa, 

a satellite town of the Fed-
eral Capital territory, FCT, 
Abuja, to an evening of 
fun and entertainment as 
it stormed the city with six 
top artistes in continua-
tion of its nationwide music 
concert, the Glo Mega Mu-
sic Nationwide Tour.

At the show, held at the 
Public Service Institute, 
Dutse Alhaji Junction of 
Kubwa, the company once 
again demonstrated that 
the happiness of its teem-
ing subscribers is para-
mount to it as it unleashed 
on the crowd a combina-
tion of different genres of 
music from hip-hop to R & 
B, dance hall, rap and street 
beat.

Headlined by Olamide 
Adedeji, popularly known 
as Olamide Baddo in the 
music industry, the Kubwa 
edition of the music tour 
paraded the likes of But-
terfly exponent, Korede 
Bello, dance hall master, 
Runtown, Hip-hop diva, 
Yemi Alade, one of Nigeria’s 
finest rappers, Phyno, and 
Mama crooner, Kiss Daniel, 
with DJ Nana, holding forth  
at the jukebox.

Besides the mentioned 
entertainers, three Nol-
lywood stars, Sani Danja, 
Kanayo O. Kanayo (KOK) 
and Richard Mofe-Damijo 
(RMD), made celebrity 
guests appearances, while 
one of Ghana’s most beauti-
ful actresses, Juliet Ibrahim, 
and Nollywood damsel, 
Uche Jombo, anchored the 
show.

It was not just music and 
dance at the event, but also 
a celebration of life as Ko-
rede Bello, who performed 
after Katch, threw a sur-
prise at the crowd, when 

he announced that the day 
was the birthday of dance-
hall master, Douglas Jack 
Agu, a.k.a. Runtown. The 
maverick artiste came up 
on stage and Uche Jombo, 
accompanied by Juliet Ibra-
him, brought a cake to the 
stage to celebrate the birth-
day boy. KOK and RMD 
also joined in the cutting of 
the cake.

Runtown, who was 
pleasantly surprised by the 
show of love by the stars 
and the applause from 
the crowd, promised to be 
‘mad over’ everybody in his 
performance. He delivered 
all his tracks with utmost 
dexterity, and commended 
Korede Bello, who in the 
course of the performance 
of his God win track, doled 
out the sum of N200,000 to 
three Glo subscribers who 
danced perfectly to the 
rhythm of the track.

The other artistes also 
entertained the audience 
with very memorable per-
formances. While Yemi 
Alade, who came after 
Runtown, was full of en-
ergy and grace in deliv-
ery, Phyno and Olamide 
were simply awesome. As 

it usually happens when 
the two want to perform 
together, Phyno first came, 
and while he was round-
ing off his Fada Fada track, 
Olamide, who featured in 
the original song, joined 
him on stage. The hall 
erupted in wild ecstasy as 
they did a number of col-
laborative songs.

Another highlight of 
the show was the display 
of bombastic pomposity 
by Kanayo O. Kanayo who 
re-enacted his character as 
Professor Johnbull in the 
TV Drama Series, Profes-
sor Johnbull, sponsored by 
Globacom.

After he was introduced 
by the anchors, KOK went 
on to say, “I am flabber-
gasted and perpetually 
overwhelmed to be part of 
this Globacom entertain-
ment brouhaha which I 
know will make all of you 
petrifiedly entertained. This 
is indeed an entertainment 
voyage, expedition, cruise 
and glide. I enjoy all of you 
to be immersed, engrossed, 
absorbed and  wrapped up 
in the fun to come”, and the 
crowd chorused:  “Profes-
sor Johnbull!” 

The Senior Special 
Assistant to Kogi 
State Governor on 
Entertainments, 

Arts and Culture, Mer-
cy Johnson Okojie, who 
launched a talent hunt for 
the youths of Kogi state on 
17thof August, has been 
described as a rare gem to 
the people of the state.

The Obadofin of Owe 
Land and the paramount 
ruler of the Okun people, 
HRH Oba Michael Yusuf 
made the remark when he 
received the Veteran Actress 
and her team in Kabba, Kogi 
state.

The Mercy Johnson-

in safe hands. Your people 
can also come here to shoot 
films because we have so 
many hills here, like Oban-
gogo. We do not play with 
women, and we have re-
gards for you.

While speaking, the ac-
tress thanked the monarch 
for his blessings, promising 
not to let the state down.

She also urged the people 
to cooperate with the Gover-
nor of the state, Alh Yahaya 
Bello in delivering the divi-
dends of democracy.

On the team were top 
Nollywood actors, Francis 
Duru, John Okafor and ace 
comedian, Klint D Drunk.

The “GYBTalentHunt” 
held across the major dis-
tricts of the state from Au-
gust 17-21, 2017.

Mercy Johnson- Okojie is a rare gem – Kogi Monarch
Okojie led team was in the 
palace of the Oba, to inform 
him of the talent hunt be-
ing conducted across the 
state, and also to seek his 
blessings and support for 
the project.

The monarch eulogized 
the human development 
project that the Mercy John-
son-led team has embarked 
on, describing it as a work of 
prosperity. “You are doing a 
work of prosperity by taking 
the youths out of the streets. 
This is a chance to right the 
wrongs. You will never regret 
coming to Kabba.” the mon-
arch said, while addressing 
the team.

Still speaking, Oba Mi-
chael said, “I know you are 
going to discover talents, 
and I assure you that you are 
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ing you are in. You are not to 
leave your section to use the 
facility in another class. It is 
also important at this time to 
keep the wash room as clean 
as possible. Many times the 
floor is wet, the sink is full of 
soapy water and tissue paper 
is carelessly lying everywhere. 
The washroom should be left 
just the way you would like to 
see it as you enter. If you are 
flying with children it is a good 
idea to follow your children to 
the washroom, at times if you 
are polite other passengers 
will consider your children 
and give them way.

8. Children
It is never an easy task 

traveling with children; I 
remember the days I used to 
travel with my three children 
all under the age of five; what 
an ordeal it was. I quickly 
had to master my motherly 
travelling skills to keep them 
calm. Carry on their favorite 
toys, books and gadgets, 
children are either very ex-
cited or grumpy when they 
are flying, get them seated 
quickly and preoccupied. 
Ensure you curtail any un-

necessary noise coming from 
them and teach them how to 
behave while on the plane. 
When kids are restless they 
want to run up and down 
the aisles just to stretch or 
let some steam off when 
flights are long haul, this can 
create a nuisance to other 
passengers. 

If you are on a flight and 
the child behind you keeps 
kicking your seat, don’t shout 
at the child; politely inform 

the parent, and look at the 
child sternly, the message 
will be received, alternatively 
report to the air hostess.

9. Eating/Food
While completing your 

check-in procedures it is 
easy to indicate the type of 
food you would like espe-
cially if you are vegetarian. 
At times it is possible that 
this information was not 
received and you are given 
something else. Politely re-
ject the food and ask for any 
other alternative available, 
be gracious when asking for 
extra snacks, bread or drink. 
The meal portions have been 
allocated according to medi-
cal and flight instruction. Be 
aware of how much you eat 
and your consumption of 
alcohol in the air.

Many times passengers 
get angry when they are not 
served food because they 
were asleep. One of my favor-
ite airlines will actually ask 
you if you want to be woken 
up, they will place a sticker 
on your seat to remind them 
that you requested to be wo-
ken up to eat. Alternatively 
If this is not the case let the 
hostess know that you would 
like to eat when they are 
serving the food. If what you 
require has finished politely 
take what is available if you 
must eat.

10. Talking Toms
Some passengers are al-

ways excited to see people 
they know on flights, this is 
their opportunity to engage 
in long chats. You will find 
passengers leave their seats 
to meet other know passen-
gers to engage in long stand-
ing discussions. If you feel 
disturbed by their discus-
sion, simply tell them directly 
that you will like to sleep or 
you are working, they will 
either stop immediately or 
lower their voice drastically.

11. Noise  
Noise is never welcome; 

whether from your com-
puter as you type, as you 
watch a movie, or from your 
earphones as you listen to 
music. Sometimes you can 
hear everything that comes 
out of your neighbour’s ear-
phones; just let them know 
without causing a stir or acts 
of irritation.

Keep reading for Etiquette 
bytes in Part 4

Janet.adetu@gmail.com

17 Important Etiquette 
Bytes to address your at-
titude in the Air

…continued
6. Baggage Hole 

At times passengers 
have more than 
one carry on so 
may tend to take 

up more space in the bag-
gage Hole than permitted. 
By doing this they extend 
their belonging to a baggage 
hole proposed for another 
passenger with no apologies, 
for them it is a case of who 
got there first. I witnessed an 
argument on a flight where 
the rightful owner took out 
all the bags from the baggage 
whole and replaced with his 
after knowing that the owner 
of the bags had taken up 3 
baggage holes for himself 
and family just because he 
wanted all the bags to be in 
one place. Out of courtesy 
follow your seating arrange-
ments as given to you upon 
check in. if you are uncer-
tain, call the air hostess for 
assistance.

7. Washroom
How interesting it is to 

see the washrooms sparsely 
used during the course of 
the flight. Suddenly the pilot 
announces 40 minutes to 

landing, and then you see 
everybody rushing to use the 
washroom just before land-
ing; by this time there is a line 
clutter.  Passengers anxiously 
waiting sometimes become 
very angry especially when 
the person using the facil-
ity has decided to take their 
time regardless of the known 
queue outside. Unfortunately 
the number of washrooms 
is very limited, and assigned 
according to the class of seat-

Attitude in the 
air - Part 3
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Stories By  Anthony nleBem

L
eading African financial 
institution, Guaranty Trust 
Bank plc, is sponsoring 40 
outstanding young talents 
discovered at its football 

tournaments as well as 60 school 
coaches on an all-expense paid 
intensive player development and 
coach-training programme tagged 
“Camp GTBank.”

 Camp GTBank, a football and 
educational development initiative 
designed to train and develop out-
standing football talents discovered 
at the GTBank football tournaments, 
which include the GTBank-Lagos 
State Principals Cup, GTBank-Ogun 
State Principals Cup and the GTBank 
Masters Cup.

 Since its inception in 2011, Camp 
GTBank has helped kick start the 
careers of more than 120 footballers, 
some of whom have been selected to 
represent the country in international 
tournaments at various levels, and are 
currently playing in both domestic 
and foreign league clubs.

 Holding in Lagos from the 21st to 
the 28th of August, 2017, this year’s 
edition of Camp GTBank will help 
prepare the outstanding talents for 
successful football careers whilst 

Camp GTBank kicks off in Lagos

Football enthusiasts hail Rohr’s killer squad

Ahead of Super Eagle dou-
ble-header 2018 FIFA 
World Cup qualifiers 
against the Indomitable 

Lions of Cameroon on September 
1st and 4th, football enthusiasts 
have expressed satisfaction over 
the list of players invited by Coach 
Gernot Rohr.

 Nigeria welcomes the reign-
ing African champions, Cam-
eroon, to the Godswill Akpabio 
International Stadium, Uyo on 
Sept. 1.

 Nigeria is slated to fly to 
Yaounde for a quick fire return 
session on Sept. 4.

 They noted that the list was a 
clear indication that the technical 

crew did a lot of work, following 
the team’s loss to South Africa. 

Nduka Ugbade, assistant coach 
of U-17 national team said, “I think 
before the coach drew up the list, 
he had already observed and as-
sessed the players who will fit into 
his game plan.

 “The most important thing is 
that, any player invited really does 
merit his call up.”

 Bala Nikyu, Wikki Tourists FC 
of Bauchi noted that the double-
header against Cameroon was 
very important, adding that the 
selection of players was crucial to 
the success of the team.

 “This is a game that will de-
termine the Super Eagles’ fate in 

building the capacity of the coaches 
to improve the quality and potential 
of grassroots football.

 The 8-day residential camp will 
feature renowned coaches such as 
Augustine Eguavoen, the former 
coach of Nigeria’s Super Eagles, 
Jolomi Atune, coach of the Nigeria’s 

U-15 Future Eagles, and Ajuma Ot-
tache, the only female coach of a 
professional male football team in 
Nigeria, amongst others.

 The coaches will take the play-
ers through all the aspects of the 
game, expose them to modern rules 
and regulations and improve their 

physical and metal conditioning 
to position them for a professional 
career. The coaches will also offer 
expert coaching lessons to the school 
coaches and sport instructors over a 
two-day period to develop and en-
hance their knowledge and technical 
competence.

 Commenting on the Camp 
GTBank, the Managing Director/
CEO of GTBank, Segun Agbaje, said 
“Given the amazing talents short-
listed for this programme and the 
quality of the coaches overseeing 
their development, I am confident 
that Camp GTBank will be a seed-
bed for the emergence of profes-
sional footballers who will go on to 
have very successful careers. This 
goes to the heart of our sports edu-
cation initiatives, which are aimed 
at actively engaging the youths 
through sports whilst identifying, 
nurturing and grooming young 
football talents.”

 He further stated that “At GTBank, 
we will continue to invest massively in 
youth development through educa-
tion and sports in order to help more 
youths actualize their dreams and to 
also grow their personal confidence 
and make them become better team 
players.”

 Guaranty Trust Bank plc is one 
of the few Nigerian financial institu-
tions that have maintained a defined 
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) 
strategy since its inception in 1990. 
The Bank actively supports Educa-
tion programmes in-classroom, 
Out-of-Classroom, infrastructure 
development, students’ scholarship 
and teachers training across Africa.

terms of qualifying for the World 
Cup, which means everything 
that concerns the game; from the 
players to the technical crew is 
very important.

 “We must not be carried away 
by our position on the log but 
ensure that we get the maximum 
points from both legs, that is why 
I am happy with the list of players 
invited.

 “The recall of Team Captain 
Mikel Obi, players likes Odion 
Ighalo and Israel–based marks-
man Anthony Nwakaeme is a 
welcome development.

 “It is also good to see Chelsea 
of England’s wing back, Victor 
Moses, back after sitting out the 
duel with the Bafana Bafana in 
June, due to injury,” he said.

 Manu Garba, former Golden 
Eaglets and Flying Eagles Coach 
said the players and the coaching 
crew must do their work properly 
to ensure technical and tactical 
cohesion in the team.

 “I am delighted with the names 
released by Coach Rohr, but the 
truth is that names do not play 
football.

 “Even if we have all the big 
names in the squad and there is 
no technical and tactical cohesion 
in the squad, what you have is 
players playing individual games 
and that will not augur well for 
the team.

 “The strength of the Camer-
oonians lie on teamwork as well 
as their physical attributes and 
so we must try to match them in 
that regard.”

Quality league key to better 
football- Salisu

Salisu Yusuf, Super Eagles as-
sistant coach, says building 
quality league in Nigeria is 
critical to a quality and at-

tractive football.
 Yusuf disclosed this in Abuja 

while speaking to journalists on 
ways of elevating Nigeria’s foot-
ball. 

He noted that League Man-
agement Company (LMC) could 
transform the country’s economy 
through viable policies aimed at 
elevating the league.

 The coach, who described Ni-
geria as nation gifted with football 
talents, which he said needed 
grooming.

 ‘’They should groom our players 
both home and abroad to bring out 

the best in them.
 ‘’I like how they are training 

U-16 team now and preparing them 
for the future,’’ Yusuf said.

 He said that the team would go 
places with the ongoing prepara-
tions and blending.

 According to him, they will do 
well if they meet any team in future 
based on their years of training and 
being together.

 Nigeria Professional Football 
League (NPFL) in July in collabora-
tion with Arsenal and Star bottling 
Company organised a coaching 
clinic for Nigerian coaches.

 The clinic was designed for 
capacity building on the part of 
coaches aimed at building a virile 
league.

L – R: Jimi Shogbesan, COO, Media vision; Austin Eguavoen, Chief Coach, Camp GTBank 2017;  Tolu Onipede, CSR Officer, GTBank PLC and Dotun 
Coker representing Seyi Akinwunmi, Chairman Lagos State Football Association during the Camp GTBank 2017 press conference held in Lagos on Monday.
 

… holds football development programmes for students, coaches

Gernot Rohr 

Salisu Yusuf
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NEWS
Naira firms to N355/$ at investors forex window

Court of Appeal 
i n  A b u j a  h a s 
sacked George 
Sekibo as Rivers 

East senator, upholding 
an earlier ruling of the 
Rivers National Assembly 
Elections Petition Tribu-
nal. The three-member 
appeal panel led by Ad-
amu Jauro delivered its 
judgment on Thursday.

Consequently, the ap-
pellate court ordered the 
Independent National 
Electoral Commission 
(INEC) to withdraw the 
certificate of return from 
Sekibo and give same to 

Andrew Uchendu of the 
All Progressives Congress, 
APC.

Sekibo contested the 
December 2016 Rivers 
legislative rerun polls as 
the candidate of the PDP. 
He was then announced 
as the winner by INEC, 
after a confrontation that 
almost resulted in blood-
shed at the Port Harcourt 
City Hall.

In June, the tribunal 
nullified Sekibo’s elec-
tion, saying that Uchendu 
earned the majority of 
lawful votes cast and that 
there was substantial non-

Appeal Court sacks PDP senator

Northern youth coalition withdraws quit notice to Igbos

(I&E) window since April 
2017.

He sid the window had 
tremendously facilitated 
market driven transac-
tions and had catered for 
the forex needs of inves-
tors and exporters.

The local  currenc y 
traded stable at the cen-
tral bank official market 
closing at N305.75k per 
dollar. Also at the black 
market, naira closed at 
the rate of N368 per dollar 
the same level it traded 
since the week.

The central bank has 
been intervening on the 
official market in the last 
few months to try to nar-
row the spread between 
rates on the official mar-
ket and black market. It 
has sold over $5 billion 
since February.

The CBN on Monday, 
August 21, 2017, boosted 
the forex market by offer-

T
h e  n a i r a  o n 
T h u r s d a y 
strengthened 
to a record high 
of N355.55k per 

dollar at the Investors and 
Exporters forex window, 
gaining N5.45k over N361 
quoted the previous day.

Data obtained from 
the FMDQ indicated that 
the foreign exchange 
daily turnover rose to 
$166.66 million on Thurs-
day, which was an in-
crease of 14.08 percent 
over $146.09 million re-
corded on Wednesday at 
the window.

G o d w i n  E m e f i e l e , 
governor, Central Bank 
of Nigeria (CBN), said 
on Tuesday that about 
$4.7 billion of foreign ex-
change inflow had been 
recorded through the 
Investors and Exporters 

ing a total of $195 million 
in three segments of the 
market. In the wholesale 
segment of the inter-bank 
Foreign Exchange mar-
ket, it auctioned $100 mil-
lion and also intervened 
in the Small and Medium 
Enterprises (SMEs) and 
invisible segments, with 
the sum of $50 million 
and $45 million respec-
tively.

Isaac Okorafor, acting 
director, corporate com-
munications department, 
noted that during this 
season when there are 
pressures on the mar-
ket from those seeking 
forex for school fees and 
vacations, the Bank has 
kept faith with its resolve 
to ensure that there is 
sustained liquidity in 
the market and ensure 
that genuine requests 
for forex are met, as well 
as improve liquidity and 

HOPE MOSES-ASHIKE

R-L: Anthony Osae-Brown, editor, BusinessDay; Aigboje Aig-Imoukhuede, president, Nigerian 
Stock Exchange (NSE), and Innocent Unah, senior analyst, BusinessDay, during their visit to 
Aig in Lagos.       Pic by Olawale Amoo

compliance with the elec-
toral law in the process of 
the poll.

But Sekibo approached 
the appeal court, express-
ing dissatisfaction with 
the tribunal’s ruling.

However, on Wednes-
day, the appeal court 
upheld the ruling of the 
tribunal, thereby halting 
Sekibo’s Senate career, 
which started in 2007.

R i v e r s  A P C  c h i e f -
tain and NIMASA boss, 
Peterside Dakuku, in a 
telephone talk with PRE-
MIUM TIMES, hailed the 
ruling.

Coalition of North-
ern youth groups 
that asked Igbos 
to leave North-

ern Nigeria has tempo-
rarily withdrawn its quit 
notice.

The groups,  under 
the banner of the Arewa 
Youth Consultative Fo-

rum, issued the quit no-
tice in June, asking Igbos 
to leave before October 
1, and claiming their de-
mand was in response 
to secessionist stance of 
some pro-Biafran groups, 
like Nnamdi Kanu’s IPOB.

The quit  not ice  to 
the Igbos has been con-

demned by most Nigeri-
ans including the federal 
government, several state 
governments and tradi-
tional rulers.

The groups announced 
a suspension of the quit 
notice on Thursday at 
a press briefing at the 
Transcorp Hotel in Abuja.
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D
ata compiled 
by Nigeria’s 
Rural  E lec-
t r i f i c a t i o n 
Agency (REA) 

shows that the country has 
over 1600 abandoned power 
projects in rural areas. To 
complete these projects, 
Nigeria needs over $205mil-
lion.

 The bigger concern is 
why are contractors aban-
doning these projects and 
why are they not being held 
accountable for the past 
five years? Also what is the 
impact of these for millions 
of Nigerians living in rural 
areas?

 According to REA, the 
projects were not complet-
ed because they were not 
adequately funded, or are 
poorly planned.  Worse still, 
even if they had been com-
pleted many would still not 
provide electricity to benefi-
ciary communities because 
they had no reliable power 
supply sources.

 This has left millions 
of Nigerians in the rural 

What is the cost of abandoned offgrid power projects in rural Nigeria?

area in darkness. Nige-
ria’s national grid reaches 
less than 60 percent of 
over 180m people and 
these rural electrification 
projects were meant to 
assuage power supply to 
these areas. But since they 
are poorly executed, many 
communities are left in 
darkness and this is fuel-
ling rural-urban migration.

 Legislators have been 

The International 
R e n e w a b l e  E n -
ergy Association 
(IRENA) says that 

maximising the synergy 
between renewable ener-
gies and promoting energy 
efficient practices are can 
drastically reduce energy-
related carbon emissions.

 At present, the earth’s 
atmosphere has 407 parts 
per million carbon dioxide 
(CO2). According to NASA, 
we’d have to go back to 
650,000 years to experi-
ence CO2 concentrations 
this high. The impacts of 
the high concentration 
of this climate-changing 
greenhouse gas in our at-
mosphere are being felt 
globally,” says IRENA. 

“Rethinking our energy 
sector is the key to address-
ing carbon emissions,” says 
Dolf Gielen, Director of 
IRENA’s Innovation and 
Technology Centre. “Al-
most every country in the 
world has made a commit-
ment to reduce their carbon 
emissions through the Paris 
Agreement, but exactly how 
varies.”

The energy sector makes 
up a large part of practically 
every country’s emissions. 
In all, energy-related emis-
sions account for two-thirds 
of today’s global green-
house gas emissions. For the 
world to avoid catastrophic 
climate change, countries 
need to pursue energy de-
carbonisation.

 “We’ve found that re-
newables and energy ef-
ficiency can work together 
to provide over 90% of the 
mitigation needed in the en-
ergy system by 2050,” Gielen 
adds. “Energy decarbonisa-
tion is vital to put the world 
on a pathway to fulfilling the 
Paris Agreement.”

 An important synergy
 Renewable energy and 

energy efficiency work in 
synergy. When pursued 
together, they can bring 
faster reduction in energy 
intensity and lower energy 
costs, according to a newly 
released working paper 
from IRENA. Crucially, im-
proved efficiency reduces 
total energy demand, allow-
ing the share of renewables 
in the energy mix to grow 

Renewables, energy efficiencies seen cutting carbon emissions

using the REA for awarding 
rural electrification proj-
ects under the guise of con-
stituency projects. Projects 
awarded in this window 
were often influenced to 
compensate politicians and 
their associates, says Offgrid 
Nigeria.

 However, in the Rural 
Electrification Strategy 
Implementation Plan (RE-
SIP) of the REA obtained 

by the group, about 1600 
of such projects have been 
left uncompleted with the 
government indicating its 
anxiety over the practice and 
amount of money needed 
to complete those that are 
economically viable.

 The RESIP said about 
$205 million would be re-
quired by the REA to con-
clude the abandoned proj-
ects, adding that a smart ap-

proach to their completion 
would be adopted.

 “The FGN is concerned 
over the several on-going 
rural electrification project 
spread across the country 
some of which have been 
abandoned by contractors 
for more than 5 years. These 
projects numbering about 
1,600 as at 2012, could be 
found in all the states of 
the federation, and it was 
estimated that close to N40 
billion ($205 million) is re-
quired to complete the proj-
ects in 2012,” said the RESIP.

 It further stated: “A criti-
cal assessment of these 
projects indicates that most 
of them were abandoned 
due to poor funding and 
lack of proper planning 
before they were awarded. 
Almost all of them are grid 
extension rural electrifica-
tion projects, and many of 
them even after completion 
may not be put to any mean-
ingful use, as they would 
have no reliable source of 
power supply.”

 In dealing with the prob-
lems associated with com-
pleting these legacy rural 
electrification projects, the 

OFFGRID BUSINESS
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for example, almost 13,000 
lives in the United States 
have been saved by the de-
ployment of more solar and 
wind energy.

 “Looking in detail at Chi-
na, Germany, India, Japan 
and the United States, we 
examine what policies they 
can implement to boost 
renewable and energy effi-
cient development,” Gielen 
explains. IRENA’s paper 
focuses on opportunities 
for these countries — the 
world’s five largest energy 
users — to boost renewables 
and efficiency.

 Benefits for all
 Global energy-related 

CO2 emissions could be re-
duced 70% by 2050, IRENA 
finds. Renewables can ac-
count for about half of those 
reductions, with another 
45% coming from increased 
energy efficiency and elec-
trification.

 But maximising such 
synergies requires a greater 
understanding of the poten-
tial that exists at the coun-
try, sector and technology 
levels. IRENA’s study calls 
for a system-wide perspec-

RESIP explained that the: 
“FGN will through the REA 
engage all relevant stake-
holders including the FGN 
MDAs involved in rural de-
velopment and in particular 
those involved in rural elec-
trification projects imple-
mentation: states and their 
rural electrification agen-
cies, local governments, 
communities, industry, civil 
society groups, and finan-
ciers.”

 “Engagement will in-
clude workshops, public 
consultations, private meet-
ings, and capacity build-
ing to create the necessary 
interest and encourage the 
various actors to take over 
and complete some of the 
viable rural electrification 
projects that are on-going 
but with no clear source of 
funding.

 “The REF will be used to 
provide financial support 
to those prioritized projects 
that meet the selection crite-
ria established by REA. The 
REA would develop a com-
prehensive plan for handing 
over of these projects for 
completion by stakehold-
ers,” it added.

tive that takes into account 
the inter-linkages between 
technologies and sectors.

 All countries can benefit 
from the important syner-
gies between renewable en-
ergy and energy efficiency. 
Specific technologies en-
able energy efficiency and 
renewable energy in both 
the power and end-use sec-
tors. On the end-use side, 
the electrification of servic-
es like passenger transport 
and cooking heat results in 
higher efficiency, allowing 
greater use of renewable 
power. On the supply side, 
in turn, the switch to renew-
able power tends to reduce 
primary energy demand.

 Power generation from 
many types of renewables 
are 100% efficient in inter-
national energy statistics, 
while fossil power plants 
achieve only 25–85% ef-
ficiency. Though the cost-
competitiveness of tech-
nologies varies by country, 
the combined deployment 
of renewable energy and 
energy efficiency technolo-
gies always results in overall 
savings.

Stories by 
ISAAC ANYAOGU

faster.
 Synergies between re-

newable energy and energy 
efficiency, looks at how this 
synergy affects the energy 
system and technology cost, 
and the subsequent effects 
on air pollution and the 
avoidance of adverse health 

effects caused by pollutants.
 Real environmental 

and social benefits can be 
gained by enhancing the 
synergy between renew-
ables and energy efficiency. 
Reduced air pollution — a 
real killer — is one. Another 
recent study showed that, 
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NEWS
FG ratifies agreement with UAE on illicit 
cash flows, extradition of prisoners, others

African Export-Import 
Bank (Afreximbank) 
has met with leading 
Nigerian investors 

in Lagos, to push for strong 
participation in the bank’s 
$300 million equity offering, 
for which it is using depositary 
receipts backed by its Class 
“D” shares.

The depositary receipts, 
which will be listed on the 
Stock Exchange of Mauritius, 
and is being managed by SBM 
Asset Mangers as lead ar-
ranger, will open Afreximbank 
shareholding to the investing 
public and will mark the first 
time a supranational bank is 
issuing depositary receipts 
through an African stock ex-
change.

Afreximbank is aiming to 
raise between $100 million 
and $300 million through the 
depositary receipts issuance 
as part of its target to mobilise 
up to $1 billion in equity from 
new and existing investors 

over the next five years.
Benedict Oramah, presi-

dent of Afreximbank, at a 
news conference in Lagos 
Wednesday, told investors 
that the issuance of the depos-
itary receipts was to enhance 
the bank’s capitalisation so 
as to significantly narrow the 
trade-financing gap in Africa, 
which is currently estimated 
at $120 billion annually, and 
to meet the strategic objective 
of growing intra-African trade.

The issuance also rep-
resents an opportunity for 
Afreximbank to diversify its 
shareholder base by enabling 
investors in Africa and be-
yond, who have not yet in-
vested in the bank to do so, the 
bank president said.

He noted that Afrexim-
bank had consistently deliv-
ered development impact in 
its member countries, includ-
ing Nigeria where virtually 
every banking institution had 
benefited from its support.

Kee Chong Li Kwong Wing, 
chairman of SBM Group, said 

the decision to use Mauritius 
for the depositary receipts 
issue took into account the 
country’s highly developed 
financial services system and 
its experience in similar in-
vestment drives, including 
the major role it played in 
channelling billions of dol-
lars in investment into India 
following the opening up of 
that country.

Li stated that, as part of 
its support for the Afrexim-
bank depositary receipts issue, 
the government of Mauritius 
planned to grant permanent 
residency to investors putting in 
up to $500,000. The minimum 
investment amount is $30,000.

Among guests at the event 
were many of Nigeria’s top 
business leaders, investors 
and public officials, including 
Aliko Dangote, president of 
the Dangote Group; Gover-
nor Godwin Obaseki of Edo 
State; former governor, Don-
ald Duke of Cross River State, 
a representative of the Oba of 
Lagos, and many others.

BEN EGUZOZIE

Afreximbank’s touts depositary receipts to Nigerian investors, targets $300m equity

pects that the agreement will 
constitute a core component 
of its anti-corruption strategy 
given the prominence of the 
UAE as an investment destina-
tion for many Nigerians who 
go to invest illicitly acquired 
wealth. The agreements were 
signed between the two coun-
tries during President Buhari’s 
visit in January 2016.

Speaking shortly before 
signing the agreements at the 
First Lady’s conference room, 
the President said, “With this 
sovereign act, which has been 
replicated in the United Arab 
Emirates by their responsible 
authorities, we are now in a posi-
tion to utilise these Agreements 
fully to foster cooperation be-
tween our respective authorities, 
particularly for the purpose of 
prosecuting the anti-corruption 
campaign of this government.”

The full implementation 
of the agreement was delayed 
due to the need for both sides 
to conclude their respective 
ratification process, he said.

P
resident Muham-
madu Buhari on 
Thursday ratified 
treaties between 
Nigeria and the 

United Arab Emirates to boost 
financial cooperation and ease 
the repatriation of illicit funds.

The treaties between Ni-
geria and UAE ratified by the 
President include agreement 
on Mutual Legal Assistance on 
Criminal Matters, Agreement 
on Mutual Legal Assistance in 
Civil and Commercial Matters, 
Agreement on the Transfer of 
Sentenced Persons and agree-
ment on Extradition Treaty.

The agreements are in 
fulfilment of Nigeria’s inter-
national obligations and part 
of steps to boost the country’s 
economy, security and the 
anti-corruption war within 
and outside Nigeria, Buhari 
said shortly before signing 
the instruments of ratification.

The government says it ex-

The President also signed 
treaties on African Tax Admin-
istration Forum Agreement 
on Mutual Assistance in Tax 
Matters as part of efforts to di-
versify the country’s revenue 
sources away from oil. The tax 
agreement is also expected to 
foster cooperation with other 
African countries to cultivate 
sources of tax revenues, which 
were hitherto overlooked for 
greater mutual assistance in 
Nigeria and other countries.

Other treaties signed by 
the President include the Char-
ter for the Lake Chad Basin 
between Nigeria, Cameroun, 
Central African Republic, Libya, 
Niger and the Republic of Chad, 
World Intellectual Property 
Organisation Performances 
and Phonograms Treaty, The 
World Intellectual Property 
Organisation Treaty on Audio-
Visual Performances and the 
Marrakesh Treaty to facilitate 
access to published works for 
persons who are blind, visually 
impaired or otherwise.

ELIZABETH ARCHIBONG

… ratifies treaties on tax, Lake Chad, intellectual property

L-R: Abdullahi Bello, former chairman, C&I Leasing plc; Joe Anyigbo, director, Xerox Nigeria 
Limited; Joseph Babatunde, general manager, large enterprise directorate, Bank of Industry; 
Michelle Oyerinde, and Adam Nuru, managing director, First City Monument Bank (FCMB), 
during the commissioning ceremony of MV Bello 2015, a vessel belonging to C&I Leasing and 
financed by FCMB in Lagos, yesterday.
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Beacon roofing pays $2.63 billion for 
CRH’s U.S. Distribution business

firm Clayton, Dubilier & Rice for 
$1.1 billion, giving it access to the 
Pacific Northwest.

The deal comes as U.S. Presi-
dent Donald Trump’s administra-
tion is mapping out a $1 trillion 
infrastructure spending plan, de-
signed partly to bolster industries 
such as construction, though the 
administration hasn’t issued a 
detailed proposal.

“Together, we will leverage the 
strengths of both companies, while 
remaining committed to preserv-
ing the deep customer relation-
ships that we have each cultivated 
over 150 years of combined experi-
ence,” said Beacon Chief Executive  
Paul Isabella.

CRH which supplies materials 
to the construction industry—said 
it would use the proceeds from the 
divestment to acquire German 
firm Fels for around €600 million 
($706.5 million). Shares in London-
listed CRH were up 3% in early 
Thursday trading.

Beacon Roofing BECN 
+13.90% Supply Inc. has 
agreed to acquire Allied 
Building Products Corp. 

from Irish firm CRH CRH +3.65% 
PLC for $2.63 billion in cash, a deal 
that will expand its footprint to New 
York and double its size.

Beacon, a distributor of roofing 
materials with a market value of 
$2.4 billion, said the deal will make it 
one of the industry’s largest publicly 
traded firms in North America, with 
a presence in all 50 states and annual 
revenue of $7 billion. It will finance 
the acquisition largely with debt.

The deal, announced by Beacon 
and CRH in separate statements 
Thursday, ramps up the Virginia-
based company’s North American 
expansion, allowing it to enter new lo-
cal markets, particularly in New York, 
New Jersey and the upper Midwest.

In 2015, Beacon bought Roofing 
Supply Group from investment 

Toyota finds new customers: 
People who don’t like Toyotas

Canadian Imperial Bank 
of Commerce CM -0.71% 
beat revenue and earnings 

estimates in its latest quarter as it 
completed its $5 billion acquisi-
tion of PrivateBancorp Inc.

Toronto-based CIBC said 
Thursday net income dropped 
from a year ago to 1.1 billion Ca-
nadian dollars ($880 million) from 
C$1.44 billion. But excluding one-
time items such as purchase costs 
and legal fees, CIBC’s net income 
rose 9% year-over-year.

CIBC reported adjusted earn-
ings per share of C$2.77, com-
pared with C$2.67 a share a year 
ago. The bank’s adjusted revenue 
rose 8% to C$4.13 billion ($3.3 bil-
lion), while unadjusted revenue 
dropped 1%. Analysts polled by 
Thomson Reuters were expecting 
C$2.66 in adjusted earnings per 
share on C$3.98 billion in revenue.

The beat can be primarily tied 
to lower-than-expected loan 
losses, said Gabriel Dechaine, an 
analyst with the National Bank 
Financial.

Still, losses in the bank’s U.S. 
real estate finance portfolio 
prompted CIBC to increase its 
provision for credit losses to 
C$209 million in its latest quarter, 
a 3% rise from a year ago when 
adjusted for nonrecurring items.

Net interest income grew 
8% to C$2.28 billion and fee-
based income dropped 10% to 
C$1.83 billion.

In the latest period, earnings 
from retail and business banking 
rose 8% as the bank increased 
volume, especially on residential 
mortgages, and charged higher fees.

Canadian wealth-management 
profit rose 10%, driven by growing 
asset balances and higher commis-
sions, when adjusted to exclude the 
impacts of a C$383 million gain 
from an investment sale a year ago.

Capital-markets adjusted 
earnings dropped 13% due to 
lower trading revenues and lower 
equity underwriting revenue.

U.S. commercial banking 
and wealth-management net 
income rose 74% from a year 
ago as the bank integrated 
Chicago-based PrivateBank’s 
results into the quarter.

The acquisition is a “pivotal 
milestone as we create a strong 
cross-border platform,” CIBC 
Chief Executive Victor Dodig said.

CIBC’s takeover of PrivateBan-
corp closed in late June, ending 
a turbulent monthslong pursuit. 
The bank incurred a C$38 million 
charge in the quarter related to 
transaction and integration costs.

CIBC earnings beat 
expectations after 
PrivateBancorp purchase T

oyota Motor Corp. 
TM -0.56% says its 
new C-HR compact 
crossover is the car 
for people who dislike 

Toyotas. If early sales data are 
any indication, there are a lot of 
Toyota critics out there.

The C-HR is almost single-
handedly driving sales growth 
in Europe and Toyota’s home 
market of Japan. Between those 
two markets, Toyota sold about 
150,000 of the vehicles in the 
first half of 2017—more than a 
10th of its total sales there, out of 
dozens of models. Without that, 
overall sales volume would have 
declined in both markets.

Sales of the C-HR in the U.S., 
where it starts at $22,500, have 
been slower, partly because of 
supply constraints and demand 
for larger vehicles. Still, in every 
market the car is achieving its 
main mission of winning con-
verts, said the Toyota engineer 
who led the C-HR’s development.

“I think we’ve been able to at-
tract new customers who in the 
past wouldn’t have even looked 
at Toyota cars, because this car 
is so un-Toyota,” said engineer 
Hiroyuki Koba.

Toyota’s focus has long been 
on building cars that some could 
describe as boring, Mr. Koba 
said. “For models that sell well, 
our cars tend to be acceptable to 
everyone—cars that won’t cause 
anyone to complain.”

The C-HR is trying to change 
that perception, as part of Toyota 

Chief Executive Akio Toyoda’s 
plan to breathe more life into its 
designs.

When the company gave a 
preview last year, Mr. Koba said it 
was designed for “customers who 
dislike Toyota cars.” With sharp 
edges and a face evoking a scowl-
ing Kabuki actor, the car marked 
a departure for a company that 
plodded its way to selling 10 mil-
lion vehicles a year.

With a face evoking a scowling 
Kabuki actor, the C-HR marks a 
departure for Toyota.

USS McCain collision forces 
Navy back to basics

jured crew members to Singapore 
General Hospital. Photo: Reuters

“There can be no bystanders,’’ 
said Adm. Scott Swift, commander 
of the Pacific Fleet, in the state-
ment issued late Wednesday. 
”Bystanders become weak links 
and need extra attention and 
leadership.”

Ten sailors went missing after 
the McCain struck the merchant 
vessel Alnic MC early Monday in 
busy sea-lanes east of Singapore. 
U.S. divers have found an un-
specified number of remains in 
flooded compartments of the war-
ship. They have not been publicly 
identified.

Search-and-rescue opera-
tions under way at sea have been 
unsuccessful. A body found by 
Malaysian teams turned out not 
to be from the McCain, the Navy 
said Thursday.

The Seventh Fleet is home to 
between 50 and 70 ships at any 
given time making up the bulk of 
the Pacific Fleet, which accounts 
for about 60% of the Navy. The 
Seventh is comprised of around 
20,000 sailors. Its territory stretch-
es from the international date line 
west to the border between India 
and Pakistan.

The fleet has to contend with 
North Korea’s nuclear threats, Bei-
jing claims over disputed waters 
in the South China Sea and East 
China Sea; and manage the Navy’s 
interactions with 36 countries 
including the world’s five largest 
foreign militaries.

With a face evoking a scowling 
Kabuki actor, the C-HR marks a 
departure for Toyota. Photo: To-
mohiro Ohsumi/Bloomberg News

Toyota called the design sensual 
and said it resembled a “sexy dia-
mond.” Some Wall Street Journal 
readers who commented after the 
first look were less kind, with one 
comparing it to a “squashed frog.”

Whatever it is, it isn’t boring.
“There are not many people 

who will hang up their BMW keys 
for a Toyota, but we’ve been seeing 
that with the C-HR,” said Thomas 
Obee, whose family-owned Mo-
torline Group in the U.K. opened 
its first Toyota dealership in 1976 
and now has 13 in the country.

In Japan, the C-HR has been 
near the top of the charts since it 
went on sale at the end of last year 
and even hit the No. 1 spot in April, 
a rare feat in a market dominated 
by the hybrid Toyota Prius and 
other small, fuel-efficient cars.

Toyota desperately needed a 
crossover in the popular entry-
level category, which has gained 
popularity globally including 
developing markets like China 
and India. Crossovers are built 
on the architecture of sedans 
and hatchbacks, but their bodies 
resemble sport-utility vehicles, 
which means they have more 
room for bodies and cargo, but 
are more fuel-efficient than full-
size SUVs built on truck frames.

The U.S. Navy’s troubled 
Seventh Fleet has begun 
rolling out a pause in op-
erations as the search 

continued Thursday for sailors 
missing since the destroyer USS 
John S. McCain collided with a 
merchant ship.

Ships from the fleet paused 
for a full working day Wednes-
day in their home base in Yo-
kosuka, Japan, as instructors 
addressed crews on commu-
nications, radar fundamentals 
and risk management, the fleet 
said in a statement.

The extremely rare pause in 
operations will spread in coming 
days to the fleet’s ships on station 
in the ocean and throughout the 
Navy as a whole to allow com-
manders to review fundamental 
practices meant to prevent ac-
cidents.

Ten American sailors are miss-
ing and five injured after the 
guided-missile destroyer USS 
John S. McCain collided with a 
merchant vessel east of Singapore 
early Monday. Videos acquired by 
WSJ show a helicopter taking in-
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Continued from page 2

UBA delivers stellar performance in half-year...

Continued from page 1

Entertainment industry funding gains traction with...

try players are set to embrace 
investment opportunities and ac-
cess to funds needed in providing 
technical input, skills development 
and world-class equipments which 
should close the infrastructure gap 
in the industry.

Tagged the Nigerian Entertain-
ment Fund, the fund, which is 
Nigeria’s first mutual fund that 
also focuses on promoting invest-
ment culture, especially among 
practitioners in the entertainment 
industry, is sponsored and will 
be managed by Greenwich Asset 
Management Limited (GAML).

It is a balanced fund which will 
invest in various asset classes and 
targets to raise N1billion through the 
issuance of 10,000,000 units of the 
fund at N100 per unit, from investors 
within and outside the entertain-
ment industry, at its initial offering.

In his presentation, Dayo 
Obisan, managing director of 
GAML, highlighted the growth 
and prospects of the industry and 
positive impact on the income of 
practitioners, and observed that, 
“The growth prospect of the in-
dustry and the unpegged income 
of the players, form a compelling 
consideration for us to create a 
financial product that further pro-
motes the culture of savings and 
investment among practitioners, 
and also contribute to the indus-
try’s development”.

Explaining the structure of the 
fund, Dayo Obisan, managing 
director of GAML, said the fund, 
open for subscription in August 
2017 and is structured as an open-
ended fund with plans to make 
annual distributions to investors.

Assuring on the positive sub-
scription of the fund, in line with 
the previous fund GAML managed, 
Obisan said the Entertainment 
Fund would be oversubscribed like 
the Greenwich Plus Fund, a money 
market fund which recorded  144.8 
subscription at its IPO in August 
2016 and has continually paid 
quarterly income distributions to 
its investors since commencement 
of operations in September 2016.

Obisan disclosed that the 
growth and prospects of the in-
dustry and positive impact on the 
income of practitioners are the 
propelling force for the fund. “The 
growth prospect of the industry 
and the unpegged income of the 
players form a compelling consid-
eration for us to create a financial 
product that further promotes 
the culture of savings and invest-
ment among practitioners and 
also contribute to the industry’s 

trillion, a growth of 5.3 percent, it 
prudently grew gross loans to N1.6 
trillion, a 4 percent growth, when 
compared to the Group loan book 
as at 31 December 2016.

Reflecting a strong capacity for 
internal capital generation, the 
Group’s Shareholders’ Fund grew 
by 8 percent to N483.1 billion, 
whilst it delivered an annualised 
18.2% return on average equity 
(RoAE) and an Interim Dividend 
of N0.20 per Share.

Commenting on the result, 
Kennedy Uzoka, the Group Man-
aging Director/CEO, said that 
“the results again demonstrate the 
strong momentum of the bank, as 
we deliver continuous improve-

development”.
However, Amun Osagie, a capi-

tal market player, who reviewed 
the fund, encouraged Nigerian 
entertainment industry stakehold-
ers to subscribe to it because it is a 
product that provides a structured 
and publicly sold instrument that 
targets the promotion of invest-
ment culture, especially within the 
entertainment industry.

He said it further creates the 
first publicly-raised funding chan-
nel for the Nigeria entertainment 
industry. “This is the first, not only 
in Nigeria, but in West Africa”.

Another reason to subscribe to 
the fund, according to Obisan, is 
that it is structured to provide full 
investor protection and absolute 
transparency. “It is registered by the 
Securities and Exchange Commis-
sion and will be governed by a Trust 
Deed and an independent Trustee. 
In line with the provisions of the 
regulations, assets of the fund will be 
held by an independent custodian 
and an annual report of its finances 
and affairs will be published at the 
end of each financial year”.

Speaking from a stakeholder’s 
perspective, Richard Mofe-Damijo, 
a renowned actor and an indepen-
dent investment committee mem-
ber of the approved fund, said the 
fund is providing entertainers op-
portunity to face their creative job, 
while leaving the management of 
the their investments in the hands 
of professionals like Greenwich.

“I believe much better results 
emerge when professionals do 
what they know best, in this case 
we face our entertainment busi-
ness and leave the management 
of our investments to professional 
managers like Greenwich”, Mofe-
Damijo said.

But Kunle Afolayan, an ace 
movie producer and CEO, Golden 
Effects Studio, said subscription to 
the fund would encourage invest-
ment habit among entertainers 
and also provide a pool of funds 
from which they can draw to invest 
in areas of need in the their produc-
tion and business.

It would be recalled that many in-
dustry players denied having access 
to the $200 million Nollywood Fund 
purportedly given by the Goodluck 
Jonathan administration, to lift 
the entertainment industry. Many 
also claimed that the N1 biillion 
NollyFund, courtesy of the Bank of 
Industry, to support movie produc-
tion and distribution in Nigeria, has 
not benefited many. But the involve-
ment of the Securities and Exchange 
Commission and management by 
Greenwich, according to Obisan, 
give the fund credibility.

ment across our businesses and 
key performance metrics.”

Uzoka further stated that the 
bank’s “unwavering focus on cus-
tomer service excellence is trans-
lating to strong operational and 
financial efficiency gains.  We 
have achieved better pricing on 
assets and liabilities, leading to 
continued improvement in the 
net interest margin to 7.3%. “Le-
veraging our service-focused strat-
egy and treasury management, 
we grew non-interest income by 
17% year-on-year, reinforcing our 
transaction-banking-led approach 
towards deepening financial inclu-
sion in Sub-Saharan Africa.”

•Continues online at www.busi-
nessdayonline.com
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GAINERS

NB  185.02 188 2.98
UBN  5.71 6 0.29
UBA  9.5 9.71 0.21
GUARANTY  40.5 40.6 0.1
DANGFLOUR  6.4 6.49 0.09
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TOTAL  228 216.8 -11.2
MOBIL  213.81 203.12 -10.69
DANGCEM  224.9 216.56 -8.34
PRESCO  71.98 68.39 -3.59
GUINNESS  84.5 82 -2.5

Live @ the Stock exchange

Herbert Wigwe, group managing director Access Bank Plc

Stories by 
IheanyI nwachukwu

Access Bank grows first-half earnings by 42% to N246.6bn

A
ccess Bank Plc 
group audited re-
sults for the half 
year (H1) ended 
June 30,  2017 

show gross earnings rose by 
42 percent year-on-year (y/y) 
to N246.6 billion as against 
N174.1billion recorded in H1 
2016, with interest income 
and non-interest income 
contributing 66percent and 
34percent respectively.

Amid this impressive au-
dited results for the half year 
ended 30 June 2017, the board 
proposes an interim dividend 
of 25 kobo per share. The 
bank’s stock was among the 
actively traded on the Nige-
rian bourse on Thursday as 
34,757,146 units valued at 
N347.966 million were ex-
changed.

Interest Income grew by 
44percent y/y to N161.9 bil-
lion in H1 2017 from N112.3 
billion in H1 2016. Non-In-
terest Income of N84.4 billion 
(+37percent y/y) compared 
with N61.7 billion in H1 2016, 
underlined by strong FX in-
come on the trading portfolio.

Operating Income in-

creased to N167.5 billion 
(+29 percent y/y) compared 
with N130.2 billion in the cor-
responding period in 2016. 
Profit Before Tax (PBT) for the 
period rose to N52.0 billion, 
representing a 18percent y/y 
growth when compared to 
N43.9 billion1 in H1 2016. 
Profit After Tax (PAT) grew to 
N39.5 billion in H1 2017 from 
N33.6 billion1 in H1 2016.

Herbert Wigwe, Group 
Managing Director / Chief 
Executive Officer of Access 

Bank Plc said: “The Group’s 
performance in the first half 
of the year reflects the strength 
and sustainability of our busi-
ness, and the effective execu-
tion of our strategy.

He said, “We delivered 
gross earnings of N246.6 bil-
lion - up 42 percent y/y, and 
pre-tax profits of N52 billion 
during the period. Net inter-
est margin expanded to 6.7 
percent y/y in H1’17, on the 
back of a higher interest rate 
environment. Non-interest in-

Ecobank Transna-
tional Incorporated 
(ETI) has released 
its audited results 

for the first-half (H1) end-
ed June 30, 2017. In naira 
terms, ETI reported gross 
earnings of N386.85billion 
in the review period from 
N273.44billion in the corre-
sponding H1 period of 2016, 
which indicates 41.48percent 
growth. Interest income in-
creased to N241.90billion in 
H1’17 from N180.057billion 
in H1’ 2016, a growth of 
34.35percent. Net Interest 
Income grew by 18.84per-
cent to N142.73billion, from 
N120.10billion in H1’2016.

Ecobank Transnational 
Incorporated and its subsid-
iaries (together, ‘the group’) 
provide retail, corporate and 
investment banking services 
throughout sub Saharan Af-
rica outside South Africa. The 
Group had operations in 40 
countries and employed over 
16,743 people (31 December 
2016: 17,343) as at 30 June 
2017. Ecobank Transnational 
Incorporated has primary 
listing on the Ghana Stock 
Exchange, the Nigerian Stock 

Ecobank reports N386.85bn gross earnings in first-half

…declares 25kobo interim dividend amid PBT of N52bn
come remained strong on the 
back of 68.8 percent growth 
in FX income demonstrating 
our optimisation of revenue 
generating opportunities.”

Return On Average Equity 
(ROAE) of 16.9percent in H1 
2017 flat y/y (H1 2016: 16.9per-
cent) on account of higher 
income tax of N12.6 billion in 
the period (June 2016: N7.4 
billion). Loans and Advances 
totalled N1.79 trillion as at 
June 2017 (December 2016: 
N1.86 trillion) reflecting a 
cautious approach in light of 
a recovering macro. Customer 
Deposits declined by 9percent 
to N1.90 trillion in the period, 
from N2.09 trillion in Decem-
ber 2016. Total Assets was flat 
at N3.46 trillion as at June 2017 
(Dec’16: N3.48 trillion).

Capital Adequacy of 
21.6percent and Liquidity 
ratios of 45.4percent, remain 
consistently above the regu-
latory minimum require-
ment. Non-performing loans 
(NPLs) to total gross loans 
stable at 2.5percent as at June 
2017 (December 2016: 2.1per-
cent).

NPL Coverage Ratio (with 
regulatory risk reserves) 
stood at 174.8percent as at 
June 2017 (December 2016: 
169percent). Cost of risk sta-
ble at 1percent in H1 2017, 

from 1.1percent in H1 2016 on 
the back of prudent risk man-
agement practices during 
the period. Cost-to-Income 
Ratio (CIR) up 430bps to 
62.7percent in H1 2017 (H1 
2016: 58.4percent) driven 
by increase in operating ex-
penses. Operating Expenses 
increased by 38percent y/y 
to N105.1 billion (H1 2016: 
N75.9 billion), and 34.8per-
cent quarter-on-quarter 
(q/q), driven by the high 
inflationary environment 
and the effect of unamortized 
AMCON charges.

Net Interest Margin (NIM) 
remained unchanged q/q at 
6.7percent in second-quarter 
(Q2) 2017: however increased 
y/y by 40bps from 6.3percent 
in H1 2016. Cost of Funds 
(CoF) of 5.6percent increased 
from 5.1percent in March 2017 
and 3.6percent in H1 2016.

The GMD further said 
“We maintained stable as-
set quality, recording non-
performing loans and cost 
of risk ratios of 2.5 percent 
and 1.0 percent, respectively 
and wound down on our 
foreign currency exposures 
as a deliberate strategy to 
de-risk the business. As we 
cautiously grow our loan 
portfolio in light of macro 
realities, we will continue 

to uphold our proactive risk 
management principles in 
order to maintain asset qual-
ity within acceptable limits. 
Whilst balancing our appetite 
for growth and profitabil-
ity, we remain committed to 
maintaining solid liquidity 
and capital ratios (45.4% and 
21.6 percent respectively).”

Wigwe also noted that 
Access Bank retail expansion 
drive led to investments “in 
our channels, distribution 
network, service quality and 
brand enhancement. These, 
as well as AMCON charges 
resulted in higher operating 
expenses in the period. We 
continue to, however, intensi-
fy the implementation of our 
cost reduction initiatives in 
order to improve the bottom-
line despite high inflationary 
environment.

“In view of the recovering 
macro, our focus remains 
growing the retail franchise 
through digital expansion to 
enable diversified earnings 
as well as continuous and 
proactive risk management 
as we selectively grow risk as-
sets. We will remain resilient 
in the execution of our bold 
strategy for increased growth 
and profitability whilst maxi-
mizing shareholder value in 
2017 and beyond.”

Exchange and the Bourse 
Regionale Des Valeurs Mobil-
ieres (Abidjan) Cote D’Ivoire.

P r o f i t  B e f o r e  Ta x 
(PBT) grew by 11.24per-
cent to N46.24billion from 
N41.56billion in H1’16; while 
the group profit for the pe-
riod from continuing op-
erations grew by 19.69per-
cent to N37.69billion, from 
N31.49billion in H1’16. Its 
profit for the H1’17 period 
stood higher at N37.73billion, 
a growth of 21.41percent 
from N31.08billion in H1’16. 
Fee and Commission In-
come increased by 34.03per-
cent to N69.27billion from 
N51.68billion in H1’16.

Ade Ayeyemi, group CEO 
said, “Our audited half year 
results demonstrated the 
benefits of our diversified 
business model. 

Despite a fragile macro-
economic backdrop in most 
of our markets, we still gener-
ated a 15.6percent return on 
tangible equity and further 
improved our cost-to-income 
ratio to 60.6percent, driven 
by our continued cost reduc-
tion initiatives across the 
network.”

Rak Unity Petroleum reports N8.271bn revenue
Ukpong said the retained 

earnings of the firm would be 
reinvested in order to ensure 
sustainable growth, expan-
sion and stability.

According to him, 2016 
was a memorable year that 
saw a dip in global economic 
activities, of which the World 
Bank and the International 
Monetary Fund said world 
economic growth for the year 
slowed by to 3.1 per cent from 
3-3 per cent in 2015.

The United States dol-
lar, he noted, rallied during 
the year on the back of US 
economic growth, interest 
rate hikes, higher oil prices 
which closed the year out at 
$56 per barrel from a record 
low of below $27 per barrel, 
and the British referendum 
to leave the European Union.

Thus, the Nigerian econo-
my was seriously affected by 
low crude oil prices, which 
brought about foreign ex-
change scarcity in the econ-
omy, he said.

The Rak Unity Petroleum 

chairman maintained that 
the ability of the government 
to turn the Nigerian Economy 
around in 2017 was depen-
dent on a sustained rally in 
crude oil prices, increased oil 
production, forex inflows and 
robust monetary and fiscal 
policies.

He said, “With these chal-
lenges notwithstanding, your 
company’s revenue grew by 
24 percent in the period un-
der review compared to the 
immediate past 2015/2016 
financial year. The company’s 
gross revenue for the nine-
month period ended Decem-
ber 31, 2016 was N8.3billion 
up from N6.7bn the previous 
2015/2016 financial year.

“Profit before tax was 
N95.6million (N80.8m : 
2015/2016) and profit af-
ter tax was N65m (N53.3m: 
2015/2016). Your company’s 
earnings per share for the 
year ended December 31, 
2016 was N1.30 compared 
to N0.94 for the 2015/2016 
financial year.

Rak Unity Petroleum 
Company Plc re-
ported revenue of 
N8.271billion for the 

nine months period ended 
December 31, 2016.

It s  g ro s s  p ro f i t  f o r 
the period also stood at 
N460.454million. The petro-
leum company had reported 
a respective revenue and 
gross profit of N6.682billion 
and N448.704million for the 
12 months period ended 
March 31, 2016.

Speaking at the company’s 
Annual General Meeting held 
in Lagos on Wednesday, Edo-
Abasi Bassey Ukpong, chair-
man, Rak Unity Petroleum 
Company Plc noted improved 
performance over the past 
year while considering future 
growth and expansion of the 
company.

The Board of Directors got 
the approval of shareholders 
to pay proposed dividend 
of 10 kobo per share for the 
financial year ended, Decem-
ber 31, 2016.

He further said: “We are 
also happy with the progress 
we are making on the digital 
front; particularly on our 
strategy to enable millions 
of unbanked Africans have 
access to financial solutions 
using our revolutionary Eco-
bank App and other digital 
channels. We have also re-
cently announced the ap-
pointment of Eric Odhiambo 
as Chief Risk Officer, to help 
drive our risk management 
objectives and improve our 
risk culture.”

According to the group 
Chief Executive Officer, “Our 
revenues increased 5per-
cent in constant currency, 
and highlighted encourag-
ing growth in our Trade and 
FICC, businesses, thanks to 
encouraging client activity 
and improving foreign-ex-
change markets. Profit before 
tax, however, fell 20percent 
in constant currency, due to 
continued provision building 
and elevated cost-of-risks as 
we had earlier communi-
cated. Overall, we are making 
good progress on our strategy 
and continue to serve our 
customers diligently. 
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BANKING     
ZENITH INTERNATIONAL BANK PLC 725,259.01 23.10 -1.70 291 17,508,564
    291 17,508,564
OTHER FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS     
FBN HOLDINGS PLC 214,653.85 5.98 -0.17 257 12,503,347
    257 12,503,347
    548 30,011,911
     
BUILDING MATERIALS     
DANGOTE CEMENT PLC 3,690,292.28 216.56 -3.71 55 230,786
    55 230,786
    55 230,786
    603 30,242,697
CROP PRODUCTION     
FTN COCOA PROCESSORS PLC 1,100.00 0.50 - 0 0
OKOMU OIL PALM PLC. 65,905.64 69.09 - 13 71,388
PRESCO PLC 68,390.00 68.39 -4.99 3 100,803
    16 172,191
FISHING/HUNTING/TRAPPING     
ELLAH LAKES PLC. 511.20 4.26 - 0 0
    0 0
LIVESTOCK/ANIMAL SPECIALTIES     
LIVESTOCK FEEDS PLC. 2,910.00 0.97 -2.02 22 1,382,200
    22 1,382,200
    38 1,554,391
     
DIVERSIFIED INDUSTRIES     
A.G. LEVENTIS NIGERIA PLC. 1,879.58 0.71 - 7 55,595
JOHN HOLT PLC. 206.25 0.53 - 6 107,714
S C O A  NIG. PLC. 2,222.40 3.42 - 1 20
TRANSNATIONAL CORPORATION OF NIGERIA PLC 54,073.87 1.33 -1.50 109 6,214,962
U A C N  PLC. 30,157.57 15.70 - 34 128,503
    157 6,506,794
    157 6,506,794
     
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION     
ARBICO PLC. 711.32 4.79 - 0 0
    0 0
INFRASTRUCTURE/HEAVY CONSTRUCTION     
JULIUS BERGER NIG. PLC. 47,506.80 35.99 - 6 971
ROADS NIG PLC. 165.00 6.60 - 0 0
    6 971
REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT     
UACN PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT CO. LIMITED 5,156.25 3.00 0.33 19 847,118
    19 847,118
REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT TRUSTS (REITS)     
SKYE SHELTER FUND PLC 2,000.00 100.00 - 1 70
UNION HOMES REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT TRUST (REIT) 11,305.89 45.22 - 1 100
UPDC REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT TRUST 26,682.70 10.00 - 1 3,200
    3 3,370
    28 851,459
     
AUTOMOBILES/AUTO PARTS     
DN TYRE & RUBBER PLC 2,386.33 0.50 - 2 107,300
    2 107,300
BEVERAGES--BREWERS/DISTILLERS     
CHAMPION BREW. PLC. 19,260.56 2.46 - 4 21,112
GOLDEN GUINEA BREW. PLC. 242.22 0.89 - 0 0
GUINNESS NIG PLC 123,482.83 82.00 -2.96 68 416,246
INTERNATIONAL BREWERIES PLC. 113,651.60 34.50 - 1 5,000
NIGERIAN BREW. PLC. 1,490,670.97 188.00 1.61 130 1,452,492
    203 1,894,850
BEVERAGES--NON-ALCOHOLIC     
7-UP BOTTLING COMP. PLC. 59,011.18 92.12 - 12 8,406
    12 8,406
FOOD PRODUCTS     
DANGOTE FLOUR MILLS PLC 32,450.00 6.49 1.41 117 4,579,896
DANGOTE SUGAR REFINERY PLC 156,600.00 13.05 0.38 68 1,182,660
FLOUR MILLS NIG. PLC. 74,843.24 28.52 - 63 472,758
HONEYWELL FLOUR MILL PLC 16,653.42 2.10 1.90 34 811,470
MULTI-TREX INTEGRATED FOODS PLC 1,861.25 0.50 - 0 0
N NIG. FLOUR MILLS PLC. 980.10 5.50 - 3 32,275
NASCON ALLIED INDUSTRIES PLC 35,767.42 13.50 - 20 224,479
UNION DICON SALT PLC. 3,676.41 13.45 - 0 0
    305 7,303,538
FOOD PRODUCTS--DIVERSIFIED     
CADBURY NIGERIA PLC. 22,669.90 12.07 - 29 114,680
NESTLE NIGERIA PLC. 967,056.48 1,220.02 - 42 357,055
    71 471,735
HOUSEHOLD DURABLES     
NIGERIAN ENAMELWARE PLC. 1,765.84 27.87 - 0 0
VITAFOAM NIG PLC. 2,918.64 2.80 - 9 108,187
    9 108,187
PERSONAL/HOUSEHOLD PRODUCTS     
P Z CUSSONS NIGERIA PLC. 101,842.74 25.65 -4.75 22 188,884
UNILEVER NIGERIA PLC. 161,925.08 42.80 -4.89 61 660,974
    83 849,858
    685 10,743,874
     
BANKING     
ACCESS BANK PLC. 289,569.00 10.01 -2.25 371 37,102,256
DIAMOND BANK PLC 27,329.26 1.18 -2.48 29 1,504,000
ECOBANK TRANSNATIONAL INCORPORATED 330,291.92 18.00 0.06 67 4,043,410
FIDELITY BANK PLC 37,087.74 1.28 1.56 72 5,047,982
GUARANTY TRUST BANK PLC. 1,194,905.88 40.60 0.25 368 71,004,990
JAIZ BANK PLC 23,571.40 0.80 -1.25 10 1,661,000
SKYE BANK PLC 8,883.39 0.64 3.23 58 3,562,245
STERLING BANK PLC. 30,517.84 1.06 1.92 107 3,936,363
UNION BANK NIG.PLC. 101,614.84 6.00 5.08 50 611,616
UNITED BANK FOR AFRICA PLC 352,274.20 9.71 2.21 347 21,849,120
UNITY BANK PLC 6,896.71 0.59 - 13 300,000
WEMA BANK PLC. 19,287.23 0.50 -1.96 42 6,908,378
    1,534 157,531,360
INSURANCE CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES     
AFRICAN ALLIANCE INSURANCE COMPANY PLC 10,292.50 0.50 - 0 0
AIICO INSURANCE PLC. 3,950.22 0.57 3.64 28 1,873,900
AXAMANSARD INSURANCE PLC 19,950.00 1.90 2.15 12 177,500
CONSOLIDATED HALLMARK INSURANCE PLC 3,000.00 0.50 - 3 20,500
CONTINENTAL REINSURANCE PLC 13,380.84 1.29 -0.77 10 336,583
CORNERSTONE INSURANCE COMPANY PLC. 7,364.75 0.50 - 1 500
EQUITY ASSURANCE PLC. 7,000.00 0.50 - 4 16,730
GOLDLINK INSURANCE PLC 2,411.47 0.53 - 0 0
GREAT NIGERIAN INSURANCE PLC 1,913.74 0.50 - 0 0
GUINEA INSURANCE PLC. 3,070.00 0.50 - 0 0
INTERNATIONAL ENERGY INSURANCE COMPANY PLC 642.04 0.50 - 0 0
LASACO ASSURANCE PLC. 3,661.72 0.50 - 1 500
LAW UNION AND ROCK INS. PLC. 4,167.44 0.97 - 1 1,000
LINKAGE ASSURANCE PLC 6,000.00 0.75 - 3 21,540
MUTUAL BENEFITS ASSURANCE PLC. 4,000.00 0.50 - 2 156,000
N.E.M INSURANCE CO (NIG) PLC. 5,386.11 1.02 2.00 23 2,511,100
NIGER INSURANCE CO. PLC. 3,869.74 0.50 - 0 0
PRESTIGE ASSURANCE CO. PLC. 2,759.15 0.50 - 0 0
REGENCY ALLIANCE INSURANCE COMPANY PLC 3,334.38 0.50 - 0 0
SOVEREIGN TRUST INSURANCE PLC 4,170.41 0.50 - 0 0
STANDARD ALLIANCE INSURANCE PLC. 5,996.59 0.50 - 0 0
STANDARD TRUST ASSURANCE PLC 4,670.54 0.50 - 0 0
UNITY KAPITAL ASSURANCE PLC 6,933.33 0.50 - 0 0
UNIVERSAL INSURANCE COMPANY PLC 8,000.00 0.50 - 0 0
WAPIC INSURANCE PLC 6,825.20 0.51 2.00 41 762,765
    129 5,878,618
MICRO-FINANCE BANKS     
FORTIS MICROFINANCE BANK PLC 11,799.67 2.58 - 0 0
NPF MICROFINANCE BANK PLC 2,698.23 1.18 - 1 28,189
    1 28,189
MORTGAGE CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES     
ABBEY MORTGAGE BANK PLC 5,460.00 1.30 - 0 0
ASO SAVINGS AND LOANS PLC 7,370.87 0.50 - 0 0
INFINITY TRUST MORTGAGE BANK PLC 6,005.46 1.44 - 0 0
RESORT SAVINGS & LOANS PLC 5,664.87 0.50 - 0 0
UNION HOMES SAVINGS AND LOANS PLC. 2,949.22 3.02 - 0 0
    0 0

OTHER FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS     
AFRICA PRUDENTIAL PLC 6,340.00 3.17 0.32 64 1,702,643
CUSTODIAN AND ALLIED PLC 20,115.98 3.42 -5.00 34 1,350,108
DEAP CAPITAL MANAGEMENT & TRUST PLC 750.00 0.50 - 0 0
FCMB GROUP PLC. 23,367.20 1.18 0.85 62 4,244,247
NIGERIA ENERYGY SECTOR FUND 411.91 552.20 - 1 10
ROYAL EXCHANGE PLC. 2,572.69 0.50 - 1 20
SIM CAPITAL ALLIANCE VALUE FUND 3,313.67 103.24 - 0 0
STANBIC IBTC  HOLDINGS PLC 385,100.00 38.51 -0.88 50 1,062,303
UNITED CAPITAL PLC 18,480.00 3.08 -2.22 52 781,118
    264 9,140,449
    1,928 172,578,616
     
HEALTHCARE PROVIDERS     
EKOCORP PLC. 1,680.29 3.37 - 0 0
UNION DIAGNOSTIC & CLINICAL SERVICES PLC 1,776.57 0.50 - 1 20
    1 20
MEDICAL SUPPLIES     
MORISON INDUSTRIES PLC. 136.96 0.90 - 1 21,218
    1 21,218
PHARMACEUTICALS     
EVANS MEDICAL PLC. 366.17 0.50 - 0 0
FIDSON HEALTHCARE PLC 4,725.00 3.15 -4.26 6 227,520
GLAXO SMITHKLINE CONSUMER NIG. PLC. 25,113.41 21.00 - 18 385,226
MAY & BAKER NIGERIA PLC. 2,802.80 2.86 - 17 172,459
NEIMETH INTERNATIONAL PHARMACEUTICALS PLC 1,433.00 0.83 5.06 3 190,000
NIGERIA-GERMAN CHEMICALS PLC. 556.71 3.62 - 1 1,000
PHARMA-DEKO PLC. 487.85 2.25 - 2 435
    47 976,640
    49 997,878
     
COMPUTER BASED SYSTEMS     
COURTEVILLE BUSINESS SOLUTIONS PLC 1,776.00 0.50 - 0 0
    0 0
COMPUTERS AND PERIPHERALS     
OMATEK VENTURES PLC 1,470.89 0.50 - 0 0
    0 0
IT SERVICES     
CWG PLC 6,413.06 2.54 - 0 0
NCR (NIGERIA) PLC. 791.64 7.33 - 1 20
TRIPPLE GEE AND COMPANY PLC. 539.50 1.09 - 0 0
    1 20
PROCESSING SYSTEMS     
CHAMS PLC 2,348.03 0.50 - 1 500
E-TRANZACT INTERNATIONAL PLC 21,000.00 5.00 - 0 0
    1 500
    2 520
     
BUILDING MATERIALS     
AFRICAN PAINTS (NIGERIA) PLC. 865.88 2.35 - 0 0
BERGER PAINTS PLC 2,069.34 7.14 - 0 0
CAP PLC 23,800.00 34.00 -1.45 9 200,706
CEMENT CO. OF NORTH.NIG. PLC 11,310.10 9.00 -2.17 9 168,062
FIRST ALUMINIUM NIGERIA PLC 1,329.53 0.63 - 0 0
LAFARGE AFRICA PLC. 312,959.30 57.00 -0.02 63 1,252,650
MEYER PLC. 371.87 0.70 - 4 4,799
PAINTS AND COATINGS MANUFACTURES PLC 491.61 0.62 - 0 0
PORTLAND PAINTS & PRODUCTS NIGERIA PLC 1,666.17 2.10 - 3 350
PREMIER PAINTS PLC. 1,277.97 10.39 - 0 0
    88 1,626,567
ELECTRONIC AND ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS     
AUSTIN LAZ & COMPANY PLC 2,256.91 2.09 - 0 0
CUTIX PLC. 1,770.13 2.01 - 4 48,099
    4 48,099
PACKAGING/CONTAINERS     
AVON CROWNCAPS & CONTAINERS 807.09 1.18 - 1 20
BETA GLASS PLC. 29,918.32 59.84 - 0 0
GREIF NIGERIA PLC 387.60 9.09 - 0 0
    1 20
    93 1,674,686
     
CHEMICALS     
B.O.C. GASES PLC. 1,456.86 3.50 - 2 30,925
    2 30,925
METALS     
ALUMINIUM EXTRUSION IND. PLC. 2,124.77 9.66 - 0 0
    0 0
MINING SERVICES     
MULTIVERSE MINING AND EXPLORATION PLC 2,130.97 0.50 - 0 0
    0 0
PAPER/FOREST PRODUCTS     
THOMAS WYATT NIG. PLC. 110.00 0.50 - 0 0
    0 0
    2 30,925
     
ENERGY EQUIPMENT AND SERVICES     
JAPAUL OIL & MARITIME SERVICES PLC 3,131.35 0.50 - 0 0
    0 0
INTEGRATED OIL AND GAS SERVICES     
OANDO PLC 87,019.89 7.00 -1.69 111 4,266,950
    111 4,266,950
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS DISTRIBUTORS     
11 PLC 73,244.11 203.12 -5.00 44 144,960
CONOIL PLC 20,173.19 29.07 -4.97 57 231,436
ETERNA PLC. 4,681.88 3.59 - 8 29,000
FORTE OIL PLC. 65,124.06 50.00 - 67 241,246
MRS OIL NIGERIA PLC. 8,549.26 33.66 -5.02 12 81,239
TOTAL NIGERIA PLC. 73,608.33 216.80 -4.91 52 235,266
    240 963,147
EXPLORATION AND PRODUCTION     
SEPLAT PETROLEUM DEVELOPMENT COMPANY LTD 271,580.28 482.00 -1.45 16 460,042
    16 460,042
    367 5,690,139
     
ADVERTISING     
AFROMEDIA PLC 2,219.52 0.50 - 0 0
    0 0
AIRLINES     
MEDVIEW AIRLINE PLC 14,820.99 1.52 - 0 0
    0 0
AUTOMOBILE/AUTO PART RETAILERS     
R T BRISCOE PLC. 588.18 0.50 - 0 0
    0 0
COURIER/FREIGHT/DELIVERY     
RED STAR EXPRESS PLC 2,582.00 4.38 - 1 10
TRANS-NATIONWIDE EXPRESS PLC. 159.06 0.80 - 2 18,406
    3 18,416
HOSPITALITY     
TANTALIZERS PLC 1,605.81 0.50 - 0 0
    0 0
HOTELS/LODGING     
CAPITAL HOTEL PLC 4,878.66 3.15 - 0 0
IKEJA HOTEL PLC 3,700.26 1.78 - 0 0
TOURIST COMPANY OF NIGERIA PLC. 7,862.53 3.50 - 0 0
TRANSCORP HOTELS PLC 52,214.77 6.87 - 0 0
    0 0
MEDIA/ENTERTAINMENT     
DAAR COMMUNICATIONS PLC 6,000.00 0.50 - 0 0
    0 0
PRINTING/PUBLISHING     
ACADEMY PRESS PLC. 302.40 0.50 - 0 0
LEARN AFRICA PLC 655.73 0.85 - 2 2,077
STUDIO PRESS (NIG) PLC. 1,302.80 2.19 - 0 0
UNIVERSITY PRESS PLC. 1,229.52 2.85 - 1 815
    3 2,892
ROAD TRANSPORTATION     
ASSOCIATED BUS COMPANY PLC 828.85 0.50 - 0 0
    0 0
SPECIALTY     
INTERLINKED TECHNOLOGIES PLC 899.46 3.80 - 0 0
SECURE ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY PLC 2,815.77 0.50 - 0 0
    0 0
TRANSPORT-RELATED SERVICES     
NEWREST ASL NIGERIA PLC 3,429.94 5.41 - 5 2,900

Prices for Securities Traded As At  Thursday 24 August  2017

PRICES FOR MAIN BOARD SECURITIES (Equities)

Company CompanyMarket cap(nm) Price (N) Change Trades Volume Market cap(nm) Price (N) Change Trades Volume
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80% of Nigerians will have access to 
health services near their homes - Adewole

E
ffectively combat-
ing health care 
challenges of many 
Nigerians, particu-
larly those without 

access to insurance, is in the 
opinion of stakeholders in the 
nation’s health sector, achiev-
able when concerted efforts 
are made to fully implement 
Universal Health Coverage, 
a scheme targeted at provid-
ing full and equal access to 
healthcare to people and 
communities in various parts 
of the country.

On the importance of uni-
versal health coverage, Isaac 
Adewole, the health minister, 
said Thursday at a two-day Na-
tional Health Dialogue held in 
Abuja, that health was a basic 
human right not negotiable.

Adewole reiterated the com-
mitment of government in pro-
vision of nationwide healthcare 
coverage, saying “the goal is that 
80 percent of the country will 
have access to health services 
near their houses.”

The minister stressed the 
need to revitalise the primary 
health care, noting that the 
Primary Healthcare Centres 
(PHC) were meant to handle 
simple health cases often taken 
to the secondary and tertiary 

health care centres, whereas 
they were meant to handle 
serious issues such as cancer.

“We are trying to reverse 
this so that 80 percent of ev-
erybody in this country will 
get close access to a PHC, 10 
percent secondary and 10 
percent tertiary hospital, and 
we need to replicate this in all 
the states,” the minister said.

According to Adewole, 
the health ministry is work-
ing towards ensuring free 
surgery scheme for poor peo-
ple across the country, and 
there is also a need to change 
functionality of the country’s 
health care system.

“Most of the money we 
get from the states is invested 
in paying salaries. We need 
to invest more in providing 
health delivery in the state. 
This dialogue will work out a 
plan on how to handle health 
service funding. The health 
service act has been imple-
mented, what remains is the 
funding,” he said.

Faisai Shuaib, director, Pri-
mary Health Care Develop-
ment Agency, while speaking 
on ‘primary healthcare under 
one roof as a mechanism for 
delivering universal health 
coverage’ criticised the poor 
coverage recorded in immun-
isation across the country.

The growing hunger for 
economic indepen-
dence and entrepre-
neurship in the South 

South was demonstrated on 
Thursday, when hundreds 
flocked to a business seminar 
organised by Diamond Bank in 
Port Harcourt, Rivers State.

As early as 9am, teeming 
numbers of participants defied 
the morning rains to throng the 
Atrium Hall ‘A’ where the event 
was held. Seats were snapped 
up quickly and many stood all 
through while others stood out-
side the hall. In the past, scanty 
crowd would attend business 
seminars except if the youth 
were paid heavily to attend.

A resource person, Euge-
nia Marcus, CEO of Truffles 
Global Resources, said the 
huge crowd was sign that a 
paradigm shift has occurred, 
adding that it was gratifying 
that educated youth were tak-
ing over the business scene.

She said it is the educated 
entrepreneurs that would move 
a business from SME and enter-
prises to corporations and con-
glomerates in the coming years.

The participants ranged 
from full time business op-
erators to professional people 
including medical doctors and 
pharmacists plus top workers 
who have one leg in business 

9mobile, formally Eti-
salat, has attributed 
the poor network 
service experienced 

by its subscribers in the last 
seven days to a network out-
age in one of its data centres.

In a statement signed 
by Ibrahim Dikko, vice 
president, regulatory and 
corporate affairs, 9mobile, 
the telco acknowledged the 
ongoing service disruption, 
saying, “we are aware that 
subscribers may be experi-
encing some disruption with 
voice, SMS and data services 
due to the technical issues 
resulting from an outage in 
one of our data centres.

“Our technical teams are 
currently working assidu-
ously too resolve the issue 
within the shortest possible 
time.”

BusinessDay had on 
Monday this week reported 
that the network might suf-
fer more loss of subscribers 
as a result of the prolonged 
timeframe used to sort out 
these technical issues. Some 
of its subscribers had taken 
to Twitter and other social 
media platforms to express 
their dissatisfaction with 
the network performance in 
most parts of Lagos.

A 9mobile subscriber 

Diamond Bank SME seminar 
deepens customers’ experience

9mobile attributes one-week service 
disruption to data centre failure

and who desire to move their 
business to viable corporations.

The business and entre-
preneurship expert, Marcus, 
a widow with two children, 
made it clear that Nigeria is 
now ripe for an explosion of 
corporations and conglomer-
ates formed by the teeming en-
trepreneurs that dot the length 
and breadth of the country.

Speaking on foundations 
of a solid business, she harped 
on need for systems and struc-
tures that would carry a busi-
ness so the owner would not 
need to be present all the time. 
“You must build your business 
such that you could go away 
for months and come back to 
meet same business”.

She said a business op-
erator must determine what he 
wants from his business. “Aim 
to build a conglomerate”. She 
mentioned the following as 
steps and structures of a viable 
corporation: Market penetra-
tion, market expansion, prod-
uct expansion, diversification, 
and acquisition/mergers.

Marcus said she started off 
baking cakes in her garage but 
now has a thriving corporate 
centre in the Government Re-
served Area (GRA) in Port Har-
court, employing many workers 
in cakes, bread, food, make-up, 
beads, etc. “My target is to build 
a corporation and I must get 
there”.

with twitter handle @steff_23 
tweeted at the network say-
ing; “the rate at which 9mo-
bile is pissing me off. My net-
work was ok before the name 
change. Rubbish @9mobile.”

Tochuckwu Oluigbo, an-
other 9mobile customer told 
BusinessDay in an interview 
that the poor network service 
in the past few days has in 
some ways hindered prog-
ress in her business as her 
customers have complained 
of not being able to reach her.

“My phone basically my 
business because all my 
customers have to reach my 
via phone calls, I even make 
all my transactions using 
my mobile banking applica-
tion but I haven’t been able 
to do all that since 9mobile 
network started acting up 
last week and my customers 
have been unable to reach 
me on that line. I had to 
switch to using my other net-
work provider,” Oluigbo said.

Statistics from the Nige-
rian Communication Com-
mission (NCC) shows that 
9mobile currently has just 
over 18 million subscribers, 
down from its over 21 mil-
lion subscribers in2016, due 
to shakeups from bank loan 
debts and runs the risk of 
losing even more subscrib-
ers due to prolonged bad 
network issues.

… as only 33% of children are immunised
ANTHONIA OBOKOH

IGNATIUS CHUKWU JUMOKE AKIYODE LAWANSON



Qatar set to inflame 
regional tensions by 
restoring diplomatic 
ties with Iran

Q
atar has bolstered its 
ties with Iran in defi-
ance of Gulf Arab rivals 
that have been block-
ading the country for 

more than two months because of its 
sympathies with Tehran and alleged 
support for Islamist extremism.

The move is likely to inflame 
tensions in the region; Sunni Arab 
nations imposed the Qatari embargo 
as part of a Saudi-led diplomatic 
and military offensive against the 
growing regional influence of Shia 
Iran. Qatar’s doubling down on its 
Iranian ties is also a challenge to the 
US, which has an important military 
base outside the Qatari capital of 
Doha and has been trying to defuse 
the crisis between the Gulf rivals.

Qatar’s foreign ministry said 
yesterday it was restoring diplomatic 
ties and sending its ambassador back 
to Tehran “to strengthen bilateral 
relations with the Islamic Republic 
of Iran in all fields”.

Saudi Arabia and three other 
Arab states launched the economic 
and travel blockade of Qatar in early 

Brazil’s government is be-
ginning a sweeping priva-
tisation drive, with plans 
to sell everything from the 

mint to the state lottery, to raise 
revenue and boost infrastructure 
investment.

The plan comes as President 
Michel Temer tries to haul Latin 
America’s largest economy out of 
deep recession while continuing 
to battle a corruption scandal that 
threatens to derail his pro-market 
reform agenda.

Once an emerging markets dar-
ling, Brazil’s economy has shrunk 
7.4 per cent in the past two years 
and the government is wrestling 
with ballooned budget deficits. 
Part of the government’s response 
has been to open up sectors to 
more foreign investment. Now it is 
auctioning off highways, ports and 
airport concessions.

On Wednesday it announced 
that 57 assets were up for grabs, 
including oilfields, energy transmis-
sion lines, highways and São Paulo’s 

June, accusing Doha of sponsoring 
terrorism and cosying up to the Ira-
nian regime.

Riyadh and its Sunni allies accuse 
Shia Iran of interfering in Arab states 
from Iraq to Yemen, saying Tehran’s 
growing influence destabilises the 
region and assists the cause of radi-
cal groups such as Isis. Iran says it 
is helping countries fight Sunni 
extremists, whom it accuses Riyadh 
of backing.

While the Iran-Saudi brinkman-
ship in Qatar has been bloodless, the 
rivalry continues to produce proxy 
conflicts elsewhere in the region. 
On Wednesday, at least 35 people 
were killed in a Saudi air strike 
against Iran-backed Houthi rebels 
in Yemen. Bashar al-Assad, Syria’s 
Tehran-supported leader, vowed 
on Sunday to escalate his campaign 
against Sunni rebels in the country’s 
six-year civil war.

Qatar has dealt with the embargo 
by relying on close ally Turkey and 
neighbouring Iran and Oman for 
imports of food and the construction 
materials needed by the tiny state as 
it prepares to host the football World 
Cup in 2022.

city airport, Congonhas. Officials 
also intend to sell minority stakes 
that government-owned airport 
operator Infraero holds in Brasília, 
São Paulo’s Guarulhos, and Rio de 
Janeiro’s Galeão.

“This is a combination of genu-
ine inclination to reduce the weight 
of the public sector and reducing 
the footprint of inefficient public 
enterprises and also fiscal consider-
ations. The extra revenue from these 
privatisations will come in handy in 
times of intense fiscal pressures,” 
says Alberto Ramos, an economist 
at Goldman Sachs.

The government announced 
the launch of a market for deben-
tures to finance infrastructure. It is 
also backing changes that require 
BNDES, the state-run development 
bank, to base its standard-lending 
rate on the five-year treasury rate 
from January 2018 onwards, ef-
fectively marking it to a market to 
bolster private investment.

“In order to subsidise, BNDES 
takes up a chunk of the treasury. 
When that ends, the government 

State governors vie to reassure foreign investors

Governors and may-
ors across the US are 
pushing to reassure 
foreign companies 

they are welcome in the US de-
spite Donald Trump’s combative 
America First rhetoric and his 
increasingly tense relationship 
with domestic businesses.

The moves, which include 
initiatives by the president’s 
fellow Republicans, come along-
side data showing foreign direct 
investment in the US holding 
up, with $83.6bn in new inflows 
in the first quarter of 2017. Mr 
Trump has in recent weeks 
hailed high-profile investment 
announcements by companies 
such as Foxconn and Toyota.

Despite the figures, local of-
ficials said they increasingly felt 
the need to compensate for Mr 
Trump, who has brought the 
most pugnacious approach to 
globalisation and imports to the 
White House in decades.

“People outside the US may 
have misunderstandings about 
what ‘Buy American’ means,” 
said Chris Sununu, Republican 
governor of New Hampshire, in 
an interview. “[But] it’s not an 
attack on people outside the US. 
It’s a reminder of what we can 
do here.”

He was a “firm believer in 
economic globalisation”, he 
added. “That is where the 21st 
century is going to take us.”

This year Mr Sununu became 
the first governor to sign an 
“open for investment” pledge 

aimed at reassuring foreign 
investors. He has spent a lot of 
time courting international com-
panies considering investments 
in the state, the southern portion 
of which is in the commuter belt 
of Boston, a booming city.

Other Republican governors 
have signed the investment 
pledge while openly fretting 
about the uncertainty caused 
by Mr Trump’s protectionist 
threats. The pledge is part of a 
campaign mounted by the Orga-
nization for International Invest-
ment, a lobby group for foreign 
companies operating in the US.

“Governors are realising they 
need to step out and provide 
some certainty to the global 
business community,” said Nan-
cy McLernon, OFII president. 
“The anti-globalisation rhetoric 
is problematic for companies 
trying to understand where in-
vestment is best welcomed.”

Signing the pledge at a 
L’Oréal factory last month, Asa 
Hutchinson, Republican gover-
nor of Arkansas, said he wanted 
to reassure foreign companies.

“They’re nervous about what 
the future of national policy on 
trade is going to be,” he said. 
“Are we going to set up tariffs? 
Are we going to continue with 
an open trading policy and an 
emphasis on global trade? I con-
tinually want to give that assur-
ance that Arkansas welcomes 
foreign investment.”
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capital flows decline since crisis
• Why China invests more in 

Europe than in the US
In the Arizona capital of 

Phoenix, where Mr Trump was 
rallying supporters on Tuesday, 
officials have been watching 
plans to renegotiate the North 
American Free Trade Agree-
ment with Canada and Mexico 
with concern. They are working 
extra hard to reassure investors.

Mr Trump’s plans for Nafta 
are undermining their busi-
ness case for Phoenix, which 
relies in part on its proximity to 
Mexico. The city has for more 
than a decade marketed itself 
as a low-cost alternative to 
California for companies with 
supply chains that straddle 
the border. Phoenix is home to 
840 foreign-owned companies, 
which employ more than 63,000 
people.

“Uncertainty on where we 
are going in regards to trade 
policy and Nafta has put some 
international investment in a 
holding pattern,” said Chris 
Camacho, president and chief 
executive of the Greater Phoenix 
Economic Council.

The divisiveness of Trump-
era politics concerning foreign 
investors goes beyond trade. In 
North Carolina a fight last year 
over a law requiring transgender 
people to use bathrooms of their 
birth-sex led to consumer boy-
cotts and the relocation of sports 
tournaments. It also unsettled 
many foreign investors in the 
state, which since the 1980s has 
built a pro-business reputation.

ANDRES SCHIPANI & JOE LEAHY 

Michel Temer
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European 
carmakers move 
up a gear on 
road back to Iran

Brazil embarks on privatisation...

Electricity generation study fails to back claims of ‘war on coal’

A 
US Department of En-
ergy study has rejected 
the allegation from Re-
publicans that a “war 
on coal” by the Obama 

administration was the main rea-
son why coal-fired and nuclear 
power plants were shutting down .

A report from the energy de-

partment’s staff on electricity mar-
kets and reliability, published on 
Wednesday, found instead that the 
rise of natural gas for power gen-
eration had held down wholesale 
electricity prices in the US, helping 
consumers but hurting other types 
of generation.

From 2012 to 2016, about 42,700 
megawatts of coal-fired genera-
tion capacity shut down in the US, 

approximately 14 per cent of the 
total, as plants have found it dif-
ficult to compete against gas and 
renewables.

Those losses, which have been 
offset by 55,700 megawatts of new 
solar and wind power capacity 
and 40,000 megawatts of gas-fired 
generation, have raised concerns 
that US power supplies could be 
less reliable and less resilient.

When the study was commis-
sioned in April by Rick Perry, the 
energy secretary, environmental 
campaigners suggested it was 
likely to come out with recom-
mendations for subsidising coal 
as a baseload electricity source 
that could be relied on around 
the clock. Renewable energy in-
dustries raised concerns that the 
study might not be conducted in 

an “open and transparent manner”.
However, the report’s recom-

mendations avoid radical options 
for intervening in US electricity 
markets.

Donald Furman of Fix The Grid, 
a coalition of environmental groups 
and renewable energy companies, 
said the administration appeared 
to have failed to find the arguments 
it wanted.

Continued from page A5

Net migration to the UK 
has fallen to the lowest 
level in three years fol-
lowing last year’s vote 

to leave the EU, as more of the 
bloc’s citizens left the country and 
fewer people arrived to seek work.

In the year to March, net mi-
gration to the UK was 246,000, 
according to official estimates re-
leased yesterday. That was down 
from 327,000 in the year to March 
2016, although only a slight de-
crease from the figure recorded 
in the calendar year 2016.

Objections to high levels of 
migration under the EU’s freedom 
of movement regime were seen 
as one of the main reasons for 
the Brexit vote, following years in 
which European workers contrib-
uted strongly to a surge in arrivals 
in the UK.

The Conservative government, 
now negotiating Britain’s exit, 
welcomed the figures, but busi-
ness leaders expressed concern 
at a possible shortage of workers 
if the trend continued.

The government was also em-
barrassed by a separate admis-
sion that official estimates had 
greatly overestimated the number 
of overseas students who over-
stayed their visas. Theresa May, 
the prime minister, had led a 
crackdown on overseas students 
coming to the UK when she was 
home secretary as part of a move 
to curb immigration.

But official figures revealed 
that only 4,600 international 
students overstayed their visas 
last year, overturning previous 
estimates of closer to 100,000.

Diane Abbott, opposition La-
bour shadow home secretary, 
described the Conservatives’ 

migration policy as a “shambles”. 
“Now it seems that [Mrs May’s] 
long-running campaign to malign 
international students is based on 
fantasy, ” Ms Abbott said.

More than half the change 
in the net migration figures was 
driven by a drop in arrivals of EU 
nationals, the Office for National 
Statistics said. The figures showed 
that 17,000 more people from the 
so-called EU8 countries of central 
and eastern Europe had left the 
UK in the year to March, which 
the ONS said was “statistically 
significant”.

Brandon Lewis, immigration 
minister, said the fall was “en-
couraging”, as the government 
aims to cut net migration to under 
100,000. “People who come to our 
country to work bring significant 
benefits to the UK, but there is 
no consent for uncontrolled im-
migration,” Mr Lewis said.

Wh e n  A m i r  w e n t 
shopping for a new 
car in Tehran he 
had few options. 

Because of the sanctions, the 
only western carmaker assem-
bling vehicles in the Islamic 
republic was Renault, which 
offered one model.

Imported cars were subject 
to 100 per cent import duty, 
meaning they were far beyond 
his budget. So Amir, a university 
lecturer, reluctantly opted for a 
Tiba, an affordable Iranian car.

Four years later, the 39-year-
old is dreaming of replacing it 
with a European model. “My 
next car will be a Peugeot 2008, 
which looks gorgeous,” Amir 
says. “It is inspiring to see new 
models and flexible payment 
terms . . . which means I may be 
able to finally buy a European-
made car.”

His enthusiasm is fuelled by 
interest in Iran by European car-
makers keen to tap into the oil-
rich nation with a largely urban-
ised population of 80m. The auto 
industry is one of the few sectors 
apart from oil in which multina-
tionals are backing their talk of 
interest in the Islamic republic 
with substantial investment, 20 
months after the implementation 
of a nuclear deal between Tehran 
and world powers.

Renault this month signed a 
€660m accord with Iran to in-
crease production capacity from 
200,000 to 350,000 cars annually 
from next year, with two more 
models on offer in Iran. Peugeot, 
which pulled out of the market 
in 2012 because of sanctions, 
signed a joint venture last year to 
invest €400m by 2020 to produce 
200,000 new cars.

The first Peugeots partly pro-
duced in Iran will be available 
this year. Volkswagen is also to 
return to the country after 17 
years as it links up with an Iranian 
group to import its vehicles.

“I believe the car sector was 
the first industry to start reaping 
the fruits of the nuclear deal,” says 
Ahmad Nemat- Bakhsh, the head 
of the country’s vehicle manufac-
turers’ association. “People are 
dissatisfied with old models like 
[South Korea’s] Kia Pride or the 
Peugeot 405. With new contracts, 
Iranian roads will have a differ-
ent image.”
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Brandon Lewis, immigration minister
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Net migration to UK falls as Brexit breeds uncertainty

ED CROOKS 

MONAVAR KHALAJ

China’s reliance on infra-
structure to drive over-
all investment hit a new 
high last month, raising 

worries that Beijing’s intensifying 
crackdown on local government 
debt, which mainly fin- ances in-
frastructure, will drag down overall 
growth.

Fixed-asset investment remains 
the biggest engine of the economy 
and also fuels global demand for 
commodities such as coal, steel 
and base metals. Fixed investment 
contributed 45 per cent to gross 
domestic product last year, by far 
the highest share of any major 

economy. The US share is 22 per 
cent, while Japan’s is 30 per cent.

The infrastructure share of over-
all fixed-asset investment hit 21.4 
per cent in the year to July, the 
highest on record, according to FT 
calculations of official data. That 
compares with 17.7 per cent for 
real estate.

“It’s a very important data point. 
There are so many ways that lo-
cal governments finance urban 
infrastructure. But now there’s 
real concern about how they can 
continue,” said Shen Jianguang, at 
Mizuho Securities.

“We’re headed for another de-
leveraging cycle like the one in 
2010-11. The growth slowdown 

will probably be sizeable over the 
next year.”

Chinese economic planners 
have turned more heavily to infra-
structure as a stimulus since 2015, 
preferring this over further invest-
ment in manufacturing, where the 
initial round of post-2008 stimulus 
caused a surge of excess capacity.

While working to cut overcapac-
ity in steel, coal and other com-
modities, investment was chan-
nelled into roads, railways and 
water projects.

“Infrastructure and property 
have long been the main pillars sup-
porting China’s economy. But prop-
erty has cyclical ups and downs, 
so property investment is volatile. 

China debt crackdown risks hurting infrastructure investment

accounts will be more relieved and, 
consequently, there will be room to 
do other things,” says Bruno Sera-
pião of Hidrovias do Brasil, a private 
river port operator.

The privatisation effort may in-
clude the Casa da Moeda do Brasil, 
Brazil’s mint, and the lottery unit of 
state-run bank Caixa Econômica 
Federal.

The move came only a day after 
officials signalled they would sell a 
controlling stake in Eletrobras, Latin 
America’s biggest electricity genera-
tor, which pleased markets.

Since taking over last August, Mr 
Temer’s economic team has been 
shifting economic policy away from 
the dirigiste policies of his leftist 
predecessors who, critics say, used 
state-owned companies to achieve 
macroeconomic goals, such as 
controlling inflation by artificially 
curbing energy prices.

The surprise announcement 
of Eletrobras fuelled hopes of a 
reorganisation of the utility, which 
has been trampled by government 
meddling, inefficiencies and cor-
ruption scandals. Officials believe 
that selling some of the state’s 41 
per cent stake, which gives the gov-
ernment majority voting rights, will 
raise some R$20bn ($6.4bn).

“The sale of Eletrobras goes 
in line within the liberal agenda 
the government is trying to push 
through. This will allow the gov-
ernment to have a ‘golden share’ 
of Eletrobras, allowing it to make 
some of the company’s important 
decisions,” explains Ricardo Sennes, 
director of consultancy Prospectiva.

Mr Sennes compared the case 
of Eletrobras with that of Embraer, 
which was privatised in 1994 and 
became the world’s third-largest 
commercial jet maker. Despite 
investors’ praises for his reform 
agenda Mr Temer is highly un-
popular at home, wrestling with a 
corruption scandal that has drained 
support for his reforms.

These include a controversial 
overhaul of Brazil’s generous pen-
sion system to help rein in runaway 
budget deficits, which stand at more 
than 9 per cent of gross domestic 
product. The government was al-
ready forced to loosen its budget 
targets, although finance minister 
Henrique Meirelles is confident it 
will pass through Congress this year.

Credit rating agency S&P Global 
Ratings is not so sure. Last week it 
reiterated Brazil’s “BB” rating but 
maintained its negative outlook, 
citing “ongoing political challenges 
and the risk of a downgrade” if the 
country’s Congress fails “to advance 
legislation that begins to reduce 
Brazil’s fiscal rigidities, which hin-
der deficit reduction”.

GABRIEL WILDAU 



Investors in US retail 
keep faith despite 
shrinking sales
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S
everal leading US retail-
ers yesterday reported 
further declines in sales, 
but such is the scale of 
investors’ disillusion-

ment with the sector that some 
of their shares spiked higher on 
relief that the news was not any 
worse.

Sears Holdings, which owns 
the department store chain of 
that name and discounter Kmart, 
said that comparable-store sales 
were down 13.2 per cent at Sears 
stores in the three months to July 
29. Kmart’s same-store sales were 
down 9.4 per cent.

But Sears shares jumped more 
than 10 per cent in early trading 
before paring back gains to 3.6 
per cent by midday, taking part in 
a broader rally across many parts 
of the retail sector.

Other retailers reported earn-
ings that topped analysts’ expec-
tations. Shares of Abercrombie 
& Fitch, the struggling purveyor 
of hoodies and T-shirts, jumped 
17 per cent as it reported same-
store sales down 1 per cent in 
the quarter. While that marks the 
19th sales decline in the past 20 
quarters, the drop was less than 

Infosys has appointed its 
celebrated former chief 
executive Nandan Nilekani 
as chairman, in an effort 

by the Indian IT services group 
to end its destabilising feud 
with his co-founder Narayana 
Murthy.

Nilekani and  Murthy were 
two of the seven young engi-
neers who founded Infosys in 
the western Indian city of Pune 
in 1981. They took turns lead-
ing it until 2014, when Vishal 
Sikka, a former SAP executive, 
took charge.

Sikka resigned as chief ex-
ecutive last week, after a stream 
of criticism from Murthy, who 
had alleged that the company’s 
values of transparency and 
down-to-earth leadership were 
being eroded. The war of words 
has mesmerised the Indian 
business community but sent 
Infosys’ shares down sharply.

While the Infosys founders 
now hold only about 12.8 per 
cent of the company’s stock, 
they continue to command 
huge respect among its staff.

Mr Nilekani served as Info-
sys chief executive from 2002 
to 2007. Since then he has led 

CRH buys aggregates producer after selling US unit

the 2.1 per cent decline that ana-
lysts had predicted.

“This is a quarter of better 
than feared results,” said Simeon 
Siegel, retail analyst with Nomura 
Instinet. “We do not think that 
the structural issues have gone 
anywhere. But the idea that every-
thing is dying . . . what you’re see-
ing in stocks is a sentiment rather 
than a fundamental strength.”

Tiffany reported another quar-
ter of shrinking same-store sales 
- of 1 per cent, globally - but the 
upscale jeweller was able to eke 
out a 3 per cent rise in overall 
revenue to $959.7m, confounding 
expectations for a slight decline, 
due to higher wholesale diamond 
sales and new store openings. Af-
ter an initial spike, its shares were 
lower at midday.

At Sears, the share price was 
bolstered by news of cost-cutting. 
Overall, group sales fell to $4.4bn 
from $5.7bn, with store closures 
accounting for $770m of the 
decline.

Yesterday, it revealed plans to 
close 28 more Kmart stores this 
year. Across the two brands, the 
company has shut 180 of about 
1,400 stores since January 29, and 
says it is on track to close another 
150 by the end of October.

national initiatives such as the 
Aadhaar biometric identifica-
tion system and the design of 
an IT platform to underpin the 
government’s landmark intro-
duction of a national goods and 
services tax. He has avoided any 
public comment on the feud 
between Murthy and current 
management.

“Nandan Nilekani is pos-
sibly the very best candidate 
Infosys can find globally,” wrote 
analysts at Institutional Investor 
Advisory Services. Mr Sikka, 
who moved to a new role as 
vice-chairman last week, has 
now left the board, Infosys said.

“Last week I said that my 
remaining on the Infosys board 
was to primarily enable a 
smooth transition. In Nandan, 
we have found an ideal leader 
to manage this transition,” Sikka 
said.

Murthy, who ran the com-
pany from 1981 to 2002, has 
criticised hefty pay rises for 
senior executives, which he 
views as a threat to broader staff 
morale. Infosys has dismissed 
Mr Murthy’s claims as “false and 
misleading” and said his “con-
tinuous assault” was the main 
reason for Mr Sikka’s departure. 

Building materials com-
pany CRH has sold its 
North American dis-
tribution business for 

$2.6bn and used part of the 
proceeds to buy a lime and ag-
gregates operation in Europe.

The Dublin-based FTSE 100 
company, which historically has 
relied on acquisitions for two-
thirds of its profits growth, said it 
decided to sell out after regional 
consolidation in the US left it 
with few deal opportunities.

“We found ourselves a dis-
tant number four in an industry 
where size and scale matters, 
where procurement costs matter, 
where logistics costs matter, and 
where having a national foot-
print matters,” Albert Manifold, 
chief executive, told an analysts’ 
conference.

Distribution was a small part 
of its North American operation, 
accounting for just 5 per cent of 
group earnings before interest, 
tax, depreciation and amortisa-
tion.

But Manifold described the 
sale to Beacon Roofing Supply 
as a “unique opportunity” be-
cause the price represented 16 
times the unit’s earnings before 
interest, taxes, depreciation and 
amortisation.

CRH said it was spending 
€600m of the proceeds on Fels, 
a German company, with opera-
tions in the Czech Republic and 
Russia. The deal makes CRH Eu-
rope’s second-largest producer 
of lime, a product used in the 
chemicals and pharmaceuticals 
sectors as well as cement.

CRH made the twin an-
nouncements while reporting 

that first-half sales had increased 
2 per cent to €13bn. Its shares 
were up 3 per cent in afternoon 
trading in London. Like-for-like 
sales in the Americas rose 1 per 
cent year on year. In Europe, 
sales were 3 per cent ahead. This 
offset a 8 per cent decline in Asia.

The company said it faced cost 
pressures, particularly energy 
costs but it was now seeing prices 
rise on the back of improved vol-
umes in key markets. Ebitda for 
the six months to June 30 rose 5 
per cent to €1.17bn. Pre-tax prof-
its increased 27 per cent year on 
year from €407m to €517m.

Davy, the company’s Dublin 
house broker, said the results 
were in line with forecasts, add-
ing that the disposal “provides 
the group with significant fire-
power to pursue further returns- 
enhancing acquisitions”.

Nilekani named Infosys chairman 
in attempt to restore peace to the board

Shares in India’s beleaguered 
state-owned banks rallied 
yesterday on news that the 
government is to push for 

consolidation among them, despite 
opposition from bank workers.

India’s government is to set up a 
mechanism to approve mergers of 
the 21 state-owned banks, according 
to a cabinet announcement late on 
Wednesday. The move was cheered 
by the stock market, with the Nifty 
PSU Bank index of state-run lenders 
ending yesterday 3 per cent higher 
than its closing level two days before.

The bullish response reflects 
hopes that mergers will lead to ef-
ficiency gains among the lenders, 
which have been hit by a surge in 
non-performing loans to large in-
dustrial groups.

An indication of the political 

complications of the plan was seen 
on Tuesday with a one-day strike by 
a reported 1m workers at 130,000 
state-sector bank branches nation-
wide, in protest against a move that 
unions expect will lead to heavy job 
cuts. But Arun Jaitley, the finance 
minister, said consolidation would 
increase the combined entities’ 
“commercial strength, the ability to 
absorb market shocks”.

State Bank of India, the country’s 
largest lender, has suffered a jump in 
its bad loan ratio after absorbing five 
smaller associate banks earlier this 
year. Its chairman, Arundhati Bhat-
tacharya, told the Financial Times 
in May that SBI had no plans for 
any further mergers. “I don’t think 
it makes sense for one unit to keep 
growing larger and larger - we’re 
already four times the size of the 
next competitor,” she said.

But she called for consolidation 
elsewhere in the sector. “In Austra-

lia, Canada, China, the presence 
of three or four large banks has 
stabilised the economy, encouraged 
good risk management practices. 
A similar thing in India would be 
definitely welcome,” she said.

Some analysts see consolida-
tion, along with other measures 
such as expanded recapitalisation 
or potential privatisation, as part of 
an overdue solution to a stubborn 
non-performing loan problem that 
is hampering the sector’s ability to 
lend.

Non-performing loans account-
ed for 9.6 per cent of total bank as-
sets at the end of March, according 
to the Reserve Bank of India’s latest 
financial stability report, with the 
damage worst among the public-
sector banks that account for more 
than two-thirds of system assets. 
Lending by such banks grew only 
0.8 per cent year on year in the first 
quarter.

SIMON MUNDY 
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Albert Manifold, chief executive

Indian state-owned lenders 
boosted by mergers push
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S
ome in Beijing believe 
that low-cost hybrid 
weapons such as drone 
swarms offer China the 
best way to challenge US 

supremacy. But others in the mili-
tary remain unconvinced. Which 
faction will win out? 

With their tiny propellers buzz-
ing, the fleet of Chinese aircraft, 
little larger than model planes, 
are flung into the air one at a time 
by giant rubber bands. Soon the 
sky is full of toylike drones flying 
in formations over unidentified 
mountains in China.

This unlikely spectacle could 
represent a revolution in military 
affairs. The June 11 demonstration 
of “swarm” technology by China 
Electronics Technology Group, a 
state-owned high-tech company, 
included 119 drones. That made 
it the world’s largest ever swarm, 
according to CETC, breaking a 
US-held record.

Each tiny aircraft - bought on-
line for a few hundred dollars - is 
loaded with software and sensors, 
capable of communicating with 
the other drones in the swarm. 
Developers are working towards 
a future where thousands could 
operate in sync, identifying and 
attacking targets. In theory such 
swarms could feature drones fitted 
with missiles or warheads capable 
of sophisticated attacks designed 
to overwhelm defences with their 
sheer numbers.

“This goes all the way back to 
the tactics of Attila the Hun,” says 
Randall Steeb, senior engineer at 
the Rand Corporation in the US. 
“A light attack force that can defeat 
more powerful and sophisticated 
opponents. They come out of no-
where, attack from all sides and 
then disappear, over and over.”

China’s two-decade effort to 
modernise its military has seen 
it develop stealth fighters, guided 
missile destroyers and ballistic 
“carrier killer” missiles, while also 
reducing troop numbers. It will 
spend at least $152bn this year on 
its military, but only in a few areas 
has it come close to surpassing US 
technology. Beijing is now betting 
that swarms of drones, low-tech 
hardware knitted together with 
high-tech artificial intelligence, 
will become a weapon of the 
future.

The gamble is that they can 
be effective both as a lethal and 
non-lethal weapon. Thousands 
of cheap, 3D-printed drones, for 
example, could swarm aircraft 
carriers or fighter jets, which cur-
rently have no countermeasures 
for such attacks. They can also be 
effective, say experts, without be-
ing lethal by crossing the line into 
a shooting war - a valuable form of 
deterrence, especially for weaker 
countries.

For example, swarms of auton-
omous boats could appear when 
a US ship sails close to a disputed 
island in the South China Sea and 
block its path. Referred to by the 
US military as “grey-zone threats”, 
they could leave a superior mili-
tary with a dilemma about how to 

respond without appearing to be 
the aggressor.

“Swarming is currently consid-
ered to be one of the most promis-
ing areas of defence technology 
development in the world,” says 
Vasily Kashin, an expert on China’s 
military at the Higher School of 
Economics in Moscow. “The Chi-
nese are prioritising it.”

As is Washington. “Clearly 
the US and China are in some 
sort of weird swarm race,” says 
Paul Scharre, a senior fellow at 
the Center for a New American 
Security who writes on military 
robotics. “A swarm with 10 more 
individual drones isn’t necessarily 
better. What matters are the things 
you can’t see. It’s the algorithms 
that govern the swarm behaviour.”

China insists it is now on 
an even footing with the US 
on drones, with CETC saying it 
has “made some major break-
throughs”.But experts caution 
that mature swarm technology is 
still a long way off and will require 
developing both the necessary 
technology to boost communica-
tion between the drones, methods 
to keep them in the air longer 
and a modern military capable of 
deploying the swarms effectively.

It is hard to assess the claim 
that China’s technology is superior 
to that of the US, says Scharre. The 
US military operates about 7,000 
drones. Analysts say there could 
be at least 1,300 currently in op-
eration between the Chinese army 
and air force, although none have 
been used in offensive missions.

H o w e v e r  C h i n e s e - m a d e 
drones have seen combat in war 
zones around the world, in the 
hands of importers such as Iraq 
and Saudi Arabia. These drones 
are not autonomous, however, and 
require aircrews of at least three to 
operate them.

Swarms take the might of 
drones one step further. “The es-
sence of a swarm is co-operation,” 
adds Mr Scharre. “Having a hun-
dred or a thousand small cheap 
drones that can’t communicate 
and co-ordinate behaviour isn’t 
worth much. What’s valuable is if 
they can communicate and work 
cooperatively. That’s a difference 
between a wolf pack and just little 
wolves.”

High-tech vs low-tech
The past 25 years have wit-

nessed a period of US military 
dominance built on advanced 
technology in areas like stealth and 
precision weaponry.

The US, which outspends Chi-
na, its closest rival in military 
spending, by nearly four times, 
retains primacy through small 
amounts of highly sophisticated 
weapons. But as laggards catch 
up with cruise missiles and stealth 
fighters of their own, the US has 
been focused on even newer tech-
nologies. That has driven a new 
era in weaponry, where robotics, 
directed energy weapons and 
3D-printed kit will feature in the 
battlefield of the future.

The advent of swarm technol-
ogy heralds a period that could 
reverse the trend of the past quar-
ter of a century, which has seen 
the deployment of fewer but more 
advanced - and expensive - weap-
ons platforms. The next generation 
of weapons may see sophisticated 
technology systems outdone by 
the sheer numbers of autonomous 
swarms.

“The result [of swarm technol-
ogy] will be a paradigm shift where 
mass once again becomes the 
decisive factor on the battlefield, 
where having the most intelligent 
algorithm may be more important 
than having the best hardware,” 
says Mr Scharre.

The US has prioritised expen-
sive, highly advanced hardware 
like Global Hawk drones that 
require a team of dozens to keep 
them in the air. The advantage 
of swarms is that they require 
comparatively low-tech hardware 
knitted together with advanced 
software. Some in China see robot-
ics as part of an asymmetric war-
fare in which an opponent whose 
overall capabilities are regarded as 
technologically inferior can defeat 
a superior one.

“The People’s Liberation Army 
anticipates that swarm intelli-
gence and swarming tactics could 
serve as an asymmetric means 
to target high-value US weapons 
platforms,” says Elsa Kania, an in-
dependent researcher on Chinese 
military affairs.

Internal tensions
This is creating tensions within 

the ranks of China’s defence es-
tablishment, where the competi-
tion for resources and funding is 
intense amid a radical overhaul 
of the services. Military leaders 
want expensive planes and ships 
that rival American weapons. But a 
growing faction within the PLA fa-
vours committing more resources 
to next-generation weapons.

Wang Weixing, a military re-
search director at the PLA, is 
one of a number who argue that 
Beijing’s focus on matching the 
US in technology - stealth fighters, 
carrier killer missiles, aircraft car-
riers - is wrong-headed and that 
it should adopt an “asymmetric” 
strategy focused on drones.

“As people are still preparing 
for a high-tech war, the old and 
new are becoming intertwined 
to become a new form of hidden 
complex ‘hybrid war’,” he wrote in 
June in a front-page commentary 
in the PLA Daily, the military’s 
flagship publication. “Unmanned 

combat is gradually emerging. 
While people have their heads 
buried in the sand trying to close 
the gap with the world’s military 
powers in terms of traditional 
weapons, technology-driven ‘light 
warfare’ is about to take the stage.”

China, which is at the centre of 
the commercial drone industry, 
has some advantages as the era 
of unmanned systems dawns. 
Manufacturers such as DJI, Ze-
rotech and Ehang dominate the 
global consumer drone industry 
and many of these private sector 
companies have been co-opted to 
work for the PLA.

“It is increasingly blurred what 
is civilian and what is military, 
especially in areas like UAVs [un-
manned aerial vehicles],” says 
Tai Ming Cheung, director of the 
Institute on Global Conflict and 
Co-operation at the University of 
California, San Diego.

For example, the drone used 
by CETC in the June swarm dem-
onstration was the X-6 Skywalker, 
a commercial model that can 
be easily customised. One US 
drone engineer, who asked not to 
be named, says: “If the military 
advantage is going to the country 
that can make the largest amounts 
of cheap commodity electronics, 
then watch out for China.”

Chinese leaders have trum-
peted technological advances 
even as the country’s armed forces 
plan to shed 300,000 personnel by 
2018, becoming more streamlined 
and combat-ready. Autonomously 
operating swarms would require 
far fewer active troops.

Swarm technology, say defence 
experts, is attractive to Beijing as 
it would allow China to project 
force with a lower probability of 
military confrontation. Drones, 
unlike fighter jets or aircraft car-
riers, are less threatening and can 
be shot down or captured without 
triggering a military escalation. In 
December, China seized a US un-
derwater drone in the South China 
Sea, which the PLA then handed 
back after a few days. This would 
have triggered a major crisis had it 
been a manned vehicle.

‘Natural risk aversion’
China is also pushing into other 

areas of robot technology includ-
ing an imitation of Boston Dynam-
ics’ “Big Dog” troop support robot, 
which resembles something out of 
Star Wars and is designed to carry 
equipment into battle. Developed 
by arms conglomerate Norinco, 
Mr Kashin likens it to “a $1m 
donkey”. Yunzhou Tech Corpora-
tion, based in Zhuhai, displayed 
an unmanned boat armed with a 
machine gun turret at a military 
technology exhibition in Beijing 
last month. A Chinese website 
recently published photos of a 
torpedo-carrying autonomous 
vehicle that skims the surface of 
the water. The product could be 
used to target submarines. “These 
are not like anything anyone else 
has,” says Mr Kashin.

“China has come a long way 
in its development of unmanned 
systems in a relatively short pe-
riod,” says Michael Chase, a senior 
political scientist at the Rand 
Corporation.

Military strategy - Asymmetric attack
EMILY FENG & CHARLES CLOVER

Xi Jinping
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Heard ON THE Street 

Bogus businesses, bogus claims

F
alling oil reve-
nues have forced 
many state gov-
ernments to be-
come desperate 

for funds to develop their 
states and deliver on their 
electoral promises. This 
desperation has now made 
governors to become des-
perate for investment 
opportunities and sadly 
sources have told “Heard 
on the Street” that busi-
nessmen with dubious in-
tent are taking advantage 
of the desperation of the 

governors to make money 
for themselves.

 It is understood that 
some dubious business-
men now approach gov-
ernors with promises to 
help them deliver on mega 
projects that would at-
tract billions of naira of 
investments and create 
thousands of jobs in their 
states. They go ahead and 
sign elaborate MOUs with 
the concerned governors 
which is well publicised.

These businessmen 
then go for the kill asking 

nancial grant given by the 
state is gone mostly into 
the private pocket of the 
businessman.

Governors fall for this 
trick because many of 
them tend not to con-
duct any form of due dili-
gence on the businessmen 
that approach them with 
promises of bogus projects 
even when some of these 
businessmen cannot show 
any track record of having 
delivered on a similar pro-
ject anywhere else in the 
country or in the world. 

the state government to 
invest in the project with a 
take-off grant, sometimes 
running into millions and 
billions.

Once these business-
men gets hold of this take 
off grant, they vanish into 
thin air, usually with the 
excuse that they are look-
ing for bank finance or 
foreign investors to back 
their project.  However, 
that search never ends and 
the project never gets done 
or only gets half done, 
meanwhile the initial fi-

The Entertainment 
and Media (E and 
M) industry in Ni-
geria has grown 

tremendously in the since 
the return to civilian rule in 
1999 as people’s appetite for 
local music spiked.

Price Waterhouse Coop-
ers Entertainment and Me-
dia Outlook estimates Nige-
ria’s music industry alone 
is expected to grow at a 
breathtaking 12.9 percent 
CAGR—almost doubling 
from $47 million in 2015 to 
over $86 million in 2020—
on the back of strong mobile 
music revenue.

Nigeria is not the only 
country in Sub Sahara Af-
rica that has made a leap 
forward in E and M indus-

Nigeria’s entertainment 
and Media industry

try. South Africa and Kenya 
E and M industry has also 
been in a growth spurt.

According to the PwC 
report, the rapid growth of 
the African music industry 
can be attributed to three 
factors : demographics, 
internet penetration, and 
streaming.

Data from Pricewater-
houseCooper’s Entertain-
ment and Media Outlook 
suggests that E&M spending 
in the 10 youngest markets 
worldwide is growing three 
times as rapidly as in the 10 
oldest. More simply, argues 
the PwC report, growth 
in E&M spending is de-
termined more by the age 
of a country’s population 
than by its comparative 
wealth, as seen in the top 
right quadrant of Figure 
3.  Indeed,six in every 10 
Africans are aged under 24 
years—the youngest popu-
lation of any region globally.

Nigeria’s population 
reached 182 million this 
year with more than half 
its people under 30 years of 
age, further reiterating the 
report of PWC report that 
the country’s E nd M could 
be increase in the near fu-
ture since young people are 

attracted to entrainment 
compared to the people 
above the age of 45 years.

As stated in the PwC re-
port, increased mobile and 
internet penetration drives 
E&M revenue generation. In 
2015, around half a billion 
Africans had subscribed to 
mobile services; by 2020, 
there will be around725 
million unique subscribers. 
In the last 10 years, African 
countries have adopted mo-
bile and internet technology 
at a faster rate than the rest 
of the world.

Partnerships between 
telecommunication compa-
nies and the music industry 
have resulted in an explo-
sion of digital distribution 
and thus mobile revenue. 

PwC expects mobile music 
revenue in Nigeria and Ken-
ya to grow 21.9 percent and 
18.7 percent respectively. 

The PwC report also 
highlights that the rapid 
growth in streaming ser-
vices will more than off-
set dwindling physical al-
bum and download sales. 
Streaming services such as 
Spotify and Apple Music 
have not only generated 
record revenues domesti-
cally but they have also 
introduced African music 
and artists to a global audi-
ence. In South Africa digital 
music streaming revenue 
is forecast to rise from $5.3 
million in 2015 to $31.5 mil-
lion in 2020, a 42.7 percent 
CAGR.

Nigeria has been export-
ing its music and culture to 
other Africa countries that 
crave for artists like Wizkid, 
Davido, Olamide and co.

However,  the report 
highlights challenges like 
poor distribution networks 
and weak intellectual prop-
erty right coupled with ram-
pant piracy as factors un-
dermining the growth of the 
E and M industry.

Junaid Belo-Osagie con-
tributed to this post.

Religion plays a key 
role in governance 
in Nigeria and that 
is not surprising 

since religion also plays a 
key role in our lives. The 
government at the state 
and federal level knows 
how much Nigerians value 
religion hence their deci-
sion to subsidise pilgrimage 
to holy cities around the 
world. 

But there is an interest-
ing twist to the decision to 
go on pilgrimage in most 
states across the federation. 

or as an opportunity to win 
a favour from the governor. 

Sources have also told 
“Heard on the Street” that 
more public servants tag 
along when the governor is 
going on a pilgrimage be-
cause it then becomes easier 
to claim expenses. 

S o u r c e s  h a v e  t o l d 
“Heard on the Street” how 
the decision to go on pil-
grimage is no longer de-
termined by the need for 
spiritual healing but by 
whether the governor is 
also going on a pilgrimage 
or not. 

For most people in gov-
ernment house, if the gov-
ernor decides to go on a 
pilgrimage, then be sure 
that a good number of the 
public servants will jump 
on the plane also going 
for pilgrimage. But if the 

governor decides not to, 
then the number of public 
servants going will also drop 
significantly.

Obviously, the pilgrimage 
journey is no longer a spir-
itual journey but more of a 
journey of sycophancy to see 
who is closest to the governor 

The politics of going for pilgrimage

Obviously, the pilgrimage journey is no 
longer a spiritual journey but more of a 
journey of sycophancy to see who is closest 
to the governor or as an opportunity to win 

a favour from the governor. 


